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STELLING EN
1. Compositionaliteit is een rekbaar begrip .

2. Er is geen scherpe scheidslijn aan te geven tussen operationele en denotationele
semantiek die de gangbare opvattingen over deze begrippen recht doet.
3. Het is natuurlijker een specifikatie te geven van het gedrag van een programmamoduul in termen van het input / output gedrag ervan , dan door aan te geven
wat het .effekt ervan is op waarden van variabelen . Met dergelijke specifikaties als
uitgangspunt is het bijvoorbeeld mogelijk een intuitieve redenering te formaliseren tot een korrektheidsbewijs .
z ie: A.P. W . B o hm c u A . J e D rniu . " D y n a mi c u e tw o rks o f pa rnlld proeess,,s". R e p o rt IW
102/ 8 2 . Math e mati sc h Ce utrum . Am s t e rJ a m 1108 2 )

4. Het boek van Milne en Stracl1ey overtuigt niet dat de daar gebruikte methode
om korrektheid aan te tonen van compilers de aangewezen manier is.
zie R . Milu e e n C. S t.rac hey. '" A th ro ry o f progranuniu g lau g ua. ge s e 111cu1tk s". Lo n<l o u :

C h a pm a n auJ H a ll. N e w Yo rk . Wile y (2 ,kku) 11 9 76 ) .

5. Een van de voordelen van de opkomst van de microprocessor was dat het gebruikelijker werd om een proces een eigen processor te verschaffen; het is in dit
licht bezien bedenkelijk dat een aantal modernere microprocessoren voorz1enmgen bieden om multiprogramming efficient te implementeren.
6. Semaforen zijn de goto statements van het concurrent programmeren.
7.

TEX, het programma van Knuth voor het, zet.ten van teksten, zou nog plezieriger
te hanteren zijn als het de mogelijkheid bood een benadering van het eindresultaat zichtbaar te maken op een beeldscherm, en vervolgens verbeteringen zou
accepteren die gespecificeerd zijn in termen van dat tussenresultaat.

8. Informatica-opleidingen dienen een praktikum tienvingerig typen in het curriculum op te nemen, al was het maar om te proberen het gebruik van onbegrijpelijke
afkortingen aan banden te leggen.
9 , Bij de voorlichting over universitaire opleidingen in de informatica client nadrukkelijk aangegeven te worden dat de studie geen uitgebreide kursus programmeren
is, en ook geen opleiding in de bedrijfseconomische of maatschappelijke achtergronden van het vak ,

10. Onder invloed van computerspelen zal een nieuwe vorm van kunst ontstaan .
11. Goed leren pianospelen heeft meer te maken met het afleren van overtollige ha.ndelingen clan met het aanleren van nieuwe.
12. Het opvoeden van kinderen wordt een stuk interessanter en effektiever als je ook
bereid bent je door hen te laten opvoeden .
13. Onverwerkte emoties doen zich graag voor als levenswijsheid.
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chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Overview
This thesis contains four papers. In all of them I introduce a (small) programming
language and amongst other things present one or more semantics for this language.
These papers are reproduced in chapters 2 through 5.
This first chapter consists of three sections. The first one gives an overview
of the thesis. The second section presents an introduction to the notions occurring
in the rest of this thesis, intended for those who are not very familiar with formal
semantics of programming languages. Finally, section 1.3 will provide a more thorough
introduction to the material covered in the later chapters, present some conclusions
and discuss related work .
The papers in the next four chapters are the following:
A. de Bruin, "On the existence of Cook semantics", SIAM J. Comput. 13 (1984),
1-13.
This is chapter 2. The following chapter is a reprint of
A. de Bruin, "Operational and denotational semantics describing the matching
process in SNOBOL4", Report IW 151/80, Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam
(1980).
Chapter 4 is the paper
A. de Bruin, "Goto statements: semantics and deduction systems", Acta Informatica 15 (1981), 385- 424,
and the final chapter contains
A. de Bruin and A.P. W. Bolun, "The denotational semantics of dynamic networks
of processes", ACM Trans. Prog. Lang. and Syst. 7 (1985), 656-679.
In the first paper a style of semantics is investigated which has been introduced by
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Cook in [Coo78]. His idea is to define the meaning of a program to be a function that
takes an initial state as an argument (a stat.e provides the values of all variables), and
yields a trace which is a sequence of states. Such a trace consists of a.ll intermediate
states generated by execution of the program. If the program does not terminate
then the corresponding trace will be an infinite sequence. Cook defined this meaning
function through a set of recursive equat.ions. In my paper I investigate whether
equations like these always have a well defined solution. To this end I introduce
a small language, and show that there exist several ways to establish the intended
solution of the corresponding Cook equations.
In the second paper I define three semantics for the SNOBOL4 pattern matcher,
and prove them equivalent. The most notable feature to be captured in these semantics is the backtracking mechanism . A pattern match in SNOBOL4 may succeed or
fail. In the latter case an alternative will be tried that has been encountered earlier
during the match and stacked for later use. This backtracking action is similar to
executing a kind of goto statement, but there is a difference: this jump has a target
that has been determined dynamically in earlier stages of the pattern match . Every
step in a pattern match may fail, so in every stage there are two possibilities for
proceeding with the computation: a normal one in case the previous step succeeded,
and a failure continuation .
The third paper investigates the familiar goto statement. In [CIH72) Clint and
Hoare have proposed a formal proof system for this statement that is not easily
understood. In my paper I justify their system by proving it to be sound and complete.
To achieve this result, I need a semantics for the goto statement, and in fact I
introduce three semantics, one in t.he sty le of Cook, a direct denotational one, and
a denotational semantics using continuations. After proving the equivalence of these
semantics I introduce a more straightforward proof system than the one by Clint
and Hoare, which I then justify in a nat11ral way using direct semantics. For the
justification of Clint's and Hoa.re 's system it is more appropriate to use continuation
semantics.
The final paper deals with the language DNP (dynamic networks of processes) for
parallel programming which is a variant of a language introduced in [Kah74, IfaM77J
by Kahn. In this language one can define processes that are able to expand into
networks of several new processes- much in the style of the fork construct in unix .
Processes can communicate over channels and these are comparable to unix pipes.
Kahn presented an outline of a denotational semantics for the language, but did not
formalize this. That is what we do in our paper by presenting a fully worked out
denotational semantics.
The latter three papers deal wit.h programming constructs and issues (backtracking, goto statements and expansion of a process into a network) that describe a flow
of control that is more involved than constructs like the if-then-else , the while
loop or procedure calls discussed by the advocates of structured programming . In
section 3 of this introductory chapter I provide some evidence that these concepts are
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not easily captured by direct denotational semantics, and that, cont,inuation semantics is more suitable here. In the first paper on Cook semantics continuations appear
on the scene as well: one approach to solve the problem investigated there is to use
continuations in constructing a solution to the Cook equations.
So the use of continuations is a common feature in all papers presented here.
I found that in some cases continuations were just the tool I needed, they fitted
elegantly. In other cases the notion was less adequate, it served its purpose, the
problem at hand could be solved by using continuations, but on the other hand
introducing them entailed quite some additional complications. In the last section of
this chapter I will dwell a little longer on these experiences.

1.2. Formal semantics: an introduction
In the preceding section I mentioned direct denotational semantics an<l continuations,
so the first technical terms have already appeared. This section is meant to provide
an introduction to these and related notions. I will not pay much attention to the
mathematical backgrounds, my aim here is to show some of the ideas and techniques
that are applied in the chapters to follow.
For this purpose I will introduce a very simple programming language, and provide four semantics for it. Each semantics occurring in chapters 2 through 5 is in the
style of one of the semantics introduced here and therefore these semantics will serve
as a vehicle using which I can explain some of the results from the later chapters.
1.2.1. THE LANGUAGE WHILE
The language has this name, because its most complicated construct 1s the while
loop. The syntax of WHILE, in a BNF-like notation, is given by
S ::= x:=t

I S1; S2 I if b then S1 else S2 I while b do S

Nothing spectacular: the language has a simple assignment statement, composit,ion
of statements, conditional statements and the while statement. I give a few remarks
on this definition, the style of which is customary in denotational semantics.
As a starting point of this definition there are a few "syntactic classes". First of
all, there is the class Var which contains the variables. Elements of Var are denoted
by the letters x and y, possibly with indices. Other classes are Exp, containing the
(arithmetic) expressions, with elements s and t, and the class Bexp, the boolean
expressions, with elements b. From these classes the BNF-rule above defines the class
Stat, the statements with elements S.
For our purposes it does not matter what arithmetic and boolean expressions
look like. One can think of the standard pascal expressions, apart from the fact that
function calls inside expressions are not allowed. This precludes the possibility of
expression evaluation that does not terminate or establishes side effects.
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1.2.2. DIRECT DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS
The first semantics that I will define for WHILE is a direct denotational semantics.
The idea is to define a "meaning function" M , a valuation that takes a syntactical entity 6. as an argument, for instance an expression or a statement, and yields
the denotation of the syntactic element- the meaning 6. denotes. Therefore M is a
function mapping syntactic domains (e.g. Exp or Stat) to semantic domains. Denotational semantics is also termed mathematical semantics, and this name alludes
to the fact that these semantic domains are mathematically well defined entities, m
general function spaces.
As a starting point of this denotational semantics I will define the meaning of
arithmetic expressions. So I must define a function with functionality:

M: Exp -----> "meanings"
which maps expressions to their denotations . I write M[t~ for the meaning oft. This
introduces a notational convention: when the argument of a function is a syntactic
entity it will be enclosed in [. ~-type brackets.
In the end evaluation of an expression will yield a value. It. is not necessary here
to specify exactly what these values will be, it is sufficient to assume the existence
of a set V of possible values, the elements of which will be denoted by symbols a.
The meaning of an expression t cannot however be simply a value from V, because in
general the result of evaluation of t depends on the value of the variables occurring
int.
So I shall use abstraction here, a well known technique in denotational semantics:
if M[t ~ depends on the value of some variables then make M[t~ a function which
takes these values (in some form or another) as an argument and yields the right
outcome. To this end I introduce the notion of a state. A state models the values
the variables have at a certain moment during execution of a program. The set of
all states is denoted by E, and a typical element of E is written as a. States can be
defined elegantly as functions from Var to V, that is a[x~ denotes the value of x in
state a.
Combining all this, the result is that M is a function

M :Exp-----> E-----> V,
and that the value oft in a is denoted by M [t~a. It can be proved that the functionality of M given above is equivalent to M : Exp x V -----> E, which is of a more
usual type. However, the variant chosen here will lead to more elegant clauses in the
semantical definitions to follow.
The above formula again introduces some new notation . In denotational semantics higher order functions are used often. These are functions that take functions as
an argument or yield a function as a result . Thus it is possible that a function f,
when applied to an argument a, yields another function that can be applied to an
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argument b to yield yet another function . Standard notation would lead t,o formulae
like ((f(a))(b))(c), which are hardly pleasing to the eye. There is a convention for this
which states that function application should be performed from left to right. Using this convention the above formula can be rewritten as fabc or, another example,
M[t~o- should be read as (M[t~)(o-). All this corresponds t,o another convention on
the use of the -> in constructing function domains like A -> B, the set of all functions
from A to B. This operator should be evaluated from right to left, i.e. Exp -> r; -> V
should be read as Exp -> (I:: -> V) .
As I did not bother to specify the syntax, I also refrain from defining the meaning
function M of expressions.
Boolean expressions are treated like arithmetic ones, apart from the fact. that
these expressions yield boolean values . To this end I define the set W = {tt,f f}, and
now the valuation

M: Bexp

->

r;

->

W

can be introduced, giving the meaning of boolean expressions. Although I use the
same name M for this function, this will not cause ambiguities because the form of
the argument of M will always be a clear indication as to which variant of M is
intended.
I now investigate the meaning of stat,ements. What is the effect of executing a
statement? A popular idea is to use the fact that a program consumes input values
and produces output values . This would lead to a meaning function M such that
M[S~ is a function from sequences of input values to sequences of output values. In
fact, that is the approach we will take in chapter 5 in defining the semantics of DNP.
However, a similar approach cannot work for WHILE because this langu~ge has
no 1/0-statements. What does work is a related idea: consider as "input" for a
statement S the values of the variables before execution and consider "output" to be
the values of the variables after execution . The effect of executing a statement S is
then that the initial values of the variables are transformed into final values. If these
initial values are modelled by a state o-, and the final values by a state o-', then the
meaning M[S~ of S is the state transformation that maps o- into o-' . So M must have
functionality M : Stat -> r; -> I:: .
There is a complication here, because it is possible to specify in WHILE a nonterminating computation. There is no final state for such a computation. Therefore
a special value .l ("bottom") is added to I::, which yields the extended set of states
l::.1 defined by l::.1 = (Var -> V) U {.l}. This new value denotes the "result of a
nonterminating computation": if S is a statement that does not terminate if evaluation starts in o-, then we have M[S~o- = .l. A consequence of this is that now the
functionality of M is different, we get
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It is however convenient to maintain the convention that c, ranges over the set of
proper states, that is over I: (i.e. c, cannot be equal to J_), unless explicitly stated
otherwise.
Now it is possible to define the meaning of the assignment statement "x := t" .
Suppose this statement is executed in an initial state denoted by c,. Then the final
state c, 1 = M[ x := t ~c, shall be c,, with the only difference that the value of x has
been changed into a new value a (remember, side effects are not allowed in WHILE) .
This value a has been obtained by evaluating t in state c,, so a = M[t~c,. In other
words, we have that c,'[y~ = c,[y~ if y '¥- x and c,'[x~ = M[t~c,. (Here the symbol
= stands for "syntactic identity", i.e. if for two syntactic objects bi. and bi.' we have
bi.= bi.', then bi. an<l bi.' must be the same sequence of symbols.) There is a notation
for states like the one just defined: we write c,' = c,[M[t ~c, / x]. More generally, if
f: X -+ A is a function and x E X and a E A, then the "variant" f[a/x] of f is
defined through
f[a/x] = { f(y), for all y i- x
otherwise
a,
The meaning of a conditional statement is also straightforward. Consider evaluation of the statement if b then S 1 else S2 , starting in state c,. The final state after
evaluation of the conditional statement depends on the value of the boolean expression bin c,. If this yields true, then S1 will be executed and the result will be M[S1~c,,
otherwise the result will be M[S 2 ~c,.
All this can be summarized in
if M[b~c, = tt
otherwise
A shorter notation is possible:

Later I shall also employ an extended form of this notation: a 1 -+ {31, a 2 -+
/32, ... an -+ /3,,,, 1, which means "if a1 then /31 else if a2 then /32 else if . .. else if
an then /3n else 1".
Next we treat the meaning of composition of statements. Consider evaluation
of S 1; S2 in initial state c,. This amounts to first evaluating S 1 in c,. Suppose this
yields c, 1 = M[S1~c,. Then S2 must be executed starting in state c, 1 , and this yields
11
1
c, = M[S 2 ~c, • We thus have

or in other words

g

that is, the denotation of t,he composition of two statements is the composition of the
denotations of these statements.
One must be careful here, because it is possible that evaluation of S 1 does not
terminate starting from state a, that is M[ S da = ..l. In that case M[ S1 ; S 2 ]a must
also be ..l, which will be the case if M[S 2 ]..l = ..l, that is if M[S 2 ] is a so calle<l
"strict" function .
Therefore I must be careful enough to arrange the definition of M such that for
all statements S the state transformation M[S] is strict . This will be a sufficient
condition to capture nonterminating computations. I investigate the clauses derived
so far.
In any case, if M[Sd and M[S2] are strict functions, then so is M[ S1 ; S2 ~'
which can easily be verified . Investigation of the clause on the assignment statement leads to a more careful definition of the variant of a state: if M[x := t ~ must
be strict then we must have that ..l[a/ x] = ..l for all a and x . A closer look
at the clause on the conditional statement reveals another flaw, we must stipulate
M[ i f b then S1 else S2 ]..l = ..l as well.
From these three observations it can be derived that M[s] is strict for all statements S built up from assignment statements using conditional statements and composition of statements only. The proof is by "structural induct.ion", that is the induction
step a.mounts to showing that the theorem holds for a composite statement provided
that it is true for its constituent parts.
The last, clause in the definition of M[S] , the case where S is a while statement is the ha.rd one. It is through the while statement that nontermination is
introduced in our language. The problem is that there is no straightforward inductive definition of M[ while b do S ~- The definition to be given below is based
on "unwinding the loop": evaluation of while b do S is equivalent to evaluating
i f b then S; while b do S else skip, where skip stands for the identity statement
(we do not bot.her to formally introduce this construct in our syntax) . Whatever
M[ while b do S ~ might be , the following equation must hold :

M[ while b do S ~ = M[ if b then S; while b do S else

skip].

Using the clauses of M for composition and conditional statements, and taking
I obtain

M[ skip ]a = a,

M[ while b

do S ~a

(M[b]a = tt) - M[ S; while b do S ~a, a

or

M[ while b do S ]a = (M[b]a = tt) - M[ while b do S )(M[S~a), a.
It would be nice if this equation can he used as a definition of M[ while b do S ], hut
that does not work : the equation is circular. It is recursive but not inductive, not
all syntactical constructs on the right hand side are simpler than the one on the left
hand side.
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There is however a standard way to derive the intended state transformation
from equations like the one above. The idea is to use this equation to generate a
chain of better and better approximations of the function to be derived. As a first
approximation ¢ 0 you can take the meaning of the statement di verge, the statement
that never terminates: M[ di verge ~O' = J_ for all o- . The second approximation
is then derived from the first in a standard way, by substituting the first one for
M[ while b do S ~ in the equation above . This yields

rpw = (M[b~o- = tt)

-+

r/Jo(M[S~o-), o-

(M[b~o- = tt)

-+

M[ diverge HM[S~o-), o-

(M[b~o- = tt)

-+

l_ ,

o-

In general, approximation ¢;+ 1 is obtained from rp; through

The functions rp; are equivalent to the meaning of the loop "unwound i times":
r/Jo =
¢1 =
¢2 =

M[ di verge~
M[ if b then S;
M[ if b then

diverge else skip~

S; (if b then S; diverge else skip)
else skip~

rp3 =

M[ if

b then
S; (if b then
S; (if b then S; diverge else skip)
else skip)
else skip~

etc.
This means that where rp;o- is defined (i.e. rp;o- I= l_ ), that rp;o- =¢Jo-for all i > i
and also rp;o- is the final state resulting from evaluating while b do Sin O'. So indeed
the chain <Po,¢ 1, ... gets more and more defined and approximates the meaning we
would like to give to while b do S.
Now define M[ while b do S ~ to be the "limit" of this chain of approximations.
That is, put M[ while b do S ~O' = o- 1 if there is a k such that rpkO' = o- 1 , and put
M[ while b do S ~O' = J_ if there is no such k, that is if for all k we have rpkO' = L
I mentioned approximations and limits which s11gp;e,at!" t,h;it. f.hP.re is a mathematical justification for all this, and in fa.ct I-here is. Taking Scott's work as a starting
point one can construct domains which have enough structure to allow a rigoro11s
formal treatment of the above construction . In this framework it can also be proved
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that the limit obtained from equations like the circular one above is a solution of that
equation. I promised to stay away from too much mathematics, so I will not pursue
this further here. One should consult [Sco70) for the theory, or an introduction to this
like e.g. [Sto77, Bak80]. I will state the main definitions and lemma's of the theory
in chapter 4, section 4 of this thesis.
I showed before for all statements S of WHILE not containing while statements
that M[S~ is a strict function . This is also the case for while b do S, provided of
course that the meaning M[S[ of the body of the loop is strict. This is a direct
consequence of the fact that all approximations are strict state transformations (to
be proved by induction on i).
Now that I have finished the definition of M[ while b do S [ the meaning function
M has been established completely. I summarize:
DIRECT DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS OF WHILE
For all a E E..1., I define

M[ x:=t [a = a[M[t[a/ x]
M[ S1 ; S2 [a = M[S2[(M[Si[a)
M[ if b then S 1 else S2 [a = (M[b[a = tt)
M[ while b do S [a = (M[b[a = tt)

---+

---+

M[Si[a, M[S 2[a"

M[ while b do S [(M[S[a), a

where the last clause is a short hand notation defining the limit of a chain of approximations to be obtained like I have described above, that is, more formally one
could write M[ while b do S [a = .lim ¢;, where the cp; are defined by ¢ 0 a = ..l, and

c/J;+ 1 a = (M[b[a = tt)

,~ oo

---+

cp;(M[S~a), a.

1.2.3. COMPOSITIONALITY
The semantics defined above has a few nice properties. First of all, this semantics
is denotational, and as I remarked before, in order to deserve t.his name, it must
establish a mapping between two well defined domains, a syntactic and a semantic
one. The syntactic domain contains objects like expressions and statements, and the
semantic domain consists of functions, e.g. state transformations. For every syntactic
entity the meaning function M yields a well defined semantic object .
Second, the definition of M is compositional. This means that its definition is by
induction, viz. on the structure of the syntactic object being defined. The principle of
compositionality states that "the meaning of a compound expression is built up from
the meanings of its parts" (for a discussion of this principle, see for instance [Jan83]) .
In our case this means that the denotation of e.g. a composition S 1 ; S 2 depends on S 1 and S2 only through the denotations M[Sd and M[S 2 [: M[ S 1 ; S2 [ =
SEcomp(M[Si[, M[S2[) for some operator SEc,mw, which does not depend on S1 and
S2. For, denoting M[si[ by ¢1 and M[S2[ by ¢2, we have that M[S1;S2~a =
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efi2(efi1a). So SEcomp is nothing but the composition operator o, which indeed does
not depend on S 1 or S2 .
The same principle applies for the definit.ion of the conditional statement. and
the while statement, although for the latter case this might not be clear at first
sight. However, if you define M~S~ = ef,, M~b~ = p, and the function to be defined:
M[ while b do S ~ = ,f;, then the last clause of our definition of M becomes
,j;a = (pa = tt)---> ,j;(rpa), a.

This equation does not mention syntactic constructs any more. Furthermore this
equation is the only formula which is used in constructing the chain of approximations for M[ while b do S ~- So, although the definition of M[ while b do S ~ is rather
involved, it is fully compositional-it uses only the meanings of b and S.
Let us discuss this from another point of view . The syntactic definition of WHILE
can be thought of as describing a set of atomic statements ( the assignment statements), and three syntactic constructors which take one or two statements and combine these into a composite statement. I attach names to these constructors, defining
SYcomp(S1,S2)

= S1;S2

SYcon.t(b, S 1 , S2) = if b then S1 else S2
SY while (b, s) = while b do s
A semantics for WHILE is compositional if for each syntactic constructor SY u: there
exists a corresponding semantic constructor SE,., suc!i that the meaning of a composite construct SY u:(S 1, S2 , ... ) can be obtained by applying SEu: to the meanings
M[S1L M[S2L ... of its parts. In other words, for every syntactic constructor there
must be a commutative diagram
M

S1, S2, ...

l

-----t

l

SY,,

SE~

M

SYu:(S1,S 2, ... )

-----+

M[SY .. (S1,S3, ...

n=

= SE,.(M[Sd, M[S2L · · .)
NB . There is a little flaw here, which is related to the fact that we assumed the
assignment statements to be atomic building blocks. However, assignments are composite too: x := t is built up from the constituents x and t. If the definition were
fully compositional then there has to be an operator SE,.,., yielding M[ x := t ~ which
should take as arguments M[t~ and also the meaning of x. However this meaning
M[x~ denotes the value of x, which is not the semantic object needed here . In fact, in
the definition of M[ x := t ~, this very x appears in the right hand side of the defining
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equation. I allowed names of variables, which are syntactic entities, in my semantic domains. It is probably better (although more involved) to make a distinction
between these two objects.
1.2.4. COOK SEMANTICS
The next semantics for WHILE to be introduced in this section is named after Cook,
who introduced this kind of semantics in his paper [Coo78]. The idea is that a
statement denotes a function not from initial states to final states, but from states
to traces, which are sequences consisting of all the intermediate states a computation
goes through. In this way more information about the computation is captured than
using direct semantics, and this is relevant in case the computation does not terminate
for a given initial state. Direct semantics would yield ..l_ in such a case, while Cook
semantics will yield an infinite sequence of states. Thus Cook semantics is appropriate
to capture the behaviour of programs that are not intended to terminate.
A first consequence of this is that using Cook semantics there is no need for a
bottom element ..l_. I therefore use E again instead of E.1,
Because Cook semantics will manipulate sequences I must introduce some notation. I define E* to be the set of all finite sequences (o- 1 , ... , a-,.) over E with length
~ 0 (the empty sequence is denot,ed by ()), Ew denotes the set of all infinite sequences
(o- 1, o- 2, ... ) over E, and E 00 = E• U Ew . I will use the operator /\ for concatenation
of sequences and define, for r1, r2 E E 00 :
if r 1 = (o- 1, ... a-,.) E E* and r2 = (a-~, ... a-:,,) E E *,
then r1/\r2 = (a1 1 . . . ,an,a~, ... ,a:,,) EE*.
if r1 = (0-1, ... a,.) E E* and r2 = (a~, a;, ... ) E Ew,
then r1/\r2 = (a1,,,.,a,.,a~,a;, ... ) E Ew.
if r1 E Ew and r2 E E 00 then r1 /\ r2 = rt
Finally I shall need a function K that extracts the last element, from a sequence, that
is K(o-1, ... CTn) = O"n (NB. the value of Kr in case r is an infinite sequence or the
empty sequence is irrelevant, cf. chapter 2, section 1, Lemma 1. 1).
The semantic function used to define the Cook semantics for WHILE will be
denoted by C, and this function has functionality

C: Stat

-+

E

-+

E 00 •

I will give the clauses of the definition of C first, and then give a discussion of this
definition .
COOK SEMANTICS FOR WHILE
C[ x := t ~CT= (a[M[t ~a /x])
C[ S1; S2 ~a= C[Sda /\ C[S2HK(C[Sda))
C[ if b then S 1 else S2 ~a= (M[b~a = tt) -+ (o-)/\C[S 1~a,

C[ while b

do S ~a-

=

(a)AC[S2~a
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First the assignment. This is straightforward, there are no intermediate stages,
so assignment yields a single element sequence consisting of the final state only.
Second, composition. This yields a sequence of states consisting of two parts.
The first part corresponds to evaluation of S 1 starting in state a, and the second
part corresponds to evaluation of S 2 from initial state a ' which is the last element
of C[S 1 k, the final state resulting from evaluation of S 1 . Notice that this second
sequence will disappear if C[ Sda is infinite, due to the definition of concatenation.
Third, conditional statements. The result.ing sequence of states consists of first
the initial state, which denotes the stage in which the boolean expression is evaluated,
followed by a sequence corresponding to evaluation of S 1 or S2, depending on the value
of the guard b in a.
Finally, the while statement,. This is analogous to part three, apart from the fact
that this definition is circular. In that respect this clause is like the definition of the
direct semantics of the while statement.
A Cook definition has a rather operational flavour. One is tempted to use these
equations as a device for constructing traces. For instance, take the program

S

= x:= 1; s'

with
S' = while x > O do x:=x-1.
The Cook equations can be used to construct the trace C[S]a as follows

C[ x := 1; s' ]a

=

C[x: = l]a II C[s'](11:(C[x :=1]a)) =
(a[l/x]) 11 C[whilex>Odox:=x-l](a[l/x]) =
= (a[I/x]) 11
((M[x >O](a[l/ x]) = tt) -+
(a[ l /x]) 11 C[x:=x-l](a[l / x]) 11
11
C[s'](11:(C[ x := x-l] (a[l /x]) )),
(a[ l / x]))
(a[l/x], a[I/x]) 11 C[x: = x- q(a[l / xl) 11
11
C[s'](11:(C[x: = x- l](a[l / x]))) =
(a[l/x], a[l/x], (a[l/x])[O/ xl) 11
11
C[s']((a[l / x])[O/ x]) =
(a[l/x], a[l / x], a[O/x]) 11
C[ while x > 0 do x := x- 1 ](a[O/x]) =
(a[l/x], a[l/x], a[O/x]) 11
( (M[x > O](a[O/x]) = tt) -+ (a[O/ xl) 11 •.• , (a[O/x]) )
(a[l/x], a[l/x], a[O/xj, a[O/x]).

(clause 2)
(clause 1)
(clause 4)

(def of M)
(clause 1)

(clef a[a/x])
(clause 4)
(def of

M)
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It was Cook's intention that these equations be used in such an operational
manner, viz. to construct traces the way I just did. One should read the quotation
from [Coo78] in chapter 2, section 1.1 on that matter.
However on closer inspection it turns out that this semantics is fully denotational:
first of all C[S~ is a well defined object for every S E Stat, and secondly the definition
is compositional. These properties can be proven just like I did this for the meaning
function M of direct semantics. Again the hard case is C[ while b do S ~ There are
two questions: is C[ while b do S ~ well defined through the Cook equations, and does
the definition of C[ while b do S ~ depend on M[b~ and C[S~ only. Again the trick is
to unwind the loop in order to generate useful approximations of C[ while b do S ~a .
In this case it is better not to take the statement di verge as a starting point, but the
statement disappear instead. This statement is defined by C[ disappear ~CJ" = ( ),
for all u.
The statement di verge would not work for several reasons. First of all we do not
have the bottom element at our disposal any more. But more importantly, we want
a nonterminating computation to yield an infinite row and this cannot be realised
with di verge as first approximation (diverge models nonterminating computations
with 1-). Instead we start approximating with a st,atement that yield no information whatever,-it generates the empty sequence in all cases. As the approximations
become better and better a larger initial segment of the "real" outcome will be generated. This can be seen as follows .
The zero-th approximation ef>o is chara.ct.erized by
</> 0 u

= C[ disappear k = ()

The next approximation can be derived from ef>o in the usual wa.y :
ef> 1 u

=

(M[b~a
(M[b~u

= tt)

->

= tt)

->

(a) " C[S~u " </> 0 (11:(C[S~u)), (u)
(u)" C[S~u, (u)

and in general we have

So there is a similar result as in the definition of M:

<Po = C[ disappear~
</> 1

ef> 2

= C[ if b then S; disappear else skip~
= C[ if b then S; (if b then S; disappear else skip)
else skip~

etc.
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From these equations it follows that the chain ¢,,a, ¢1<7, ¢2<7, ... will indeed
yield longer and longer initial segments of the trace corresponding to evaluation of
the statement while b do S. This is so, because evaluation according to ¢; generates
intermediate states just like while b do S does until the statement disappear is hit
upon. Then no more states will be generated. Therefore, the more the loop is unwound, that is the deeper disappear is buried inside the if-then-else's, the longer
the generated sequence will be.
As before, it can be proved, using Scott domains again, that chains obtained from
equations like the one above, always have a limit, and that this limit is a solution
of the generator equation, i.e. the last equation of the definition of C. Finally, the
derivation of ¢;+1 from</>; does depend on band Sonly through M[b~ and C[SL and
therefore the definition of C[ while b do S ~ is again compositional.
However, the Cook semantics discussed in this section is an exception in two
respects. First of all, most of the Cook-style semantics appearing in the literature are
not compositional. The semantics in Cook's original paper is not either, and also the
Cook semantics occurring in chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis are not. However, all
of these semantics can be redefined so as to be fully compositional.
Secondly, for most languages one cannot prove t,hat C is well defined in the same
straightforward way as I described here. The fact that the above construction could
be justified using Scott domains is a coincidence which has to do with the simplicity
of the language WHILE. For languages which are only slightly more complex Scott
domains are not powerful enough.
In the next chapter I investigate the Cook semnntics of such a language which
has parameterless procedures instead of the while statement. Justification of the
Cook semantics for this language is more complicated, Scott domains do not provide
E 00 with enough structure. The most satisfactory solution is given in sect.ion 6 of
chapter 2. There I use the fact that 1; 00 can be regarded as a metric topological
space. This leads to a notion of convergence that is less restricted than convergence
in the sense of Scott, which is sufficient to justify a construction like the one above.
1.2.5. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
When I discussed the Cook semantics for WHILE, I remarked that these equations can be used in an operational way and I gave an example of this. I repeatedly used clauses from the Cook equations to determine the value of the formula
C[ x := 1; while x > 0 do x := x-1 ~<7. Thus the Cook equations described a kind of
machine. In each step of this machine part of the expression to be evaluated is expanded by "body replacement": a subexpression of the form C[Sk is replaced by the
right hand side of the corresponding Cook equation.
This is the main idea behind operational semant.ics: define an abstract. machine ,
which can be in some "configuration", and capture the behaviour of such a. machine
through a function STEP which transforms machine configurations into machine configurations.
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A configuration models the interior of a computer at a certain moment during
evaluation of a program. Therefore a configuration should contain a state, in order to
find out what the values are of the variables, and it must also contain a representation
of the part of the program awaiting evaluation. If a computation terminates then,
after a number of STEPs, the initial configuration will have been transformed into a.
final configuration which is characterised by the fact that the program part of this
configuration is empty.
This idea has been introduced by Landin in [Lan64], where he defined the SECD
machine, intended for evaluation of >.-terms. This semantics is one of the roots of the
Vienna Definition Language (cf. e.g. [Weg72]). It also appears in other places [Sto77,
ch. 13], [Sto81]. In chapter 3, section 3 of this thesis I will introduce a semant.ics in
this style for a fragment of SNOBOL4 . A variant of this semantics can be found in
[HeP79], an<l [Ap8la]. The difference is that here I will define the function STEP by
cases, while they introduce a. "transition system" which defines, through a system of
axioms and rules, the desired relation between configurations.
In order to establish the operational semantics I start by defining the set Conf
of machine configurations:
Conf = (Stat U {skip}) x Store x Stat•,
that is, a configuration (S, s, T) consists of the statement S being evaluated, the
current store which is modelled by s and a sequence T of statements which will be
evaluated once S has been worked through. The set Store corresponds to the set ~
of proper states in the denotational semantics given before, in the sense that both
provide values of variables. There is however a fundamental difference: a store s is
not a function but a finite object, for instance a list of variable-value pairs, on which
two operations are defined: INSERT v x s which yields a new store which is like s
apart from the variable x which now has the value v, and RETRIEVE x s, which
delivers the value of x in s. Axioms for these operations might be [McC63J:
RETRIEVE X (INSERT V X s) = V
RETRIEVE y (INSERT v x s) = RETRIEVE y s,
if y "¥ x.
A configuration c = (S, s, T) is called final if S = skip and T = ( ).
I next define the STEP function assuming that there exists a function VAL such
that VAL t s (resp. VAL b s) yields the value of the (boolean) expression t (resp. b)
in state s:
STEP(skip, s, ())=(skip, s, () )
STEP(skip, s, (s)"T) = (s, s, T)
STEP(x:=t,s,T) = (skip, INSERT(VAL ts) x s, T)
STEP(S1; S2, s, T) = (S1, s, (S2)"T)
STEP(if b then S 1 else S2 , s, T) =
(VAL b s = TRUE) _, (S 1, s, T), (S 2, s, T)
STEP(while b do S, s, T) =
(VAL b s = TRUE) _, (s, s, (while b do S) " T), (skip, s, T)
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A few remarks are in order. First of all, STEP does not alter final configurations which is like it should be. This first clause is not really needed though, it is
only included for convenience. The statement skip has been introduced as a marker
indicating that evaluation of the current statement has been finished . Evaluation of
an assignment statement leads to an altered state. Evaluation of a composition S1 ; S2
amounts to storing S2 for later use on the stack of statements to be evaluated and
switching attention to evaluation of S 1 . The first step of evaluation of an if-thenelse statement is determining which branch should be taken. Evaluation of a while
statement is similar, but if the guard is true then there are possibly more iterations
of the loop to be performed and therefore the while statement must be stacked.
Now I can define the funcion 0: Stat---> Store---> Store by the equations

s' ,

if there exists configurations c0 , c 1 ,
Co=

0[S~s =

... , Ck

(k ?: 0) with

(S, S 1 ( ) )

= STEP c; (0 Si S k - 1)
= (skip, s', ()) is a final configuration

c;+1

{

Ck

undefined,

otherwise

There are two important differences between this approach and clenota.t.ional semantics. First of all this semantics uses finite representations modelling e.g. the program
to be evaluated or the values of the variables, while denotational semantics uses infinitary objects, e.g. function spaces on infinite domains. The other difference is that
this approach does not yield a denotation "in one step" so to speak. Instead a representation of the original program and the initial state are fed into an abstract machine
which will in the encl, after a number of steps, produce a final outcome. The function
STEP cannot be defined in a compositional way because there are no denotations of
parts of a composite syntactical construct. Therefore the denotation oft.his composite
statement is not defined in terms of the denotations of its constituents. The latter
remark also applies for 0 : though O[Sd and 0[S 2 ~ are both well defined functions
it does not hold that O [ S1 ; S2 ~ is defined in terms of O [ S d and O [ S2 ~.
1.2.6. CONTINUATION SEMANTICS
The last semantics to be introduced is continuation semantics. It is again a denot.ational one, and in fact the central one of this thesis. In direct semantics the denotation
for a statement is a function describing how evaluation of the statement transforms
an initial state into a final state. From the fact that this semantics is compositional,
it follows that such a transformation captures sufficient information about the statement. In order to establish the direct semantics for WHILE no more information
about statements was needed, and this is due to the fact that structured statements
in WHILE are built up from their parts in a very controlled manner: only statements
containing a single entry point and a single exit point are used as building blocks
and the result is again a statement with one entry and exit point. For instance the
statement while b do S is built up from b and S according to the flow chart of figure
l.
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-----,

Figure 1. Flowchart of the while statement .

Here S might be any statement as long as it, has only one entry point and one
exit point, and the resulting while statement is a "module" with the same properties.
The meaning of the while statement as suggested by this flow chart is independent
of the interior of the module (black box) S. The only information needed about S to
establish the meaning of the whole construct is its external behaviour modelled by the
corresponding state transformation. This is the "structured programming" approach.
The same idea can be found in Hoare like proof systems. One can express properties of programs in this system using formulae of the form {p }S{ q} where p and q
are assertions about the initial and final states of the program. Such a property can
be proven from similar properties of the constituent statements of S. Thus, Hoare like
formulae only describe the external behaviour of a statement.
However, most programming languages do not adhere to this single-entry; singleexit principle. These languages feature constructs like error exits (execution of a
program terminates because a run time error has been discovered), break statements
which terminate execution of a loop, and general goto statements. The consequence
is that direct semantics is in general not feasible for "full" languages, and another
technique has to be applied. This is continuation semantics. Continuations are due to
Strachey and Wadsworth [StW74j, Morris [Mor70j and Mazurkiewicz[Maz70j. Continuation semantics is often called standard semantics [Sto77, MiS76j because this is
the preferred denotational semantics for "real" languages.
I shall treat continuations by introducing error exits into the la.nguage WHILE:
evaluation of statements can terminate abnormally because a run time error is discovered. More specifically, evaluation of expressions can be broken off for this reason.
To this end I extend the value domain V, adding a new value ERROR.
Before giving the solution using continuation semantics I must remark however
that it is possible to incorporate such an exit mechanism in direct semantics as well.
The method is to extend ~ with a new state ERR, the "error state" . The meaning of
an assignment statement x := t in a should be ERR if M~t ~a yields ERROR. Now, in
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order to make this technique work, all meanings of statements must be "error strict",
that is M[S~ERR must be ERR for all s.
The effect is then that the error is "passed through" from each statement onto the
next one until it reaches the last statement of the program which then delivers ERR
as a final state. Notice that the same mechanism has been used with ..l describing
a nonterminating computation. Care must be taken that these mechanisms do not
interfere with each other, e.g. if the body S of the loop while true do S generates an
error then the loop should terminate yielding ERR. This can be worked out satisfactorily however, and therefore error exits can very well be defined using direct semantics.
This technique of coding additional information into the intermediate states can be
observed more often. I will use it in chapter 4, at the end of section 4, where I will
define a direct semantic function A for the goto statement. I will discuss this idea
again in section 1.3 where also some remarks will be ma.de on the advantages and
disadvantages of this direct approach versus the continuation approach. So much for
direct semantics here, I now return to continuation semantics.
This can best be int.ro<luced by considering a program S' = ... ; S; ... containing
a statement S. I will call the result, of evaluation of S' an answer and introduce the
domain A for this, the elements of which will be denoted by the symbol 6. An answer
can be a well defined state in case evaluation of S' terminates not in error, it can be
..l in case evaluation of S' gets caught in an infinite loop, or it can be ERR in case an
error is discovered. The definition of A is therefore A= EU {ERR, ..l}.
Again, like when we worked with Cook semantics, there is 110 need to pass ..l
from statement to statement, so again I will use E and not E_1..
I will use the symbol N for the meaning function of continuation semantics and
therefore the result of evaluating the program S 1 given above starting in state a' can
be written as N[S'~a' which must be an answer 6 E A. Continuation sema.'ntics will
again be compositional, and therefore the meaning N[S'~ of the program S' must be
built up, among other things, from the meaning N[S~ of S.
Suppose that, during this computation, S will be evaluated starting in some
intermediate state a, i.e. N[S~a must be determined. The ma.in idea of continuation
semantics is that the meaning N[S~ of S applied to this state a will not be a state a"
resulting from evaluation of S alone. Instead, N[S~a will be some answer 6 denoting
the result of evaluating S followed by the rest of the program S' that still has to be
executed.
Before pondering on how this 6 ca.n be obtained, it is worthwile to realise that
the problem of a.n error state being passed from one statement to another has been
solved. If S is an assignment x := t, and evaluation of S in a results in an error then
we just define N[S~a = ERR, which states that, the final answer of evaluating S' is
ERR. Similarly, if evaluation of S does not terminate starting from a, then N[S~a
yields .l as the final answer.
The difficult part is of course what the result of N[s~ should be in case evaluation
of S in state a terminates normally in some state a". This a" cannot be the final
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answer because a" is an intermediate state in the execution of S' which is in general
not finished after S has been evaluated. As it stands, the final answer 5 cannot be
obtained because this answer depends on the "future" of the computation, viz. the
statements of S' which have to be evaluated after S has been executed, and the only
information given to the meaning function N is the statement S and the initial state
a. To solve this, abstraction must be used again (cf. section 1.2.2): if N[S~ does not
only depend on the initial state a but also on the future of the computation (this
future 0 will be called a continuation in the future), then make N[s~ a function not
only of a but also of 0. In other words, it makes sense to put N[ S~0a = 5, and define
the functionality of N by

N : Stat-+ "continuations"-+ E -+ A.
In this stage it is worthwile to look again at the operational semantics of the previous
section, because similar ideas could be observed there. A configuration (S, s, T) has to
contain enough information to yield the final result of the whole computation which
means that there has to be another component apart from the statement S being
evaluated and the initial store s. Information about the future of the computation is
needed as well and this is provided by T, the stack containing the statements awaiting
execution.
In the semantics of this section it is not feasible to work with such a "syntactic
continuation", a list of statements. Instead I will use a denotation 0 for this, which
is simply the meaning of the corresponding list of statements, that is a continuation
0 is a function transforming an initial state ( modelling the intermediate state after
execution of S) into a final answer.
So we have the following result: if S is a statement occurring in a program S'
and S is evaluated in initial state a, and if the future of the computation is given by
the continuation 0, then the final answer of the computation is given by N[S-~0a. Or,
stated a little bit differently, if 0 is the function in E -+ A describing what happens
after evaluation of S then N[S~0 is the function in E -+ A describing what happens
if you start at S instead.
The ideas presented above lead to the following definition:
CONTINUATION SEMANTICS OF WHILE (without error exits)

N[ x:=t ~0a = 0(0"[M[t~a/x])
N[ Si; S2 ~0a = N~Si]{N~S2~0 }a
N[ if b then Si else S2 ~0a = (M[b~a = tt) -+ N[si]0a, N[S 2 ~0a
N[ while b do S ~0a

=

(M[b~a

=

tt) -+ N[S~ {N~ while b do S ~0 }a, 0a

A few remarks. Assignment is straightforward, if the rest of the computation is
given by 0, then if you start off with an assignment x := t first, the contribution of the
assignment is that first the initial state a is transformed into the intermediate state
O"[M[t ~a / x], and in order to obtain the final answer the continuation 0 must then be
applied to this state.
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The clause on composition can best be understood by reconsidering my last remark before I gave the definition of N, which can be restated as: if 0 is the continuation
describing the future of the computation after S has been evaluated, then N[S~0 is
again a continuation, now describing the computation if it starts at S. Therefore, if the
future after evaluation of S 1 ; S2 is given by 0, then evaluation of S 1; S2 followed by 0
is equivalent to evaluation of S 1 followed by the future consisting of { eva.luat,ion of S 2
followed by 0}, that is consisting of N[ S2 ~0. I have introduced a notation here: in order to make expressions containing arguments which are continuations more readable ,
these continuations are often enclosed in { . }-brackets.
The clause on the conditional statement is straightforward, and the clause on
the while statement is obtained by unwinding the loop once and then using clauses 2
and 3. This last clause again defines a chain of approximations of N[ while b do S ~0:
0oa = N[diverge~fo
01 a = (M[b~a = tt) -> N[ S~0 0 a, 0a
02a = (M[b~a = tt) -> N[S~0 1 a, 0a,

where N[diverge~0a = J_ for all 0 and a. Notice that N[ while b do S ~0 is approximated here, not N[ while b do S ~- More syntactically, this can also be written
as:
0o = N[ di verge ~0
01 = N[ if b then S; diverge else skip ~0
02 = N [ if b then S; (if b then S; diverge else skip) else skip ~0
etc. It is instructive to check how nonterminating loops are handled now. Consider
for instance the statement while true do skip; x := 0.
The meaning of this statement with respect to a continuation 0 is, according to
the second clause of the definition of N:

N[ while true do skip; x :=0 ~0a =
= N[ while true do skip~ {N[ x := 0 ~0} a.
Consider the approximat ion chain of this latter formula . We get :
N[diverge~ {N[x := 0~ 0}a,
(M[true]a = tt)

->

N[skip~0w,

N[ x := 0 ]0a

N[skip~0;a
0;a.

This means that all approximations 0; are equal to N [ di verge] {N[ x := 0 ~0} and
thus for the limit we have
N[while true do skip] {N[x := 0 ~0}

N[diverge ] {N[x:=0~0}.
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Now N[diverge~0'a yields .l irrespective of 0' and a, that is irrespective of the
fact that the continuation in this case equals N[ x := 0 ~ 0. The conclusion is therefore
that indeed the bottom state .l is not passed to the next statement, and this is the
reason that continuations do not need to be strict transformations.
Adding error exits to the language is easy in this framework. The clause on
the assignment statement is changed: if evaluation of t yields an error then the
continuation 0 does not matter any more, the final answer of the computation will
be ERR. If evaluation oft does not lead to an error, then the continuation has to be
applied to the state resulting from executing the assignment:

N [ x: = t ~0a = (M[t~a = ERROR)

--+

ERR, 0(a[ M[t~ a/x])

So it appears that the strength of working with continuations is that you can ignore
them: if in evaluating a statement a.II goes well then pass the resulting state to the
continuation, if not (because of nonterminat,ion or an error) then halting the execution
is mirrored by simply not using the continuation.
I will close this section with a few words on the denotational semantics of the
goto statement. The difficulty there is to find out what the denotation for a lab el L
must be. Intuitively a label corresponds to a "point in the program text" and this
can be nicely captured by a continuation, viz. the transformation defining the effect
of executing the program starting from label L. So the meaning N[ goto L ~0a of the
statement goto L in state a with respect to continuation 0, is that 0 is disregarded,
and instead the denotation for L, i.e. the continuation corresponding to L will be
applied to a .
Of course some work has still to be clone before a full semantics is obtained, in
particular a mechanism has to be given which can be used to build continuations
from label definitions in program t.exts. Furthermore N[S~ must have an additional
argument besides the state a and the continuation 0, which serves to define the
continuations corresponding to the labels occurring in the goto statements inside S.
All this will be worked out in chapter 4, section 4 of this thesis.
1.2.7. A FEW THEOREMS
Having defined a few semantics for WHILE, a natural question to ask is whether these
are equivalent . In this section I will first discuss some of these equivalence theorems
and then I shall give a few remarks that are more technically oriented, a discussion
of some of the proof techniques which will be used in the next chapters.
The first theorem is not an equivalence theorem however, it states a property of
the continuation semantics for WHILE which is related to what is called "continuation
removal" in the litterature [Sto77, MiS76] . In essence it states that in the formula
N[S~0a the continuation 0 will eventually be applied , that is WHILE is "jump free".
The idea is that evaluation of S alone in a will yield an intermediate state a', and the
final answer 5 = N[S~Oa can be obtained by applying 0 to this a'.
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I must be careful though because it is possible that S does not terminate, and
in that case it is not possible to find a a' to which 8 can be applied,-remember 8 is
a function from E to A, and in the previous sections I did not allow ..L E E. I will
solve this by letting a' range over E..1. and introducing the strict extension
of 8;
8*: E..1. -+ A is defined by 8* l. = l. and 8* a = Oa for a E E. For a nonterminating
evaluation of S in a I then apply 8' to ..L. This leads to the following theorem

e•

Theorem 1. For all S a11d all a E E there is a a' E E..1. such that for all 0 we have
N~S~Oa

= O*a'.

There is an immediate corollary to this theorem. If I substitute 0 = i, the
identity continuation, defined by la= a for all a EE, then I get N~S~la = l*a'. Now
l*a' = a', and this means that the intermediate state a' is in fact equal to N~S ~la.
This result can also be justified in another way. The state a' E E..1. occurring in the
theorem is the state to which 8* has to be applied. This state must then be the result
of evaluating S in a. But then this state must be the same as the answer resulting
from N~S~la, because the continuation l in this formula indicates that once S has
been evaluated nothing more will be clone.

Corollary 1. For all S a11d all a E E, N~s~ea

= O'(N~S~la).

Corollary 1 suggests that we can do without continuations for t.he language
WHILE: because in N[S~Oa the continuation 8 will always eventually be applied
to the intermediate state N~S~la, we have obtained a direct semantics again: N~S ~l
is the state transformation mapping an initial state a to the state a' E E..1., resulting
from evaluating S only. I showed earlier that for a direct semantics to be feasible the
transformations defined by it must be strict. All this suggests that a direct semantics
for WHILE is obtained by mapping the statement S onto {N[S~i} 1 But then this
semantics must be equivalent to the direct semantics defined in section 1.2.2. ·

Theorem 2. For all S we Jiave M~S~ = {N[S~i}' .
There is a natural corollary to corollary 1 and theorem 2:

Corollary 2. For all S, a
N[s~ea = e•a' for all 8.

E

E a11d a'

E

E..1. we Jiave tl1at M[S~a

= a'

if a11d 011ly if

The next theorem states that direct semantics and Cook semantics are equivalent.
In essence it says that the last element of the trace obtained by applying the Cook
valuation C to some S and a must be equal to the result of the direct semantic function
M applied to the same arguments . Here too there is a little complication because in
section 1.2.2 I worked with ..L, and for the Cook semantics this was not the case.

Theorem 3. For all S a11d a E E we l1ave tliat C[S~a is finite iff M[Sk -:/ l., and
i11 tl1at case also ,c(C~S)a) = M[S~a holds.
Notice that the fact that M[S~a must be equal to ..l if C[S~a yields an infinite
trace is only natural because an infinite trace can only be generated by a nonterminating computation.
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It is easier to prove theorem 3 than a similar theorem relating continuation
semantics and Cook semantics. This is so, because both direct and Cook semantics
yield an outcome from which the state resulting from evaluation of a statement can
easily be retrieved. However the equivalence of N and C now follows easily as a
corollary to theorems 2 and 3.

Corollary 3. For all S and !J' E I: we have that C[S]O' is finite iff N[S]i!J' cl
in that case also K(C[S]O') = N[S]w lwlds.

J_,

and

The last theorem to be established in this section is that the operational semantics of section 1.2.5 is equivalent to the other ones. Some ca.re has to be exercised in
formulating such a theorem. The problem is that the objects occurring in the operational semantics are finite, these are meant to be representations of denotations, the
more abstract objects which are manipulated in denotational semantics.
So I need to establish a correspondence between these two worlds. This correspondence will be denoted by ~, and the theorem will then be something like "if
s
!J' then O[S]s
M[S]O'" (or K(C[s]O'), or N[S]i!J', whichever semantics suits
us the best). First of all I will define what it, means for an s and a O' to be related
through ~.
A natural way to define s ~ !J' would be to demand that s and O' yield the same
value for a.II x from Var. There are two reasons why this is not feasible. First, the
value RETRIEVE x s of x in s will not be an element of V. Though in section
1.2.5 I did not specify the internal structure of an s in Store, I mentioned there that
the operational semantics operates on representations of abstract values and not on
these values themselves. So RETRIEVE x s will be a representation of a value in V,
and one cannot demand more than that it will be a representation of O'[x]. For ease
of notation I introduce a "derepresentation function" D which maps an operational
value to the value of V of which it is a representation. All this would lead to the
definition: s ~ !J' iff for all x in Var we have D(RETRIEVE x s) = O'[x]
However this does not work yet. A state !J' is an infinite object which defines a
value for all variables in Var, but an operational state s is finite and can therefore
establish values of only a finite number of variables. So I cannot do more than define
correspondence of s and O' only with respect to a finite subset of Var:
s ~ !J' w.r.t. A iff for all x in A: D(RETRIEVE x s) = dx].
This finiteness is not a real restriction as far as our equivalence theorem is concerned,
because evaluation of a statement S depends on and affects only the variables occurring
in S. This property can easily be proven for all semantics developed in this chapter.
Furthermore, the state s had better be defined for all variables in S, because otherwise
0 [ S]s might be undefined (evaluation of S could need the value of a variable x which
does not occur in s). If a.II variables occurring in S a.re defined in s, then O[S]s
can only become undefined because of nontermination, for we have the following
property: if RETRIEVE x s is defined for a.II variables in S and T, then we have that
STEP; (S, s, T) is defined for a.II i, where STEPi stands for applying STEP i times.
The equivalence theorem can now be formulated

~

~
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Theorem 4. Let A be the set of all variables occurring ill S. Ifs ~,:; w.r.t. A, then
O[S)s is defined iff N[S)i,:; # ..L, and in that case O[S)s ~ N[S)i,:; w.r.t. A.
The rest of this section shall be devoted to a discussion on how the above t.heorems
can be proved. It will be more technical than the presentation up till now. Readers
who are not interested in technicalities can safely skip this as the material presented
in later sections does not depend on it..
The most useful proof technique is structural induction : if I can prove that the
theorem holds for the assignments, the atomic building blocks of Stat and furthermore, if I can prove that the theorem holds for a composite statement using the
(induction) hypothesis that the theorem is true for the constituent statements, then
the theorem must hold for all statements. For, each statement S can be broken into
assignment statements, the theorem holds for all these statements, and using the
proofs in the induction argument, a proof for S can be constructed (cf. the proof of
strictness in section 1.2.2).
In such an inductive proof, the case for the while statement is in general the
most complicated one. In order to prove that the theorem holds for the statement
while b do S, the fact can be used that the theorem must be true for S,-this is
the induction hypothesis. But often this is not enough. A technique that is useful
in such a case is to prove the theorem for all approximations ¢ 0 , ,p 1 , . .. , <
Pk, .. . of
M[ while b do S ~' which can often be done by induction on k. The effect is that you
get an induction argument ins_ide another one . This could also be observed in the
strictness proof in section 1.2.2.
Such an induction will only work if the property to be proven is such that
a) it does not only hold for the limit M[ while b do S ~ but for all elements ,Po, ,p 1 , . . .
of the approximation chain as well.
b) the property can be "pushed over the limit", it must be a propert.y which can be
proven to be true for the limit from the fact that it holds for all approximations.
The properties mentioned in theorems 1 and 2 are feasible in this respect. For
instance, for theorem 2 we have: let ¢ 0 , ,p 1 , ... be the chain approximating ,p = M[S~,
and 80 , 01 , ... the chain approximating 0 = N[Sh then
a) for all i : 'Pi = (8i) ' .
b) if for all i 'Pi = (0; then ef> = 8' also holds for the limits.

t

The property stated in theorem 3 cannot be proved this way, because this
property does not hold for all approximations. Take for instance the statement
while true do x := x. Approximations of C[ while true do x := x ~,:; are:

To= ()
T1
T2

= (,:;, ,:;)
= (,:;, r:;, r:;, ,:;)

etc, which means that for almost all approximations Ti I get ~(Ti) = ,:; , On the other
hand for all approximations of M[ while true do x := x ~,:; 1 get ef>w = ..L.
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Theorem 3 can be proven using another idea, namely to take only finite computations into account. In order to prove 11:(C[Sk) = M[S[a, I first investigate t.he case
where C[S[a is a finite sequence, i.e. corresponds to a finite computation . Then, using only the clauses of the definition of C ( that is, the fact that the left hand sides are
equal to the corresponding right hand sides), and not the fact that C[ while b do S [ is
obtained as a limit, I can prove the theorem by induction on the length of C[Sk. The
only case that remains to be proved is that if C[S[a is infinite, that then M[S[a = ..L
This is hard, there is no suitable induction here . The best way to proceed is to show
that if M[S[a = a' =I= _L, that then 11:(C[S[a) = a', that is again to consider only
finite computations. This fact can be proved using structural induction, and in case
of the while statement, by induction on the number of approximations needed .
In this respect it is worthwile to consider again the construction of the trace
C[ x:= 1; while x > 0 do x := x-1 [a discussed in section 1.2.4. I use the idea of body
replacement there, in each step I isolate a piece of the formula to be expanded which
has the form of the left hand side of one of the clauses in the definition of C, and
replace it by the corresponding right hand side. In this construction I use only the
clauses of C and not the limit construction for the while statement. This informat,ion
is apparently sufficient to construct this trace corresponding to a finite computation.
Behind the proof sketched above lies a generalisation of this: if evaluation of S in
a does terminate, then C[S[a as well as M[S[a can be obtained by performing a finite
number of body replacement steps using the clauses of C, resp. M . In other words,
in order to obtain the result of a finite computation, the only properties of C and M
needed are that the left hand sides in the clauses for C and M are equal to the corresponding right hand sides. The fact that the functions C[S[ and M[S[ are obtained
as limits of approximation sequences is relevant only for infinite computations.
In chapter 4, section 4 I will prove a t,heorem (Lemma 4.3) similar to corollary 2
concerning the direct semantics for goto statements given by the function A. The
proof to be given there will be simpler than the one of theorem 2 on one hand,
because I will not have to deal with nontermination there. On the other hand the
situation is more complicated there, because the semantics defined through A has to
deal with labels and jumps. This is also the reason why the theorem will be phrased
like the above corollary instead of like theorem 2.
In chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis I will prove theorems like corollary 3. There I
must give a direct proof, I will not be able to prove the analogue of theorem 3 first,
because I will not have a suitable direct semantics at my disposal. In such a direct
proof there are some complications, related to the choice of the induction hypothesis.
A first possibility is to use the assertion from the theorem: 11:(C[S[a) = N[S[ia.
However, then a proof for the case S = S 1 ; S2 is not straightforward, because the
right hand side rewrites to N[si[{N[Sdi}a and in this formula the continuation
does not have the required form. Only ifS 1 is an assignment x:=t then N[S 1 ;S 2 [ia
can be brought into an acceptable form : N[x := t; S2 [ia = N[x: = t[{N[S 2 [i}a =
N[S 2 [i(a[M[t[a /xi).
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In the equivalence proof in chapter 4, section 5, I take a way out by using a
more involved induction than just structural induction. The idea is that S1; S2 must
be rewritten by breaking S 1 into parts until the first statement is an assignment,
e.g. ((x:=t; S'); S"); S2 is rewritten to (x: = t; S'); (S"; S2 ) which is rewritten to
x:=t; (S'; (S"; S2)). In order to make the induction work I have to introduce a
new measure of the complexity of a statement different from the usual one: in a
composition S 1 ; S2 the complexity of the first part has to count more heavily than the
complexity of the second part. The case S = S1; S2 can now be divided into subcases
which can be proven by induction on this new complexity measure. For instance if
S 1 = S';S" then 1 get N[S 1 ;S 2 ~ur = N[(S';S");S 2 ~ia = N[S' ; (S" ; S2 )~ia, where
this last equality can easily be proved from the definition of N. Now the complexity
of the statement occurring in the right hand side is smaller than that of the original
formula so the induction hypothesis can be used . All this has been worked out in the
proof of Lemma 5.3.
Another approach must be taken for the pattern matcher in SNOBOL4 discussed
in chapter 3. The strategy of rewriting the statement will not be feasible there. This
is so because not all syntactic operators used to construct a composite statement in
SNOBOL4 are distributive, e.g. SNOBOL4 has operators & and V for constructing
patterns S for which (S 1 & S2) V S3 is not equivalent to (S 1 V S3) & (S 2 V S3). In
the proof there the induction hypothesis must be strengthened. With respect to
the example of corollary 3 this would correspond to changing the hypothesis from
,c(C[S~a) = N[S~ia into: for all 0 we have that N[S~0a = 0(,c(C[S~a)) Now induction
can be used for the case S = S 1 ;S 2 because N[S 1 ;S 2 ~0a = N[Sd{N[S 2~0}a, and
by structural induction (S1 is simpler than S 1 ; S2 ) this is equal to {N[S2~0}a', where
a' = ,c(C[Sda). Structural induct.ion again (now because S2 is less complicated than
S 1 ; S 2 ) yields that this equals 0(,c(qs 2k')) and this is equal to 0(,c(C[S 1; S2 ~a )) by
definition of C .
·

In theorem 4 I decided to choose continuation semant,ics to compare with the
operational semantics because the proof will run more smoothly. The proof will again
be inductive, and it will be similar to the proof of theorem 3. Simple structural
induction will not work here for the same reason that it did not work in the proof of
theorem 3,-the semantics a.re too dissimilar . The proof consists of two parts.
The first part states that if s ~ a w.r.t. A and O[S~s is defined then N[S~ia f:. ..L
and O[S~s ~ N[S~ia w.r.t. A. This proof is by induction on the number of STEPs
needed in evaluating O[S~s However, as it stands induction does not work, the induction hypothesis has to be made stronger. This is because O[S~s is defined through
STEP; (S, s, ()) and in the proof one needs to apply some induction hypothesis to
the intermediate machine configurations (S, s, T) which will be the result of applying
some STEPs to the initial configuration. This induction hypothesis should state some
properties of the final state resulting from evaluating (S, s, T) through a finite number
of STEPs.
Now I can explain the reason why I choose to prove O equivalent to the function
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N of continuation semantics: in order to establish a correspondence between the
configuration (S, s, T) and an intermediate stage of evaluation of S according to some
denotational semantics, this denotational semantics shou ld h ave some counterpart of
the "syntactic continuation" T. Using N the induction hypothesis can be something
like: if T ~ 0, and s ~ a w.r.t. A and if P(S, s, T) is defined, then P(S, s, T) ~
N[S~0a w.r.t. A. Here P(S , s, T) is the store in the final machine configuration
STEP; (s, s, T) for i big enough.
So I must establish a suitable correspondence relation ~ between T's and 0's
which must have the property that () ~ i, so that the theorem can be obtained from
the induction hypothesis. Again a derepresentation function D works, defined by

D() = l
D((s)"T) = N[sHDT) .
This definition is a natural one: the effect of T = () in (S, s, T) is that after
evaluation of S the overall execution is finished, and this corresponds to the identity
continuation i; secondly, the effect of T = (s' )" T' is that after evaluation of S, first
of all S' has to be executed, followed by a comput,ation defined through T', and this
corresponds (inductively) to the continuation N[s'HD T').
So the first half of the theorem can be proved using the induction hypothesis: if
s ~ a w.r.t. A and P(s, s, T) is defined, then N[sHD T)a -/= _l_ and P(S, s, T) ~
N[SHD T)a w.r.t. A. The proof of this is straightforward by induction on t.he
number of STEPs needed to obtain P(S , s, T). It works out smoothly because STEP
decomposes the statement to be evaluated in the same manner as can be observed in
the clauses of N . Again, the only property of N needed here is equality of the left
hand sides to their right hand sides in the clauses defining N .
This ends the discussion of the first part of the proof of the theorem. The other
half of the theorem claims: ifs~ a w.r.t. A and N~S~ia -/= _l_, then O[S~s is defined,
and O[S~s ~ N[S~ia w.r.t. A. To prove this we use the following induction pattern,
which is in fact a combination of this claim and theorem 1: if N[S~0a = a' EE, and
ifs ~ a w.r.t . A, then there exists a 11 E E, s 11 and i such that s 11 ~ a" w.r.t. A,
a'= 0a" and for all T we have STEP;(S, s, T) = (skip, s", T).
Theorem 1 stated that in N[S~0a the continuation 0 will eventually be applied
to some intermediate state a". The above lemma states that a related property
must also hold for our operational semantics: in the corresponding evaluation of
P(S, s, T), the syntactic continuation will eventually be used in an intermediate store
s 11 corresponding to a".
This lemma can be proved with structural induction and, for the while case,
induction 011 the number of approximations needed. The second half of the theorem
follows from this lemma by choosing 0 = i and T = ( ). This concludes the description
of the proof of theorem 4.

In chapter 3 I will prove an equivalence similar to t.hcorem 4 for the pattern
matcher in SNOBOL4. The proof there will be more involved mainly because the
language considered there is more complicated. On the other hand the SNOBOL4
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fragment defined there will be such that pattern matching always terminates. This
will be proved in chapter 3, lemma's 5.9- 12. This means that the counterpart of
O[S~s will always be defined there, and therefore it will be sufficient to prove only
the easy part of t,he theorem. The proof given there will correspond to the first part
of the proof described above.

1.3. Using continuations
The final section of this chapter deals with my experiences with continuations in
the research that led to the papers reprinted in the next chapters. Denotational
semantics, and therefore continuations can be applied in several ways. First of all
continuations can be used to provide a semantics for an existing language, or for a
language set up to study certain programming concepts like jumps, coroutines and
the like. Which of such concepts can better be defined through direct semant.ics and
for which is continuation semantics superior? Questions like these will be dealt with
in section 1.3.1.
Having devised a semantics for a language one then has a standard at one's
disposal which can be used to reason about the language or about systems of which
the language is a part, e.g. an implementation of the language or a formal proof
system for it. In section 1.3.2 a few remarks will be made on these topics, and again
I will investigate which style of semantics is better suited for these purposes, direct
or continuation semantics.
1.3.1. CONTINUATIONS AND SEMANTICS
In the first years after the main ideas of denotational semantics had been introduced,
this theory was used to define the semantics of full, existing pogramming languages,
like LISP [Gor73], SNOBOL4 [Ten73], Algol68 [Mil74], Algol60 [Mos74], SAL [MiS76],
Gedanken [Ten76] and Pascal [Ten77].
All of these semantics use continuat.ions, t.he idea was that one cannot go without
these if all kinds of control structures have to be modelled that do not adhere to the
single-entry single-exit principle: " ...if one wishes to deal with realistic programming
language features, such as input / output or complicated control structures, one must
proceed almost immediately to continuation semantics ... " [Wan82].
However such ideas are to some extent contradicted by the work of the VDM
group (Vienna Development Method) [BjJ78] . They provided direct denotational
semantics for languages like PL / I [BBH74], Algol60 [HeJ78], CHILL [Ha.B81] and work
on Ada is going on [BjO80] . So, at least. for languages containing goto sta.t,ements
and labels, even if these labels can be passed as actual parameters like in Algol60,
direct semantics is possible.
Jones [Jon78] and Bj~rner [Bj~80] claim that direct semantics has some advantages over continuation semant,ics, the main ones being that direct. semantics is intuitively more appealing (continuations describe the flow of control in a more indirect
way, which makes them harder to understand), and that their direct semantics can
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be "implemented" in a language that is machine processable (I will return to that
in section 1.3.2). On the other hand, they also remark that continuations are more
flexible in that there are programming language concepts, like coroutines, that can
be modelled with continuations but not with their version of direct semantics.
In this section I will investigate the pros and the cons of continuation semant,ics
versus direct semantics and I will do this by studying direct as well as continuation semantics for some of the programming concepts to be treated in chapters 2
through 5. First (section 1.3.1.1) I will introduce some of the ideas from the VDM
group by studying the goto statement. After that (1.3 .1.2) I will discuss semantics
for backtracking, introducing some of the ideas to be worked out in chapter 3. Finally I will give some remarks on the semantics of some of the concepts to be treated
in chapter 5, namely nonterminating processes, input / out.put, (a restricted form of)
parallellism and dynamic process creation .
1.3.1.1. Labels and goto statements. Chapter 4 of this thesis deals with a
Hoare like proof system for a language containing labels and goto statements. In
order to justify this system I define a semantics there for these concepts that uses
continuations. At the end of section 1.2.6 I have given a few remarks on this semantics
and there is no need to discuss it further here . Instead I will now give a few comments
on the meaning function A which is also introduced in chapter 4, cf. the end of
section 4 of that chapter. This function A establishes a direct semantics for the goto
statement.
The technique to be applied is similar to the one behind the direct semantics
for error exits presented in section 1.2.6, namely to code additional information into
the intermediate states. In this case to a state an optional second component can be
added, namely the name of a label. The idea is that a statement that contains a goto
can terminate in two ways. First it can terminate normally, by "reaching the right
hand end of the statement" so to speak . The other possibility is that evaluation can
be broken off through execution of a substatement that is a goto, that is by "jumping
away" to some label. In the first case the meaning function A will yield a regular
state, in the second case a state-label pair will be delivered, consisting of the state in
which the goto was encountered and the label occurring in this goto statement. The
function A has therefore the following function ality :

A : Stat

---->

I:..L

---->

(I: ..L

U

I: x Lvar)

Here Lvar is the set of the label names . Notice that J.. has to be added again to
the states, because we are discussing direct semantics here . One might say that
statements with goto's occurring in it are single-entry multi-exit statements, there is
one normal exit and possibly many goto-exits.
The meaning of the statement goto L can now easily be given:
A~ goto L ~-l = J..
Ahoto
= (a , L),
for =f J..

qa

a
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For a statement of the form goto L; S we must have
A[ goto L; S ~a = (a-, L)
if a =I= ..l. This can be realised by defining the meaning of composition more carefully:
A[ S1; S2 ]a-= (A[Si]a E EJ_) ....... A[S2H A[si]a), A[S1]o-

If there are goto statements in a language, there must be a way to define labels as
well. To this end I introduce the class Prog of programs with elements P. Programs
are just compound statements, sequences L1: S1; ... ; L»: S,, of labelled statements.
In chapter 4 I do not define a direct semantics for programs because it is not needed
there. Lemma 4.3 in that chapter describes a relation between the meaning function
A and the meaning function N defining continuation semantics which gives sufficient
information for my purposes.
The VDM approach however works with direct semantics only, so in that case a
direct semantics has to be given for programs as well. The idea is to view a program
P = 1 1: S1; ... ; L,,, : Sn. not only as a multi-exit statement (there can be substatements goto L in P where L "¥= L; for all i), but also as a multi-entry statement. The
program P has n entry points characterised by the labels L;. Therefore the meaning
A[P~ will not be a function from EJ_ to (E..!_ U (E x Lvar)), but instead we have
A[P~ : (EJ_ x Lvar)

-->

(E J_

U

(E x Lvar)) ,

and we have the following definition:
A[L1:S1; .. . ;Ln: S,,, Ha, L) =
a= ..L ....... .l,
Lr/. {L1, ... , L,,.} --> (a, L),
L

= L;

-->

(A[S;~a E (Ex Lvar)

A[L 1: S 1 ;

-->

A[S;~o- E EJ_ and i f n
A [L 1 : S1 ; ... ;L,,: S,,

. ..

; Ln: S,.HA[S;~a),

-->

~

(A[S; ~a, L;+ 1), A[S;[a)

An explanation. Let P = 1 1 : S 1; .. . ; L,,: Sn, Now there are a few possiblities. If
the argument of A[P[ is the result of a nonterminating computation then .l should be
passed. If the argument of A [P[ specifies an entry point not in P, then the argument
should be passed unaltered. The interesting case is when L is an L;. Then first of all
S; has to be executed in a. If this terminates through a jump out of S; then A[P[
should again be applied to the outcome A[S;[ which is some (a', L' ), because L' might
be some 1 3. If evaluation of S; terminates normally then A[S;~ is some a' and S;+ 1
should now be executed in a', which is equivalent to executing Pin (a',L;+ 1). This
is not correct however if i = n , in that case the outcome A[S;~ is the final result of
the whole computation of P.
Notice that this definition is circular. Again, the desired solution to the above
equation can be obtained through approximation: the first approximation should now
be the function that yields .l in all arguments of the form (a, L;).
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The language that I presented here is rather simple. However this style of establishing a semantics is quite powerful. For instance only a small extension to this
scheme is needed for a semantics for full Algol60 [HeJ78j.
A few conclusions. The main advantage of this approach is that it is more
straightforward than continuation semantics, the idea behind this approach is easy to
understand. However, a price has been paid . First of all , the definition of the meaning
A[P~ of a program P is hairy. Through introduction of a sensible notation this can
be and has been straightened out somewhat, but in essence all cases and subcases
must be discriminated. The other drawback is that all kinds of information have to
be coded in the intermediate states, the definition of the state has to be expanded for
every feature added to the language that does not conform to the single-entry singleexit principle. For instance, if one wants to add error exits to the above language,
then the states have to be redefined again, which is not the case in the continuation
semantics of chapter 4.

1.3.1.2. Backtracking. In order to study this concept I extend the language
WHILE from section 1.2 adding two new statements, try and fail. Here is the new
syntax:
S .. -

x: = t

J

S1; S2

try(S 1 , S2 )

I

if b then S1 else S2
fail
J

I while b do S I

One idea behind backtracking is that evaluation of a statement may fail. In this
language such a failure occurs whenever the statement fail is executed. Another
aspect is that during execution of a program choices will be made between alternatives.
Every time a try statement is executed, a new alternative is introduced. Executing
try(S 1, S2 ) has the same effect as executing S1 but there is a side effect, namel_y that
a new alternative is added to the set of alternatives already present , which will be
pursued if S1 terminates in failure .
If in the sequel of the computation a failure occurs (and no other try statement
has been executed in the meantime), then a backtrack is performed which corresponds
to a jump to the alternative in the try statement that has been evaluated most
recently, which in our case is the statement try(S 1 , S2 ). Execution of the program
now continues with evaluation of the second alternative S2 followed by evaluation
of the statements following the try statement . If during this evaluation another
failure occurs then the statement try (S1 , S2 ) does not provide further alternatives,
and evaluation will backtrack to the most recently executed try statement which still
has an open alternative.
In short, every time a try statement is evaluated, a new alternative is obtained
(i.e. pushed on the stack of open alternatives), and every time a fail statement
is evaluated backtracking occurs, which amounts to executing a jump to the alternative in the most recently executed try statement which has an open alternative
(i.e. the alternat.ive on top of the stack) . If no such alternative exists then the whole
computation ends in failure .
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b.

a.
x:=~false

y := true
0

c.

d.
x := false
0

y := true
FAIL

FAIL

e.

FAIL
f.

y := false
FAIL

FAIL

FAIL

FAIL FAIL

SUCCEED

Figure 2. The tree of possibilities corresponding to a backtrack program. The circled
node is the node where control resides.

A nice introduction into the backtracking style of programming is [Coh79]. By
way of an example I present a little program that determines whether a boolean
expression b in the boolean variables x and y is satisfiable. This will be done by
trying all four possible pairs of values of x a.nd y:
try(x:=true, x:=false);
try(y:=true, y:=false);
if not b then fail

If this program terminates in a non failure state then b is satisfiable otherwise it is
not. To see this consider for instance the expression b = not (x or y). I explore the
"tree of possibilities" (cf. figure 2).
The first stat.ement introduces an alternative, we first choose the opt.ion x := true,
leaving the possibility x :=false for later use, and arrive at the situation depicted
in figure 2a. Again there is a choice, and we obtain a second statement to backtrack
to (fig. 2b). After that the conditional statement is evaluated, which leads to the
execution of the fail statement, and thus we arrive at figure 2c. The possibility
y := false also leads to failure, and the situation of figure 2d ensues. Now a new
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choice must be made, as again there are two possible assignments to y. First the
"wrong one" is taken, giving fig. 2e, and finally the value of both x and y are such
that the boolean expression in the if-statement evaluates to false, and the program
succeeds {fig. 2f).
Notice that every evaluation of a try statement generates a new alternative.
Therefore if a try occurs in the body of a loop, then in every iteration of this loop a
new alternative will be created. Consider for instance the program:
y:=x; ready : =false;
while (y>0 and not ready) do
try(y:=y-1,
y:=y+1; if y*y=x then ready:=true else fail);
if not ready then fail

If the initial value of x is a positive integer, then this program terminates in failure
if x is not a square, otherwise it terminates in success with y equal to the square
root of x. The idea is that in every iteration of the loop an alternative is created, so
after x iterations the loop terminates with y=0 and a stack of x alternatives. Then
all alternatives are tried, every alternative increases y by 1, so the effect is that for
y = 1, ... , x it is checked whether Y*Y = x. If such a y is found then the search
terminates because ready is set to true .
In chapter 3 I consider a fragment of SNOBOL4 in which the same concepts are
present, in a style that is geared more towards the problem of string matching.
I now turn to the semantics of the language introduced here, and the first semantics will be continuation semantics. The most important observation to be made is
that the meaning N[S] of a statement now depends on two continuations instead of
one: after S has been worked through the computation can proceed in two directions
depending on whether evaluation of S terminated in success or in failure.
Thus the meaning N[S] will be a function that t,akes as arguments, besides a
state a, a success continuation(} and a failure continuation /3. The set of the success
continuations will be called Sue and the failure continuations form the set Alt. The
functionality of N is
N: Stat-+ Sue -+Alt-+ E -+ A,
and N[S]8/3a denotes the answer obtained by evaluating S in a, given that the computation will proceed according to (} if evaluation of S terminates in success, and
according to /3 if we have termination in failure .
In the former case this evaluation of S does not only transform the initial state
a into a new state a', but also, through execution of substatements which are try
statements, new alternatives are created, that is the failure continuation /3 is updated
as well yielding /3 1 • The future of the computation modelled by (} depends on this a'
and /3 1 , and therefore (} must be a function taking as arguments a failure continuation
and a state and yielding an answer: Sue = Alt -+ E -+ A.
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Failure continuations are less complex, we have Alt = I: --+ A. This is so,
because /3 models how the computation will proceed if evaluation of S terminates in
failure. Now the only effect of a t.lrns terminating evaluation is that the state has
been transformed, all new alternatives generated during execution of S must have
been used up before evaluation of S as a whole can terminate in failure .
Now that the form of the domains has been determined the semantic clauses can
be written down straightforwardly:
N[x:=t]IJ/3er = /Jf3(er[M[t]er/x])

N[ S1; S2 ]/Jf3er = N[si] {N[S2]/J } /3er
N[ if b then S1 else S2 ]/Jf3er =
(M[b]er = tt)

--+

N[si] IJ/3er, N[s 2 ]/J/3er

N[ while b do S ]IJ f3er =
(M[b]a = tt) --+ N[S] {N[ while b do S ]IJ} f3a, /Jf3a
N[ try(S 1 , S2 ) ]/Jf3a = N[Si]IJ {N[S2]/J/3} a
N[fail]/Jf3er = (3er
Next I turn to direct semantics, for which I will discuss two approaches. The first one
has been used in work on the semantics of SNOBOL4 patterns [Gim73, Gim75). The
ideas developed there can be explained best for a variant of the language introduced
above: now the fail statement does not only have the effect that a jump is executed to
the last open alternative but also that the state is restored, i.e. if evaluation backtracks
to try(S 1, S2 ) then evalution resumes with execution of S2 in the same state in which
S1 was evaluated. Thus the statement try(S 1 , S2 ) resembles the nondeterministic
choice statement S 1US2 [Bak80, ch. 7). The only difference is that try(S 1 , S2 ) specifies
explicitly the order in which the alternatives have to be tried. The consequence is that,
while the meaning M[ S 1 US2 ]er can be a set consisting of all final states in M;[Si]er
and M[ S2 ]er, the meaning M[ try(S 1> S2 ) ]er must be a sequence: M[S 1 ]er /\ M[S 2 ]er.
Notice that, though in the end evaluation of a backtrack program will yield a single
final state, for the intermediate stages the meaning of a statement must be a sequence.
Not only the final state resulting of evaluation of a statement is needed, but also the
results of the open alternatives, because otherwise a compositional definition cannot
be given for the composition operator ; . In this setup, if we give a careful definition
of the meaning of this operator, then we are able to obtain a full semantics for our
language.
If one tries to model the language having the original semantics for fail, then
the outcome M[S]er of evaluation of a statement S cannot longer be a sequence of
states. Only the first element of the sequence can be a state, the other elements
must be state transformations, because in try(S 1, S2 ) the final state resulting from
evaluation of S2 after a failure depends on the state in which the computation failed .
So we now get tuples of functions and much of the simplicity of the original approach
is gone,-in fact we have a result that is quite close to continuation semantics.
Another approach to designing a direct semantics is to proceed along the VDM
lines: handle fail statements similarly to the way in which VDM semantics handles
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jumps. There are two problems there: a failure corresponds to a jump with an
anonymous target while the goto statement, explicitly names its target, and the other
problem is that this target is determined dynamically.
The first problem might be solved by changing the syntax so that every try
statement has a tag which characterises its occurrence in the program or, in other
words, all try statements must be labelled . The second problem can be handled by
again extending the intermediate states, an extended state must now be an element
of (1;.1 x Lvar*) U (1; x Lvar* x Lvar) . The optional third component of such an
extended state has the same function as in the VDM-semantics of the goto statement:
it indicates that the statement just executed has failed and provides the label of the
try statement to which a backtrack has to be performed. The second component
of an extended state is an element from the set Lvar* which models the stack of
open alternatives, it is the sequence of the labels of all try statements that have been
encountered but not yet backtracked to.
Typical semantical clauses would now be (~ stands for an element from Lvar• ):
M[ L: try(S 1 , S2 ) ~(a, ~) = M[Si] (a, (L)"~)
The effect of executing a try is to execute S 1 and to add a new alternative to the
stack ~Another clause: if ~ is not empty then we must have:

M[ fail [(a, ~) = (a , rest ~, first ~)
Failure generates an abnormal state, the third component of the resulting tuple specifies the try statement to which must be backtracked , the remaining alternatives are
kept in the second component.
Again the complicated clause will be the one for the whole program. In this
clause failure results of the substatements must be trapped and it must be specified
how the backtracking is to be done. This clause must be set up with care because it is
possible to backtrack e.g. from outside a while statement into its body. However this
can be realised: a similar problem was encountered in the VDM semantics of Algol60,
since in this language it is possible to jump into e.g. the then-part of a conditional
statement from outside this statement.
The differences between t.he continuation and the direct approach show clearly
here. Once the domains have been laid out correctly continuation semantics yields a
regular and compact set of semantic equations, though it takes some thinking before
the right domains are determined. On the other hand, direct semantics has a more
baroque appearance: there must be extra information in the states and the clauses
tend to be more complex, there are more cases to be distinguished .
1.3.1.3. Input, output and process creation. In this sect.ion I introduce some
concepts from the language DNP which is discussed in chapter 5. To this end I
extend the language WHILE in yet another direction, adding a read statement, a
write statement and a fork statement . This addition makes WHILE a language in
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Figure 3. A process

which arrays of communicating processes can be defined . The syntax is
S ·· = x:=t j S1 ; S2 j if b then S 1 else S2 j while b do S
write(t)

j

read(x)

j

fork(x)

In the sequel a program in execution will be called a process. Each process has exactly
one input channel and one output channel connected to it. Execution of the statement
write ( t) has t,he effect that the value of t is computed and written on the output
channel, the effect of the statement read(x) is that a new value is read from the
input channel which is then assigned to x. If there are no more values on the input
channel then the process blocks (terminates) . The values on the input channel are
assumed to be put there a priori, so there is no need to model a process waiting for
input. Communication is asynchronous.
A process can be modelled by a function which takes an input stream as an
argument and yields an output stream as a result. The input stream is the sequence
of all values assumed to be preloaded on the input channel, and the output stream is
the sequence of all values to be written by the process on the output channel. Both
streams can very well be infinite, and this means that nonterminating processes are
meaningful in this setting. I give an example, a "2-filter" described by the program
while true do
begin read(x);
if odd(x) then write(x)
end.

This programs filters all even numbers, passing only odd numbers from its input
channel to its output channel. A process can be depicted as in figure 3.
The other new concept in the language is the fork construct, described by a
statement of the form fork(x). This statement can be regarded as a combination of
the unix fork and the unix pipe. When a process executes the statement fork(x),
the effect is that an almost identical copy of the process is constructed. I call the
original process the mother and the new process the daughter. After the fork has
been evaluated both processes continue execution with the statement following the
fork. There is no sharing of variables, each process has its own set of variables having
the values they had in the mother process when the fork was executed.
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Figure 4. The effect of the fork statement.

There are two differences between the two processes. The first one has to do
with the fact that executing fork(x) has as a side effect that a value is assigned to
x. In the mother process the assignment x: =1 is performed, in the daughter process
the value O is assigned to x. The other difference has to do with the input and
output channels of the original process. On execution of the fork statement a new
intermediate channel is constructed which behaves like a unix pipe. The mother
process remains connected to the original input channel, but from now on writes on
the new intermediate channel. The daughter will write on the original output channel,
but reads from the intermediate channel. The effect of a fork is depicted in figure 4.
An example is the program

read(x); write(x);
fork(y);
if y=l
then while true do
begin read(x); if even(x) then write(x) end
else while true do
begin read(x); if (x mod 3) = 0 then write(x) end.

The original process passes one value from input to output unaltered, and then splits
into two filters: the mother filters out all odd numbers, passing only the even input
numbers to the daughter. The daughter filters out all numbers which are not a

multiple of 3. The effect is a filter that passes its first
input number unaltered, and then passes only those input value
that are multiples of 6.
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Another example is the parallel sieve of Eratosthenes:

while true do
begin read(x) ; write(x);
fork(y) ;
if y=l then
while true do
begin read(z);
if (z mod x) <> 0 then write(z)
end
end .

If on the input channel for the original process the stream 2, 3, 4, 5, . .. is insert.eel,
then execution of this program will result in an expanding array of processes which
in cooperation yield an output stream consisting of all prime numbers. The original
process can be called an "expander" , it reads a number x and expands into a filter
process (the mother) which blocks all multiples of x, and a new expander process
( the daughter) which behaves exactly like the mother. In figure 5 I show how this
networks evolves.
I now turn to the semantics of this language, starting again with continuation
semantics. Evaluation of a stat,ement S will in the end yield an answer, and first of all
I will investigate what kind of answers are feasible here. In all continuation semantics discussed before these answers were states with possibly some extra information
added, like nontermination (.l), the error result (1.2 .6) or failure / success (1.3 .1.2).
In this case the final state is not so interesting mainly because this will not provide
enough information in case the computation does not terminate. The information of
interest is the output from the computation, not whet.her the computation terminated
or not. This leads us to the following definition of the domain of answers: A = V 00
(cf. section 1.2.4 for the notation) .
The output generated by a statement S depends of course on the input for S, and
also on the initial values the variables have, i.e. on the initial state. So the meaning
function will have functionality

N: Stat-> Cont-> I:-> V 00

_.

V 00 ,

where Cont is the domain of the continuations.
A continuation 0 shall be a function that yields a final answer, i.e. a value in V 00
which models the result of the computation to be performed once S has been evaluated.
This means that the effects brought about by executing S must be arguments of this
continuation. Execution of S changes the initial situation in two ways: first of all the
initial state a is transformed into a new state a', but also the contents of the input
diannel is affrcted if during evaluation of S input statements have been executed.
In that case the initial contents r of the input channel is transformed (truncated)
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Figure 5. The parallel sieve of Eratosthenes.

as well, yielding a new contents r'. This leads us to the following functionality of
continuations
Cont = E _, V 00 _ , V 00 •
Now that the domains have been determined I can give the semantic clauses:
1. N~x:=t~0ar = 0(a[M~t~a/x])r

This is straightforward, evaluation of an assignment transforms only the state
and not the contents of the input channel. The next two clauses are standard.
2. N~S1; S2 ~0ar = N~Sd {N~S2~0 } ar
3. N~ if b then S1 else S2 ~0ar =
(M~b~a = tt) --> N~S 1~0a-r, N~S 2 ~0ar
4. N~ while b do S ~0ar =
(M~b~a = tt) --> N~S~ {N~ while b do S ~0} ar, 0ar

There is a familiar circularity in this definition, and here again the desired solution can be obtained through iteration. For reasons similar to the ones in 1.2.4 this
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iteration should have 00 as a starting value, where 00 c,r is defined through 00 c,r
for all c, and r.
5. N[ write(t) ]0c,r

= ()

= (M[t]c,)" 0c,r

Outputting the value of t in state c, with input r, followed by a computation
defined through 0 yields an output sequence which has the value of t as its first
element, while its tail consists of the values written by 0.
6. N[ read(xH0c,r

= (r = ())

-+ () ,

0(c,[/irst r / x])(rest r)

Input of a value changes the sequence on the input channel, the first element is
removed. It also changes the state because this first element is assigned to a variable.
However, it is possible that the input channel is empty. In that case the computation
blocks and the overall result of the computation will therefore be an empty output
stream.
7. N[ fork(x) ]0c,r

= (0(c,[O/ x])) (0(c,[l / x])r)

This is the most, interesting clause. Execution of a fork statement is a complicated operation, but apparently this can be described quite succinctly in continuation
semantics. I summarize: the effect of a fork is that two copies of the original process
will be around, the mother for which x = 1 holds , and the daughter which has x set to
0. The mother will therefore proceed with the computation in the transformed state
c,[l / x], reading input values from the original input stream . The output sequence
generated by the mother process is therefore given by 0(c,[l / x])r. The computation
performed by the daughter process will start at the statement following the fork
statement, this computation is therefore determined by 0. The initial state for this
computation will be the state of the original process with x set to 0. The ontput
generated by the combination of these two processes is the output generated by the
daughter, which equals 0(c,[O/x])ri, where r' is the contents of the input channel of
the daughter process. This however is equal to the output sequence generated by the
mother process, so r' = 0(c,[l / x])r.
Having constructed a continua.t.ion semantics, the next thing to investigate is
whether it is possible to devise a direct semantics for this language. I first consider
the semantics of input and output only, so for the moment the fork statement is
removed from the language.
There are several obstacles to cope with. The first one is that a computation
can be blocked because a process tries to read from an empty input channel. I choose
the standard solution for this similar to what I did in section 1.2.6 with error exits:
I introduce a special state BLOCKED and I must then take care that the meaning
M[S] of all statements S will be BLOCKED-strict .
But a further extension of the intermediate states is needed . Evaluation of S1
in S 1 ; S2 does not only change the proper state ( the value of the variables), it has its
effects on the input and output channels as well. This means that the extended state
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to be passed to S2 must also contain the new contents of t.he inpnt and the output
channel. Combining the above considerations I arrive at the follow definition of the
class Exst of extended states:

Exst

= p::::.1

U {BLOCKED}) x V 00 x V 00 •

Let us try to define the function M giving the direct semant.ics. First of all I have to
take care that all meanings are ..l- and BLOCKED-strict. Of course it is possible to
include this in all semantic clauses, but it is more convenient to state it in advance:
For all S I have
M[s] (..l, Tiu, To11t) = (..l, Ti,., To11t)
and
M[s] (BLOCKED, T;,,, T0111 ) = (BLOCKED, Ti,., T011 1)Now I can write clown the clauses for all the ot,her possible forms of the extended
states:
M[x:=t] (a-, Tiu, Tout) = (a-[M[t]a- /x], T;,,, To11t)
M[S1; S2] (0-, Tiu, To11t) = M[S2](M[S1] (a-, Ti,i, Tout))
M[ if b then S1 else S2 ](a-, Tiu, To11t) =
(M[b]a- = tt) -+ M[si] (a-, Tiu, To11t), M[S2](0-, Tiu, To11t)
M[ while b dos ](a-, Tiu, Tn11t) =
(M[b]a- = tt) -+ M[ while b do S] (M[ S] (a-, T;,,, T0 11 t)), (a-, T;u, Tout)
M[ read(x) ](a-, Ti,., T0 11 t) =
(T;u=O)-+ (BLOCKED,T;,i,To11t), (a-[firstT;u/x],restTiu,To11t)
M[write(t)] (a-,Tiu,To11t) = (a-, Ti,,, To111)"(M[t]a-))
These clauses look only a little bit more complicated than the corresponding
clauses for the continuation semantics, but there is more going on behind the ·scenes
than can be seen at first glance. Some of the difficulties show up if one considers the
clause on the while statement. This clause again defines a fixed point, a solution
of this equation, and this solution will as always be equal to the limit of a chain of
approximations. Some of the complexities now come to the fore: one should be careful
in choosing the first approximation c/>o.
c/>o(BLOCKED, Ti,,, T,, 11 1) = (BLOCKED, T; 11 , T,, 11 1)
c/>o(a-,Tiu,Tout) = (..l,T;u,To11t)
In more technical terms, it is not obvious how to find a. suitable ordering on Exst
to make the operator continuous of which M[while b do S] must be the fixed point.
Next a few words on the direct. semantics of the fork construct. We have to find
a sensible definition of M[ f ork(x) ] (a-, T;,., T., 11 1), but it is not very clear how t,o obtain
this in an elegant way. Once more the state will have to be extended, because the
fact that the process has been split in two must be passed to the next statement.
A tentative solution is t.o pass not one extended state but two instead, one describing the mother process and the other describing the daughter process. The state
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for the mother process would be something like (i.1[1/x], Tin, () ), because this process keeps the original input channel but obtains a new output channel which is of
course empty immediately after the fork. The extended state for the daughter will
be something like (i.1[O/x], X, r 0111 ), because the daughter inherits the output channel.
Now consider the sequence X, which should consist of the values the mother
process will produce. The problem is that at the moment of expansion this sequence
is not known and therefore cannot be passed to the next statement. A possible
solution might be to use abstraction and to pass, instead of t,his extended state, a
function taking an input stream X as an argument and yielding an extended state.
Although it might be possible to obtain a direct semantics working along these lines ,
the result will undoubtedly be much less perspicuous than the continuation semantics
given before.
All this can be contrasted with the relative simplicity of the clause for the fork
construct using continuation semantics. This simplicity stems from the fact that in
continuation semantics one has the denotation of the future of the computation at
one's disposal, so there is sufficient information available to determine the output
streams generated by the mother and the daughter process.
1.3.1.4. Some final rPmarks. The essential difference between direct and continuation semantics lies in the respective definitions of the meaning of composition of
statements:

M[ S1; S2 ](T = M[S2HM[Si]i.1)
versus

N[ S1; S2 ]0i.T = N[S1HN[S2]0 }cr
Direct semantics forces one to apply the meaning M[S2] to some intermediate
result (M[s 1 ]i.1) even if this is not feasible, for instance because S2 is a goto statement.
In continuation semantics there is more flexibility because the meaning of S2 is passed
to N[Sd as a parameter, and now there are several options on how to deal with this
parameter.
Evaluation of S 1 will yield some intermediate results and if S 1 is such that its
execution will not disrupt the normal flow of control, then the continuation will be
applied to these intermediate values . This case is similar to the way direct semantics
handles composition. The alternative is that N [Si] ignores its continuat,ion, which
will happen if S 1 is a goto statement. This idea can be refined, because there is also
the option to not use the continuation for the moment , but to keep it for later use
instead. Breaks from loops can be modelled in this way, and so can coroutines.
The possible effects of execut.ion of a statement are threefold. Firstly, intermediate result will be generated that will be used later in the computation. For instance,
some variables will obtain a new value, or the sequence on the input channel might
be truncated (section 1.3.1.3). Another example of this can be found in the backtrack
language (1.3.1.2): new elements might be added to the set of alternatives. Secondly,
evaluation of a statement might produce part of the answer, the final outcome of the
whole computation. An example of t.his is the output stream in the previous sec-
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tion. Finally, the standard sequencing of statement evaluation can be altered through
jumps, error exits and the like.
Because of the fact that in direct semantics the operator ; for composition of
statements is modelled through composition of functions, all the above effects have to
be coded into intermediate extended states. These extended states will therefore be
tuples existing of at least three components: the intermediate results (the new values
of the variables and possibly other entities as well, like the current sequence on the
input channel), the fragment of the final answer produced up till now, and optional
sequencing information indicating whether execution should proceed in the standard
way with the textually next statement. From the results of the preceding sections
one can conclude that these extended states tend to grow into complex objects. The
consequence is that in the semantic clauses many subcases have to be distinguished,
and another effect is that the domains have to be set up carefully in order still to be
able to apply Scott's theory.
In continuation semantics each of these different sort of effects produced by execution of a statement is modelled separately. First the intermediate results. These
are handled by making the continuations functions that accept an argument for each
kind of intermediate result that can be produced by evaluation of a statement. For
example, in the language from section 1.3.1.2 execution of a statement produces an
intermediate state in I: and also a new set of alternatives, therefore the continuations will take such a state and a denotation of these alternatives as arguments:
Succ = Alt _, I: -, A.
Next the pieces of the final answer. In continuation semantics the meaning N~S]
of S is a function which in the end will yield an answer, the final result of the whole
computation. Evaluation of S might produce a fragment of this answer. We saw that
in direct semant,ics this fragment must be passed to the next statement . In continuation semantics however a denotation of all statements to be executed after evaluation
of S is available . It is therefore possible to directly combine the piece of the answer
generated by S with the rest to be generated by the continuation. A particularly nice
illustration of this is the clause on the fork construct in section 1.3.1.3.
Finally, because the continuation is an argument of the meaning N~S] of a statement, a deviation in the flow of control from the standard sequencing can be handled
straightforwardly. One of the consequences of this is the fact that in continuation
semantics there is no need to ad<l ..L to the set of states, while in direct semantics Lliis
must be done.
The disadvantage of continuation semant,ics is that, the flow of control is captured
in a more indirect way than direct semantics does. Therefore it takes some thinking
before one has digested the underlying ideas and the "back-to-front" manner in which
the meaning functions are derived from program texts. For those simple languages
where the apparatus of direct semantics is powerful enough, there is no reason to
introduce this complexity from continuation semantics.
However we saw that for each of the concepts discussed in the preceding sections,
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its introduction in the language tends to add substantial complexity to the clauses
of direct semantics. And it was also clear that the additional options offered by
continuations led to semantic clauses that remained compact and elegant. It therefore
pays off already very soon to switch from direct to continuation semantics.
1.3.2. CONTINUATIONS, IMPLEMENTATIONS AND PROOF SYSTEMS
One of the intentions of the founders of denotational semantics was that it should
be used as a standard against which implementations can be verified [ScS71]. A
straightforward way to use denotational semantics in implementing a language is to
transform it into an interpreter. It is possible to use the clauses of the semantics as
input for an "interpreter generator", for instance Mosses' SIS system [Mos75, Mos79].
Another approach might be to construct an interpreter by hand which accepts
a program and input for this program, and then "executes" the program according
to the clauses of the denotational semantics for the language in which the program
is written, more or less like I evaluated in section 1.2.4 a little program according to
the Cook semantics for WHILE. A problem here is that denotational semantics uses
abstract, and often infinite entities, like functions .
A solution might be to use representations instead of the abstract objects. For instance, the continuation semantics of section 1.2.6 acts on states c,, and continuations
0. However states might be represented by finite sequences consisting of variable-value
pairs, and good representations of the continuations which are built up by the semantics will be sequences of statements. The semantic clauses of 1.2.6 must of course be
adapted because of this change, but this can be done straight.forwardly. The re~ulting
semantics will be close to the operational semantics presented in section 1.2.5 and
this semantics lends itself readily to be interpreted. So apparently, if it is possible to
find suitable representations of the abstract objects manipulated by a denotational
semantics then this semantics can be transformed into an interpreter.
In the same way I have constructed an interpreter (operational semantics) for
the SNOBOL4 subset in chapter 3, sect.ion 3 from the denotational semantics which
is introduced in section 4 of the same chapter. Finding the right representations for
the continuations occurring in this denotational semantics demanded more thought
than it did in the case of the language WHILE above, which is visible in the resulting
operational semantics. However if the denotational semantics is well understood,
the right representations can be found, because these must be manipulated by the
interpreter in the same spirit as the continuations are transformed in the denotational
semantics. For a much more intricate language the same method has been used
by Stoy [Sto81], the interpreter introduced in this paper can be derived from the
continuation semantics presented t,here in the way I just described .
Finding good representations of the abstract objects occurring in the denotational
semantics requires some ingenuity. Simple objects like states which are functions from
simple sets to simple sets and which are at any time defined on a finite subset of their
domain only, can be readily represented by finite sequences as indicated above. For
higher order functions this is more intricate. This is one of the arguments against
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continuations that are brought forward by workers from the VDM group [BjS!S80]:
"Continuations define a semantics a bit more implicitly, and one needs 'realize' continuations through some more mechanical device for it to be machine-processable".
Of course interpreters are not efficient and this is even more so for interpreters
obtained as described above. Efficient implementations must be realised by compilation. Also in this case an implementation might be justified against the denotational
standard. This task has now become a lot more complicated. An implementation
is concrete: the objects involved are representations (bit patterns), procedures are
represented by sequences of machine instructions, there is a lot of bookkeeping going
on, room for variables and intermediate results is allocated and freed dynamically
on the runtime stack. On the other hand, a denotational definition of a language is
abstract: the objects that are manipulated are mathematical entities, functions are
defined not by describing how they are evaluated but through fixed points, solutions
of circular equations, and there is the deliberate choice to hide as much bookkeeping
as possible.
In [MiS76] a proof is given of correctness of a compiler for SAL, a language with
the complexity of Algol68. This proof is long, impressive and also int,imidating (2
volumes, 858 pages). The complexity is caused by the fact that the source language
is complex, and also that the semantics of SAL is not related to the compiler and the
target machine. From this work one might conclude that it is not, a promising idea
to try to validate an implementation a posteriori .
More modern work concentrates on how an implementor can be guided in his
work by the denotational definition of the language he is working on. Tools and
methods are developed which can be used in the transformation of a denotational
definition into a compiler in a correctness preserving way [Mos80, Wan82, Mos83,
Sch85, JSS85]. It is even possible to take one further step and develop "~ompiler
generators" systems that accept a denotational definition and generate a compiler
from this [JoS80, ChJ83, Set83] .
The rest of this section will be devoted to a few remarks on how denotational
semantics can be used to justify Hoare like proof systems.
A Hoare triple is a syntactic object of the form {p} S{ q}, where S is a statement
and p and q are formulae from first order predicate logic (boolean expressions with
quantifiers), which describe properties of the values of variables that can occur in S.
Such a triple can be used to describe the effect execution of S will have on the values
of its variables, the meaning of such a triple (validity) is: if p holds for the values
of the variables before execution of S, and this execution terminates normally then q
must be true of the resulting values of the variables (partial correctness).
This notation was introduced in [Hoa.69], together with a proof system for several
programming constructs which can be used to derive a formal proof for such triples.
In the years to follow rules for other constructs were suggested, and also papers
appeared that tried to justify such proof systems. A survey paper is [Ap81b], and
[Bak80] contains a thorough treatment of these issues.
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The majority of the programming constructs involved were statements of the
single-entry single-exit type. This is not very surprising if one considers the definition
of validity of Hoare triples given above . The natural consequence is that the justifications of these systems were based on models constructed with direct semantics.
However, already in 1972 Clint and Hoare presented the paper [CIH72] introducing a proof rule for the goto statement. I study this and a related system in chapter 4,
and here I will present au introduction to these results. The proof rule in [ClH72] is:
{q}goto L{false} f- {p}S{q},

{q}goto L{false} f- {q}S'{r}

f- {p}S; L: s'{r}

where it is assumed that a.II goto statements occurring in S and S' specify a jump to
label L, and also that no other labels are defined in S and S'. The above rule means that
if you can prove both {p}S{q} and {q}S' {r} using the assumption {q}goto L{false} ,
then you have in fact a proof of {p} S; L: s' {r}.
Now this rule is not easily underst,ood: what is the meaning of a Hoa.re triple
now that there a.re jumps in the language, is there a model in which validity can
be formulated of rules specifying proofs from assumptions? In chapter 4 the above
rule is justified using a definition of validity based on continuation semantics. In
that chapter I also present another proof system that is operationally equivalent with
the one above in the sense that proofs conducted in one system can be mechanically
carried over to the other system.
This other system is similar to the system in [ArA79]. The underlying idea is to
use the single-entry multi-exit model of the meaning of statements and to introduce an
extended version of Hoare formulae which corresponds to this model. These formulae
now have the form {p }S{ q}{L: r }. The meaning of such a formula is: if p holds for the
values of the variables before execution of S and S terminates normally the1i q must
hold afterwards, and if S terminates through a jump to L then after this jump r must
hold. It will be clear that this validity definition can be justified in a straightforward
manner using the semantic function A from section 1.3.1.1. Based on such a definition
of validity I justify a variant of this system in section 7 of chapter 4.
Notice that the formula {p }goto L{ false }{L: p} is trivially true under this definition of validity. The central proof rule given in [Ar A 79] is
{p}S{q}{L:q}, {q}s'{r}{L:q}
{p}S; L: S'{r}
again assuming that the only label name occurring in goto's in S and S' is L, and
that no other labels are defined in S or S'. The correctness of this rule can be seen
by considering a.n execution of S; L: S' st,arting in a state for which p holds. Then
we have to show that after termination r holds. The crucial observation is that the
assumptions of the proof rule guarantee that every time that during evaluation of
S; L: S' control arrives at L that then q must hold . This can be shown by induction
on the number of times control arrives at L.
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In order to get some insight into how this system is used I present a program
describing a non standard way to set a variable to 0:
S

=

ifx < Othenx: =- x;L: ifx <> Othen(x: = x - 1; gotoL)

I have to prove {true} S {x = 0}, and I will use the label invariant that at L always
x ?: 0 holds. First of all I have
{x < O} x := - x {x ?: O}
from which
{true} if x < Othenx: =- x {x ?: O}
can be deduced, and thus a fortiori
{true} if x < 0 then x := - x {x ?: 0 }{L: x 2: O}
Furthermore I have
{x>O} x :=x - 1 {x ?: O}
if x is an integer. Also
{x ?: O} gotoL {false}{L: x ?: O}
which combines to
{x > O} x :=x-1; gotoL {false}{L:x ?: O}
This then justifies
{x ?: O} if x <> Othen (x: = x - 1; gotoL) {x = O}{L:x ?: O}
Now the proof rule from [Ar A 79] can be applied which yields the desired result.
This system and the one by Clint and Hoare are closely connected: essentially the
same proof can be given using the latter system. This observation is used in chapter 4
to justify the Clint-Hoare system. The main differences between the systems is that
the Clint-Hoare system implicitly keeps track of the label invariants, while the above
system does so explicitly.
The relation between the systems in [CIH72] and [ArA79] bears some resemblance
to the relation between continuation and direct semantics. The introduction of goto's
in the latter proof system is accommodated by an extension of the correctness formulae
which is similar to the way the states are extended in VDM semantics. Therefore the
[Ar A79] style has the same disadvantages as direct semantics: if another concept
has to be adopted in the system that also does not fit in the single-entry single-exit
scheme, then again the syntax of the formulae has to be extended . Consider for
instance coroutines. The [ArA 79] formalism has to be extended because the targets
of the jumps are anonymous now, whereas in [Cli83] a rule is suggested which is
expressed in the same framework as [CIH72].
Therefore it seems to be worthwile to try to give a straightforward definition of
validity of the formulae in the Clint-Hoare system, which can then be used to justify
this system in a direct way. In section 8 of chapter 4 such a validity definition is
proposed, and used to prove soundness of the system (Theorem 8.5).
This validity definition also refutes an objection against the Clint-Hoare system
raised in [Don82], which I will now discuss. If one wants to validate or invalidate a
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proof system, one needs to have a definition of validity of t,he formulae occurring in
the system. An obstacle in this respect are the formulae with assumptions:
{p}gotoL{false} I- {q}S{r},
because such a formula expresses a property of the proof of {q} S { r}, it states that
a formal proof is possible if one can use the assumption {p }goto L{f alse }. The I-symbol denotes a property that has no counterpart in a. model. To circumvent this I
do not allow such formulae in the system, but replace these by formulae of the form
{p}gotoL{false} ⇒ {q}S{r},
and I rephrase all proof rules and axioms of the original system in these t.erms. This
yields a system that is operationally equivalent, but for which I can provide validity
definitions . For instance a natural definition is that the above formula is valid if truth
of {p}gotoL{false} implies truth of {q}S{r}.
Now bot.h in [Ar A 79] and in [Don82] the observation is made that according
to the original validity definition of Hoare triples as given above, {p }goto L{ false}
is valid for all p. This is so, because there is no normal termination, the formula
stipulates that false must be true only if control reaches the "right hand end" of
goto L which it never does.
But this implies that {p}gotoL{false} ⇒ {q}S{r} is valid whenever {q}S{r}
is valid. In other words, the assumptions allowed in the Clint-Hoare system are
irrelevant as far as validity of the formulae is concerned. On the other hand, the
assumptions play an essential role in the proofs: the only formulae on a goto statement
that can be derived in the system are
{p}gotoL{false} ⇒ {p}gotoL{false}
and weakened versions thereof.
In fact, this is the mechanism that makes the Clint-Hoare system "theorem
sound" [Don82): all formulae {p }S{ q} without assumptions that can be derived in
the system are valid.
However, there exist valid formulae containing assumptions:
{false}gotoL{false} ⇒ {true}gotoL{false}
{false}gotoL{false} ⇒ {false}skip{false}
which can be combined using the Clint-Hoare rule to the invalid formula.
{ true }goto L; L: skip{ false}
This means that the system is not "inferentially sound" and in [Don82] it is explained
eloquently why this is a bad thing.
There is however a flaw in this reasoning and that is the starting point, the
definition of validity of Hoare triples . The assumption in {p }goto L{f alse} ⇒
{q}S{r} must not be interpreted according to the classical definition which makes
it meaningless . Such an assumption defines a property of the environment in which
S is executed, i.e. it states a property of the meaning of the label L. Validity of
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{p}gotoL{false} should be formulated with respect to the denotation ofL, it should
put a restriction on the continuations which are acceptable denotations of L.
In this way validity of the formula {p}gotoL{false} ⇒ {q}S{r} can be formulated as "if the environment in which S is executed is such that {p }goto L{ false}
holds, then {q}S{r} will be true in that environment". This is an approach similar
to the one in the justification of the proof rules for recursive procedures [Ap8lb],
[Bak80] .
The definition of validity presented in section 8 of chapter 4 is refined enough
to make the Clint-Hoare system inferentially sound. In particular, validity is defined
such that the formula
{false}gotoL{false} ⇒ {true}gotoL{false}
from the counterexample above is no longer valid.
Although my validity definition is more complicated than the standard one (due
to the fact that it uses continuations), I expect that in the encl this will pay off,
because essentially the same definition might be used to justify proof rules for other
statements that specify non standard sequencing, which is something that cannot be
expected for the systems that can be justified using direct semantics. It might, very
well be that the same phenomenon can be observed in relation to proof rules as I
discussed in 1.3.1 for semantics in general.
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ON THE EXISTENCE OF COOK SEMANTICS*
ARIE D E BRUIN t
Abstract. In [SIAM J. Comput., 7 (1978 ), pp. 70- 90) Cook defines the operational semantics of a
programming language in the following way: a function is introduced which takes a program R and a state
u and yields a possibly infinite row of intermediate states as a result. This row is meant to be the trace
resulting from executing program R starting in state u. This function is characterized by a number of
equations. However it is not immediately clear whether these equations have a solution. In this paper we
show for a simple language, the most sophisticated feature of which is that it has parameterless procedures,
that the corresponding equations have a unique solution . The techniques used here can also be applied to
other languages described in the same way, for instance to the language in Cook 's paper.

Key wor<ls. operational semantics, Cook semantics, fixed points, continuation semantics, recursive
definitions, denotational semantics

1. The problem. In this paper we investigate a certain way of defining operational
semantics of programming languages, which has been introduced by Cook in his paper
on soundness and completeness [6]. Cook remarks that this semantics has been derived
from one of the operational semantics studied in Lauer's thesis [10], and also in Hoare
and Lauer [7], which is a condensed version of the thesis. This style of definition has
later on been employed by de Bakker in his book on the theory of program correctness

[3].
The technique is as follows: a meaning function Comp is described which takes
a program and an initial machine state and yields a row of states as a result. This row
gives the trace left by evaluating the program starting in the initial state. A terminating
computation yields a finite row, and if evaluation does not terminate then the outcome
is an infinite row.
We will study Cook semantics using a simple language. Before giving its syntax
we introduce some notational conventions.
Rows will be indicated by angular brackets. For instance we have (x 1 , • • • , xn)
which denotes a finite row of n elements, and (x 1 , x 2 , • • ·) which denotes an infinite
row. The empty row is denoted by ( ). Function application associates to the left, that
is fabc is an abbreviation of ((f(a ))(b ))(c ). Correspondingly, the ➔ -operator used in
forming function domains associates to the right. The above function f should have
functionality definition /:A ➔ B ➔ C ➔ D, which should read as /:A ➔ (B ➔ (C ➔ D)).
We next describe the syntax of the language. We distinguish the following syntactic
classes:
PE Pvar
Procedure variables.
Atomic statements. The structure of these statements is not
A E Atst
specified further, but think of assignments.
Boolean expressions. These are also considered to be atomic buildBE Bexp
ing blocks.
Programs. These have the form (EIS) and must be closed, i.e. all
RE Prog
procedure variables in E and S are declared in E.
Declarations. These have the form (P1 ¢Si,· · ·, P" ¢Sn) where
EE Deel
all P; are different.
Statements. This class is defined by the followingBNF- like syntax.
SE Stat
Statements. This class is defined by the followingBNF- Iike syntax.
SE Stat
S ::=AIPI if B then S1 else S2IS1; S2 .
• Received by the editors June 10, and in final revised form November 1, 1982.
t Faculty of Economics, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
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We now turn to the semantics. There are the following semantic classes.
<r El
States. The internal structure of states is not specified. Notice that l
is a set, not a cpo. There is for instance no such thing as .l in l .
00
00
TEl
Rows of states. We define l = l * U l w. I.* contains the finite sequen ces and the empty row and l w the infinite ones.
We define the following operators on rows of states.
'
Concatenation, defined by the axioms:
T 1 ' r 2 = T 1 for all T1 E l w

O'r = r 'O = T
(a-1 , · · ·, CTn)A(u; , · ·· , CT~) = (a1, · · ·,er"' a ;, ··· , u /c)
(<T 1, ' ' ',<Tn f( u ;, ' ' ·)=(0-1, '' ', O'n, <T ;,'' ·>

Last element extraction , defined by
K(0'1 , ' ' ', O'n)= O'n
K() = K'T = iJ for all T E l w, where ii is an arbitrary (but fixed from now on)
element of l .
Finally we distinguish the following elementary valuations.
A: Atst ➔ l ➔ l , Meaning of atomic statements. Notice that atomic statements
always terminate.
B: Bexp ➔ l ➔ {tt, ff} , Meaning of boolean expressions.
As the internal structure of Atst and Bexp has not been specified, we cannot do
more than postulate the existence of fun ctions A and B with functionalities as above .
We now have enough tools to formulate the equations which are intended to
00
define a function Comp : Prog ➔ l ➔ l •
Comp(EIA )u = (AAu)
Comp(E IP;)u = (u )' Comp(E jS;)u, with P; ¢=S; in E.
.
{(u )' Comp(E IS 1)u , ifBBu = tt
Comp(E I 1f B then SI else S2)u = (u )' C omp (E IS )<T,
.
ot herw1se
2
Comp(EIS1; S2)u = (u )' r ' Comp(EIS2)(Kr ), where T = Comp(EIS1 )u .
In the sequel we will refer to this set of equations as CE, which is an abbreviation of
" the Cook equations. " Now there are some questions to be answered. Does there
exist a function with the above properties? If so , is this function unique? We cannot
provide the answers immediately because the above equations can be interpreted as
a recursive definition which is not inductive.
Cook also was aware of these questions as the following quotation from [6] shows:
"The definition is recursive, in the sense that Comp appears on the right side of the
clauses. This may appear ironic in a paper on program verification, since one of the
important issues in programming language semantics is interpreting recursively defined
procedures. However, one does not have to understand recursive procedures in general
in order to understand this specific definition. Suffice it to say that we intend Comp
to be evaluated by " call by name," in the sense that occurrences of Comp are to be
replaced successively by their meanings according to the appropriate clauses in the
definition. "
In this paper we will provide the answer to the above questions ; there is a unique
total function which satisfies the equations. We will show this in four different ways.
The first idea is to derive from the recursive definition an inductive one which defines
the elements of the outcome of Comp one by one. This is treated in § 2. The other
techniques are based on a standard idea from denotational semantics : transform
recursion into iteration . From the Cook equations an operator can be derived, and
iteration of this operator yields a sequence of approximations which should tend to
a limit, a function satisfying CE. In order to be able to talk about convergence, the
relevant semantical domains are turned into cpo 's.
K
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However these techniques cannot be applied here straightforwardly, because the
approximations will generally not converge. This phenomenon is analyzed in § 3. To
make the basic idea work we have to extend the standard approach somehow and
00
this can be done into three directions. First of all we can enrich the domain 1 by
adding to it a class of finite rows marked as "not yet complete." Secondly, we can
rephrase the Cook equations such that the standard approach does work. Lastly, we
00
can make use of the fact that 1 has more structure than a cpo, it is a complete metric
space. These solutions will be treated in § 4-6.
In the sequel we will need the following lemma which gives information on all
total functions satisfying CE. The lemma states that a definition through a set of
equations like CE is independent of the particular way we defined KT for r = () or
-r E lw. This holds because CE is such that in it K is never applied to ( ), and if K is
applied to an element of lw, then its value is irrelevant because it will be used only
to determine a row which is appended to an infinite row, which means that it will be
neglected.
00
LEMMA 1. 1. For every total function ct> in Prog ➔ l ➔ 1 which satisfies CE the
following holds.
l. For all R and a- we have ct>Ru- ,c. ( ).
2. If we construct a set of equations CE' which is like CE, except for the fact that
it uses another last element extraction function K' which differs from K only when applied
to () or elements from lw, then ct> is also a solution of CE'.
2. A straightforward solution. The idea is the following. We define a new function
C which is like Comp but takes besides R and er an extra argument, a natural number

n, and which yields an element from l. This element should then be the nth element
of the row CompRu-. Now it is possible to give an inductive definition of C. First of
all we have to introduce an extra element n ("undefined") because in the setup, as
proposed here, it is possible to ask for the third element of a row of two elements.
In such cases we then deliver n. We define
DEFINITION 2.1. The function C: Prog ➔ l ➔ N ➔ l U {O} is defined by induction
on n as follows :
AAu-

if n = 1,
otherwise;

C(EjA)crn

= {O

C(EjP;)crn

if n = 1,
= {~(EjS;)cr(n -1) otherwise, where P; ¢:.S; occurs in E;

C(Ejif B then S 1 else S2)crn
if n = 1,
= 1~(E!S1)cr(n -1) if n ,c. 1 and BBcr = tr,
C(EjS 2)u-(n -1)

otherwise;

C(EjS 1; S2)u-n
(T

C(EjS 1)cr(n - 1)
C(EIS2)(C(EjS,)crk)(n -k -1)

n,

if n = 1,
if n ,c. 1 and C(EjS 1)cr(n - 1) ,c. n,
if n ,c. 1, C(EjS 1 )u-(n -1) = 0,
and V := {mlC(EjS 1)crm ,c. n and
C(E!S1)cr(m + 1) = n and m < n} ,c. 0,
where k = min •1,
otherwise.
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Because we had to be careful about little details, the above definition has an awkward
appearance . It can be made more tractable by realizing that for all R and <T the infinite
row (CR<Tk)k contains either only elements from l, or has the form
(1J1, 1J2, · · ', <Tk, n, n, n, ' ' ·). This observation enables us to rephrase the cases,; S2
in the above definition as follows.
LEMMA

2.2.
/J

C(EIS1; S2)<Tn

=

C(EIS1)1J(n -1)
C(EIS2)(C(E IS1)<Tk)(n -k -1)

if n = l,
if C(EIS1)1J(n -1) ¢ f1 and n ¢ 1,
otherwise, where k is such that
C(E IS1)1Jk '¢ f1 and
C(E IS,)<T(k + = n.

1

o

Now, the function Comp defined by
(CR<Tl, · · ·, CR<Tn)
{
CompRu = (CRul, CR<T2, · · ·)

if CR<Tn ¢ f1 and CR<T(n
otherwise

+ 1) = n,

satisfies CE, as one can check straightforwardly.
Finally, we show that there is exactly one total function satisfying CE by the
following argument. For any function Comp and for any R, u and n we can calculate,
using only the clauses from CE, the nth element from the row CompRu, like we have
done in Definition 2.1. So we have that the equations CE determine, for every R and
<T, every element from the row CompRu, that is, this row must be unique, that is
Comp must be unique. Note that the above reasoning would no longer be valid if we
00
allowed partial functions in Prog ➔ l ➔ 1 to be solutions of CE.

3. There is a problem if we try to use the fixed point approach. It is tempting
to try to use fixed point theory to answer the questions raised in § 1, because any
00
solution of CE will be a fixed point on the operator \JI :D ➔ D, with D = Prog ➔ l ➔ 1
defined by

\JI= A<l>.AR.A<T.
R = ( E IA ) ➔ (AA<T ),
R = ( £ I P;) ➔ (u) ' <l>(E IS; )<T,
R = (E lif B then S 1 else S2 )
➔ (BB<T

= tt ➔ (<T )' <1>(£ 1S 1)1J, (<T )' <l>(E IS 2)1J ),

R = (EIS 1, S2) ➔ (u) ' <1>(£1S 1)<T ' <l>(E IS 2)(K(<1>(£ 1S 1)1J )).
Now it is a well-known fact from denotational semantics (( 12], (13], (14]; see
also (15] or [3] which both give an introduction to the subject) that \JI has a least fixed
point µ., \JI if this operator is continuous. In that case µ \JI equals the lub of the chain
.l i;; \{I .l i;; \{I ( \{I .l ) i;; . . . .

So, if we manage to make D a cpo such that \JI is continuous then we obtain the
required existence result immediately. Again, it is well known that D is a cpo if there
00
is an ordering i;; on ~ which makes this set a cpo . Now the intuition behind T1i;; T2
is that T2 contains more information than T1, or that T2 is a better approximation of
some final result than T1. A technique for turning a set into a cpo that is often used
is to make this set a flat cpo. That is, add a totally undefined element .l to it and
define T1 t;;T2 iff T1 = T2 or T1 = .l.
However, this construction is not suited for our purposes, because we obtain a
least fixed point µ, \JI which yields the right result for terminating processes, but which
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yields ..L for nonterminating processes. By way of an example we will evaluate some
2
elements of the chain ..L ~'¥ l. ~ '¥ l. ~ · · ·approximatingµ,'¥, applied to the program
(PIP¢P):
1. ..L(PIP¢P)u = ..L
2. ('¥..L)(PIP¢P)u=(u)" ..L(PIP¢P)u=(u r ..L = ..L
3. (''¥ 2 ..L)(IP¢P)u = (u)'('I' l.)(PIP¢.P)u = (u)'(u)" ..L (PIP¢P)u
=(u )'(u)" ..L = l.
2
4. ('¥ 3 ..L )(PIP ¢.P)u = (u)'('l' ..L )(PIP ¢.P)u
=(u)'(u)'(u)" ..L(PIP¢P)u=(u)'(u)'(u)" l. = l. etc.
The problem is that the ordering in a flat cpo is not refined enough: an approximation
r I of a final answer r ( r 1 ~ r) contains either all information (r 1 = r) or no information
at all (r 1= ..L ). Now because all finite approximations of an infinite row are necessarily
unequal to this row we must have that all these approximations are equal to ..L. That
is we get a chain l. ~ l. ~ · · · with lub ..L and this is not what we want.
This analysis also shows a way out. What the sequence of approximations given
above should do is yield longer and longer initial segments of the final outcome. That
is, the ordering should be such that (u) ~ (u, IT)~ (u, IT, IT)~ . .. is a chain with the
natural lub (u, u, u, · · · ). This leads us to trying the prefix ordering on 1 00 : r 1 ~ r 2 iff
00
r 1 is a prefix of r 2 • One easily checks that 1 with this ordering is a cpo with the
empty row ( ) as bottom element. This ordering yields a correct approximation sequence
for the program (PIP¢?) as one easily can check. However, this approach does not
work in general because 'I' is not continuous under this ordering. This stems from the
fact that the operators K and ' are not continuous, not even monotonic under the
prefix ordering. For instance, (u1) ~ (u1, u2) but K (u1) = u1 and K (u,, u 2) = u 2 might
very well be incomparable.
We can also show in a less technical way that the new approach does not work .
2
Consider the sequence ( ..L (=AR.Au.()), 'I' ..L, '¥ l., · · ·) and apply some of the elements
thereof to the program R = (EIP; A 2) (where E = (P ¢.A 1)) and initial state u. We get
l.Ru = (),
('I' ..L )Ru= (u),
('¥ 2..L )Ru= (u, u, AA 2u),
3

('¥ l. )Ru= (u, u, AA 11T, AA2(AA 1u)),
00
2
3
and it follows that '11 ..L s; '11 ..L . Therefore the prefix ordering on 1 is such that the
2
sequence ( ..L, 'I' l., '11 l., · · ·) is not a chain, and thus 'I' cannot be continuous.
If we investigate what went wrong here, we see that in evaluating ('11 2..L )Ru we
apply the last element function K to a row of states which is not yet finished; that is,
we start evaluating A 2 "too early," namely in a state u which is not the final state
resulting from evaluation of P. This analysis suggests two solutions for the difficulty.
00
The first one is to enlarge 1 so that it contains also rows of states which are marked
as "not yet completed" and to let the operators K and ' act in the "right" (continuous)
manner on these rows. Another possibility is to rewrite 'I' in such a way that it does
not use the noncontinuous operators K and ' any more. Finally we observe that,
though the above approximation sequence is not a chain, the right outcome has been
obtained in the end. This suggests that 'I' might be continuous if we would use a more
subtle notion of continuity. The next three sections will be devoted to a discussion of
these possibilities.
00

00

4. Adding unfinished rows to I • We observed that in 1 finished and unfinished
rows of states must be distinguished. We will arrange this as follows: a row (u 1, · · · , u")
will be marked as unfinished by adding the element .l to it, so that we get
(u1, · · ·, un, ..L). Notice that only finite rows can possibly be unfinished; infinite rows,
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which model nonterminating computations, cannot contain more information than
they already do. The ordering (u,, · · · ,un, .l)i;;T iff (u,, · · · ,un) is a prefix of Tis
natural. Furthermore, A should not append its second argument if its first argument
is an unfinished row. All this leads to the following list of definitions and properties.
DEFINITION 4.1.
00
1. 1 ~ = l* .1 Ul 00 , with 1 as before, and where l* .1 is the set of all rows consisting
of zero or more states followed by the symbol .l.
2. For T1, T2 E 1 ~ we define T1 e:; T2 iff either T1 = T2 or T1 = (u,, · · · , CTn, .l) E l* .1
and (u 1, · · · , CTn ) is a prefix of Tz.
3. l .1 = l U{.l}, the flat cpo derived from l.
4 . K: 1 ~ ➔ l .1 is defined by
if TE 1 00 , TE l* .1 or T

.l
K (T )

5. A: l - x l -

➔

= ( ),

= {<Tn lfT-(<T1,'
. _
• • ,<T,.)El *\{( )}.

l - is defined by

T1 if T1 E l '" LJ l *\
(<T1, · · ' , <T,., <T\, · · · , <TD

if T1 = (<Ti, • ' • , <Tn) El*, Tz = (<T\, · • •, <TD El*,

r 1"' r 2= (a1, · · · ,u,.,a;, · · · ,er~, ..L)

if T1 = (<T1, · ' ' , <Tn) E l *, 'T z = (<T\ , • • • , <Tic, .l) El* \
if 'T1 = (u,, ··• ,CT,. ) EI*, T2 = (u\, • · ·) E lw.

(u1, . • •, <T,., <T \,. '·)

4.2.
1. (l - , e:;) is a cpo with smallest element (.l).
2. K and are continuous.
Now that we have added the element .l to l we have to adapt the definition of
a little bit.
DEFINITION 4.3. '¥ :D-.D, with D = Prog ➔ l .1 ➔, l- is defined by
LEMMA

A

'¥ = ,\ <1>.A R .Au.<r = l

➔

(1),

R a(EJA) ➔ (AAu),

R

=(EJP;) ➔ (u)'<l>(EJS;)u,

R s(E J if B then S1 else S2)
➔ (BBu

R

= tt ➔ (u)'<l>(EJS;)u, (u) A<l>(EJS2)u),

=(EIS 1; S2) ➔ (u)'<l>(EJS 1)u ' <l>(EIS2)(K (<1>(£1S ,)u )).

Remarks.
1. The expression l .1 ➔ • 1 ~ denotes the cpo of all strict functions from l .1 to
l - , that is, all functions f for which f .l = (.l). This precaution is needed because
otherwise '¥ would not be continuous.
2. One easily checks that the operator '¥ has the functionality as announced.
That is, for all <l> in Prog ➔ l .1 ➔ s 1 ~, R E Prog and u E l .1, we have that 'l'<l>Ru E :1~
(that is, only the last element might be .l); and also for all <l> E D, R E Prog we have
that 'l'<l>R .l = (.l) (i. e. 'l1 <PR is strict again).
3. The fact that '¥ is a continuous operator in D ➔ D and thus that µ, '¥ exists,
can proved straightforwardly.
The key lemma is
00
L EMMA 4.4. For all R and u 1' l we have (µ, \Jl )Ru E 1 •
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Proof. By contradiction. Suppose the assertion is not true. We then would have
some R and u ¢ .l for which (µ '¥)Ru E l*.1. Now (µ'¥ )Ru = U (('¥; .l )Ru ) and
therefore we would have that for all i ·, T; := ('¥; .l )Ru E 1*1-. Now intuitively T; E 1*1means that this approximation of evaluation of R in u is not good enough, because
this row is not yet completed. This suggests that there is a better approximation in
the chain (('¥; .l )Ru); and in fact this holds already for the next element in the chain:
we have T; E 1 *1- =}T; + 1 ¢ T; (to be proved by induction on i ). Thus we have the following
situation : (µ '¥ )Ru is the lub of a strictly increasing chain .LRu ~ ('¥ .l )Ru~ · · · with
all ('¥k .l )Ru E l* .1 _ Now we have a contradiction, for such a chain must have a lub
in l w.
00
TH E OR E M 4.5 . µ'¥ , restricted to the domain Prog ➔ 1 ➔ 1 , is the unique solution
of CE.
Proof.
1. Notice that we cannot state that µ, '¥ is a solution of CE, because µ '¥ is an
element of Prog ➔ L.1 ➔ ~ r ~and as such it can never be a solution of CE. Notice also
00
that we can restrict µ '¥ to the domain Prog ➔ 1 ➔ 1 only by virtue of Lemma 4.4.
2. (µ '¥ is a solution.] First compare the definition of K and ' from § 1 with the
ones in Definition 4.1 and observe that the restriction of ' (according to 4.1.5) to
00
00
00
1 x 1 is the same operator as ' in § 1, while the restriction of K to 1 is almost
the same, the only difference being the cases KT where T E rwor T = ( ). If these
operators would be the same then we were ready, because from Definition 4 .3 we
see that K and ' are applied only to arguments of the form (µ '¥ )Ru and these are in
00
1 by Lemma 4.4. However the values of K ( ) and KT for TE rware irrele vant, because
the fixed points of '¥ have the same properties as the ones given by Lemma 1.1 for
the solutions of CE.
3. [µ '¥ is the only fixed point '¥.] Suppose not. Then there would be a bigger
fixed point <1>, that is, there would be an R and u such that (µ'¥)Ru~ <1>Ru. This is
00
impossible, however, because by Lemma 4.4 (µ '¥ )Ru E 1 which means that (µ '¥ )Ru
is a maximal element in r ~.
4. [µ '¥ is the only solution of CE.] Suppose there would be another function
00
C : Prog ➔ 1 ➔ 1 satisfying CE. We can extend this funct ion to a function C': Prog ➔
L1- ➔ • r ~ by defining C'Ru = CRu if u E 1 and (.l) if u = .l . One easily checks that
C' is a fixed point of 'I', but then C' =µ'¥ , a contradiction .
S. The continuation approach. In § 3 we remarked that the direct fixed point
approach failed due to the fact that the operators K and ' are not continuous. In this
section we will find a way out of this problem by restructing CE in such a way that
these operators are not used any more, or at least not in a noncontinuous way. The
problem stems from the clause on constructs of the form (EIS 1 ; S2 ). The idea that we
will pursue is to use continuation semantics instead of direct semantics.
Direct semantics defines the meaning of a construct in terms of the rows of states
that correspond to evaluation of the constituents of the construct. Therefore the
operators K and ' have to be used : the meaning of (EIS 1 ; S 2) is obtained by concatenating the rows of states corresponding to the meanings of (E IS1) and (EIS 2 ). Continuation
semantics uses another idea : the meaning of a construct is the row of states which is
the result of evaluating the construct itself followed by evaluation of the rest of the
program of which the construct is supposed to be a part. Of course, the effect of
evaluation of the rest of the program cannot be obtained from the construct itself; so
we have to give the meaning function another argument, a continuation which will
be a function from states to rows of states describing the effect of the rest of the
program. One can view this continuation as a coding of the row of statements which
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are to be evaluated once the statement under consideration has been worked through.
More information on continuation semantics can be found in [15].
In this setup we do not have to concatenate two rows any more while defining
the meaning of (E/S 1; S 2 ) because the effect of evaluating S 2 can be caught by changing
the continuation which describes what will happen once the whole construct has been
evaluated into a continuation which describes the effect of first evaluating S 2 and then
applying the original continuation. This new formed continuation is given as an
argument to Comp(E/S 1). All this leads to the following operator.
DEFINITION 5.1. The operator 'l' : D ➔ D, with D = Prog ➔ [0 ➔ 0] and 0 =I. ➔
00
I. is defined by
'¥=A <ti.AR.AB.Au.

R

=(E/A) ➔ (AACT)'0(AACT),

R

= (E/P;) ➔ (CT)'<ti(E/S;)0CT,

R =(E/if B then S 1 else S 2)
➔ (BBCT = tt ➔ (CT)'<t>(E/S,)0CT, (a)A<l>(E/S 2)0CT),

R

= (E/S,; S2) ➔ (CT)"<l>(E/S 1){<l>(E/S2)8}CT.

Remarks.
1. Notice that the operator K is not used any more. We do use the concatenation
operator, but only in a continuous way: AT.(CT)"T is continuous with respect to the
00
prefix order on I. •
2. The fourth clause of the definition can be interpreted as follows: evaluating
(E/S 1; S 2) followed by evaluation according to 0 amounts to evaluation of (E/S 1)
followed by [evaluation of (E/S 2) followed by evaluating according to 0].
3. The domain [0 ➔ 0] is the cpo of all continuous functions from 0 to 0.
4. 'l' is well defined, in the sense that for all <I> ED we have 'l'<I> ED, or in other
words: V<l>eD VR e Prog 'r/0, !;: 82!;: · · · : 'l'<l>R(LJ; 0;) = U 'l.l<tiR0;.
5. '¥ is continuous and therefore µ '¥ exists (notice that D = Prog ➔ 0 ➔ 0 would
not work).
We now define Comp= AR.ACT(µ 'l')R{ACT.( )}CT, and the next thing to prove is
that this function is a solution of CE. The proof is by cases, and the only nontrivial
case is to prove that

Comp(E /S 1; S 2)CT = (a)"Comp(E/S 1)CT AComp(E/Si)CT 1
1

with CT as usual. Now

Comp(E/S 1; S 2)a = (µ 'l.l)(E/S 1; S2){ACT.( )}CT
= (CT)"(µ 'l')(E/S1){(µ 'l')(E/S2){ACT.( )}}CT,
and the right-hand side of(*) equals
(CT}"(µ 'l')(E/S1){ACT.( )}CT'(µ 'l')(E/S2){ACT.( )}CT
1

1
,

where CT = K ((µ 'l.l)(E/S 1){ACT.( )}CT).
We thus have to establish a correspondence between the old definition of composition which used K and Aand the new one which uses continuations. This correspondence
is phrased in the next " continuation removal" lemma, which must be clear if the idea
behind continuations has been well understood .
LEMMA 5.2. Let <t> ED= Prog ➔ [0 ➔ 0) be a fixed point of'¥. For all R, (J and
CT we have that <t>RfJa = T AfJ (KT ), where 'T = <t>R{ACT.( )}CT.
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Proof. Two cases.
1. T is infinite. Then TA8(KT) = T. On the other hand, <I> is continuous in 8 and
thus monotonic. This means T = <l>R {Acr.( )}er i:;; <l>R0cr. But T, being infinite, is maximal,
and therefore T = <l>R0cr.
2. The case that T is finite can be proved by induction on the length of T .
THEOREM 5.3. The function Comp as defined in this section is the unique solution
of CE.
Proof.
1. That Comp is a solution of CE follows from the remarks preceding Lemma 5.2.
2. We now prove that '¥ has exactly one fixed point. Let <I> E Prog ➔ [0 ➔ 0) be
a fixed point of '¥ such that µ, '¥ i:;; <I>. We can prove that for all R, 8 and er we have
(µ, 'l')RBcr = <l>RBu.
00
a. If (µ, 'l')RBu is infinite then it is maximal in I • The desired equality then
follows from (µ, '¥)R8u i:;; <l>R0u.
b. For all finite (µ, '¥)R8u the desired equality can be proved by induction on its
length.
3. For every solution C of CE we define aC:=AR.A0.Au.CRuA8(K(CRu))
(compare Lemma 5.2). We can show in a straightforward way that every such aC is
a fixed point of '¥. Notice that aC E Prog ➔ [0 ➔ 0] must hold, i.e. aC must be
continuous in its continuation parameter.
4. Suppose CE has more than one solution say C and C'. Then there exist R and
er such that CRu ¢. C'Ru. But then aC and aC' are both fixed points of '¥, with
(a C)R0u ¢. (aC' )R8u, which contradicts 2.
00

6. l: as a metric topological space. At the end of § 3 we investigated the
approximation sequence J_ Ru, ('¥ j_)Ru, ('¥ 2 j_)Rcr, ('¥ 3 j_)Ru, with R = (P ¢Ai/P; A 2 )
and'¥ the operator derived from CE. We observed that this sequence was not a chain
though it converged (in some sense) to the right result. This phenomenon also holds
for nonterminating computations like the evaluation of (P ¢A 1 ; PIP ; A 2 ) in some u .
We can prove that the above observations hold in general, the key lemma is the
following .
LEMMA 6.1. If <1> 1, <1> 2 are such that for all R and u the sequences <l>1Ru and
<1> 2 Ru agree on their first n places, then for all R and u we have that ('¥<1> I )Ru and
('¥<1> 2 )Ru agree on at least their first n + 1 places.
Proof. Straightforward by cases (if the sequence T 1 or T 2 has length smaller than
k, we have by definition that T 1 and T 2 agree on their first k places iff T1 = T 2 ).
From this lemma we can deduce that for n > m, we have that ('¥" j_)Ru and
('I'm j_)Ru agree on at least their first m elements. Therefore we can define
00
lim (('Irk j_)Ruh as the sequence in 1 that agrees for every n on its first n elements
with ('¥" J_ )Ru. Though we have not defined exactly what "convergence" means, it
must be clear that, informally, the sP-quence (('Irk j_)Ruh converges to this limit. This
convergence is uniform in R and u in the sense that for all R and u the first n
elements in ('I'" j_)Ru are " correct."
If we define lim('l'!' j_) as AR.Au.lim(('l'k j_)Ruh we have that 'l'(lim('l'k j_)) =
Jim ('Irk j_), This holds, because we can prove by induction on n that for all R, u and
n the rows 'l'(lim 'Irk l..)Ru and lim('l'k j_)Ru agree on their first n elements (i.e. the
first n elements of ('¥" j_)Ru ). Finally, we can show that '¥ has not more than one
fixed point by the following argument. Suppose that there are two fixed points <1> 1
and <1> 2 • We prove that for all R, u the rows <l> 1Ru and <l> 2Ru agree on their first n
elements (by induction on n ). The case n = 0 is immediate. If <l> 1Ru and <l> 2 Ru agree
on n -1 elements for all R and u, then by Lemma 6.1 ('l'<l>i)Ru and ('¥<1> 2 )Ru agree
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on n elements. But <1>1 and <1> 2 are fixed points and thus we have that ('l'<t>dRu = <P;Ru
fori=l,2.
We can rephrase all this in the language of topology, by defining that T 1 , T 2 are
close to each other if they have a big common prefix (viz. Definition 6.2). This makes
00
1. a metric space and it is possible to formalize the above argument in terms of these
topological notions. However, from Lemma 6.1, we can easily derive that the operator
'I' is a contraction (Lemma 6.8), and this means that our fixed point result can be
derived in a more elegant way; it is equivalent to a well known theorem from topology.
This approach is inspired by an endeavor to apply Nivat's results (see, for example,
(11]) to the problem treated in this paper. We saw no way to achieve this, but the
00
basic facts about 1. that he provided were very useful. In fact, the whole treatment
given in this chapter is much in the style of Nivat's.
DEFINITION 6.2.
1. We denote, for TE 1. 00 by T[n] the prefix of T consisting of the first n elements
of T, or r itself if its length is smaller than n.
00
2. We define the following distance function d on 1. :
if T1[n -1] = T2[n -1] and r1[n] ¢ r2[n],
otherwise.
LEMMA 6.3. dis a metric, i.e. we have the familiar properties:

d(r 1, r 2 ) =O iffr 1= r2 ,
d(r1, T2) = d(r2, ri),
d(T1, T2) ;£d(r1, T3)+d(r2, T3).
00

Now the metric space (1. , d) is complete.
LEMMA 6.4. Every Cauchy sequence ( T;); in 1.<X) converges.
k
Proof [ll]. For every k there is an N(k) such that d(r"' Tm)< r for all n, m ~
N(k ). Define T(k ) = TN (ki[k ]. Then T(k) agrees on its first k elements with every Tn for
n ~N(k). The sequence (T(k)h is a chain, say with lub r. Now (r;); converges tor.
The next thing to do is to make Prog ➔ 1. ➔ 1.<X) a metric space by defining
DEFINITION 6.5. d'(<t> 1, <1> 2) = lub {d(<t>1Ru, <t> 2Ru) IRE Prog, er EI.}. We have
that (Prog ➔ I. ➔ 1.<X), d') is a complete metric space too.
LEMMA 6.6. The function d' is a metric, and every Cauchy sequence (<t>kh in
00
Prog ➔ I. ➔ 1. converges with limit AR.Au.lim <t>kRu.
Proof. Standard topology.
LEMMA 6.7. If for all R, u we have d(<t>1Ru, <P2Ru);£T", then for all
1
R, u: d (('l'<t>i)Ru, ('l'<t> 2)Ru) ;£ 2" - •
Proof. This is Lemma 6.1.
LEMMA 6.8. 'I' is a contraction, in particular we have that for all <1>1, <1>2
d'('l'<t>1, '1'<1>2) ;£ ½d'(<t>1, <1>2).

Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 6. 7.
THEOREM 6.9. 'I' has exactly one fixed point.
Proof. This is the contraction mapping theorem, viz. [5], [8].
7. Concluding remarks. In a certain sense we have worked in a direction opposite
to the one Scott took when he devised his theory of computing. He wanted to exploit
notions from topology such as limit and continuity, and therefore he introduced cpo's
because the domains on which programs compute are in general not of a topological
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00

kind. We found in § 3 that 1 considered as a cpo did not have enough structure to
prove the desired result. However by using the inherent topology on 1 00 we were able
to derive this result in an elegant manner(§ 6).
The above results have been derived for a rather simple paradigm language, but
the techniques used here can be applied to more sophisticated languages, in particular
the language used in Cook's paper [6].
The theory as it stands now cannot be applied to nondeterministic programs,
and, as a consequence of this, neither to parallel programs. This is due to the fact
that nondeterministic programs generate trees and not rows. However, it seems that
the techniques presented here can be extended to trees as well. Part of this extension
is reported on in [9].
The central theorem that we have proved four times in this paper holds also if
the Cook equations have expressions in their right-hand sides which do not start with
a constant one element row. Notice that we have to be careful here . For instance we
cannot leave out the (a-) in the second clause on procedure calls in CE (§ 1) because
if we had done so, then Comp(P¢:PIP)u would not yield an infinite row, which it
should do because (P ⇒ PIP) specifies a nonterminating computation.
Let us investigate the consequences of changing CE such that the fourth clause
is altered into

The central theorem of this paper would then be much harder to prove. For instance
Definition 2.1 must now be by induction on (n, length (R )) instead of n, and the same
holds for induction arguments in some other proofs (for instance Lemma 5.2). Furthermore, the statement T; E l* .1 ⇒ T;+ 1 ?':- T; in the proof of Lemma 4.4 is no longer true,
as the counterexample R = (EIA 1 ; A 2 ) and i = 0 shows. A weaker version of the
lemma holds through:

VR, u ?':- .l

3k: <l>;Ru E l*.1 ⇒ <l>;+kRu ?':- <l>;Ru.

In§ 6 the central Lemma 6.1 does not hold any more, and the sequences ('l'k<t>h are
no longer uniformly convergent (for arbitrary <t>) in R and u. We have to approach
the problem differently. We cannot use the lub distance on Prog ➔ l ➔ l any more,
00
but we have to use the pointwise extension of convergence in 1 , quite analogously
to how theory has been set up for cpo's. We now give a brief sketch of how the
theorem can be deduced under these new circumstances.
1. DEFINITION. (<t>kh converges iff VR,u:(<t>kRuh converges. In that case we
define Jim <t>k as AR.Au.(lim <t>kRu ).
2. LEMMA. 'I' is continuous, in the sense that for all converging sequences (<t>kh
we have Jim 'l'<t>k = 'l'(Iim <t>k ).
3. LEMMA. VR, O', n 3N: k ~N ⇒ v<1>1, <l>2 : d(('l'k<t>1)Ru, ('l'k<t>2)Ru)~r".
This is a useful lemma, in some sense the analogue of Lemma 6.7. Notice that
the N in the lemma is in general dependent on R and u . The proof is by induction
on the entity (n, length (R)). The lemma has the following useful consequences (4 and
5).
4. LEMMA. For all <t> we have that ('l'k<t>)k converges.
5. LEMMA. The limit of ('l'k<t>)k is independent of the initial value <t>.
6. THEOREM. The (changed) Cook equations have exactly one solution.
Proof. There is a fixed point (for instance Jim ('l'k .l) =: µ,'I'), by results 2 and
4. If there was another fixed point <1> 0 , then we would have that µ,\JI= Jim 'l'k<t>o =
Jim (<1> 0 , <1> 0 , • · · ) = <1> 0 (the first equality holds by result 5).
00
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The above remarks show that it pays off (technically) to demand that the righthand sides in CE all begin with a constant row. There are other reasons for this. The
operational semantics yields a row of states which is intended as the trace left by
execution of the program under consideration. Now execution of (for instance) A 1; A 2
can be divided into three parts: namely first determining that the statement is a
composition of two other statements, secondly evaluating the first statement, and
lastly evaluating the second one. It is reasonable that each stage of this evaluation
has its effect on the trace. More generally, every clause in the Cook equations should
add an element to the trace because it corresponds either to some elementary action,
or to a decomposition of the statement being evaluated.

Related work and acknowledgments. In a letter to Cook [1], Krzysztof Apt
suggested a method to compute Comp which is related to the technique of § 2: he
proposes to define by induction on k the row Comp'Ruk which should consist of the
first k elements of CompRu. Having defined Comp' he then defines CompRu = T iff
3k: Comp'Run = T for all n ~ k. He therefore defines Comp only for finite rows. The
same holds for the results of Jeff Zucker in the appendix of [3]. He defines Comp as
a fixed point of a set of equations derived from CE. He does this by using the recursion
theorem. The technique in § 4 of adding the bottom element _1_ to mark a row as not
yet completed has been used by Ralph Back in his analysis of unbounded nondeterminism [2]. The results in § 6 were inspired by the reading of Nivat's and others work
on infinite computations, as reported on for instance in [11]. The topology on 1 00 was
presented there, and also the proof of Lemma 6.4 can be found there.
A more elaborate version of this paper (more remarks and better worked out
proofs) is registered as Mathematical Centre Report [4].
I acknowledge with pleasure the assistance of the following persons: the members
of the Dutch working group on semantics, in particular Ruurd Kuiper with whom I
had frequent and stimulating discussions on the material presented here. I would like
to thank Jaco de Bakker and the referees for useful comments on the manuscript,
and finally I would also like to thank Nizethe Kemmink and Susan Carolan for doing
such a good typing job on a rather disjointed manuscript.
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ABSTRACT

The pattern matching process in SNOBOL4 is investigated. We consider
a subset of the language which is simple in this respect that patterns are
not allowed as values of variables. This leads to matching processes that
always terminate. After an informal description of the matching algorithm we
present an operational semantics in the SECD-machine style . This semantics
uses a stack to implement the backtracking which can occur during matching.
After that a denotational semantics is introduced which uses continuations
to describe the backtracking. Equivalence of the two semantics is then proved.
The operational and denotational semantics are as similar as possible while
retaining the typical operational respectively denotational ideas. This leads
to a straightforward equivalence proof. That this similarity pays off is
shown by another, somewhat disparate operational semantics for which equivalence with the denotational semantics is much harder to prove.
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1. INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SNOBOL4 FRAGMENT

This chapter serve s as an introduction for those who are not a cqua inted
with SNOBOL4, or only superficially so. We will di s cuss her e only that part
of the language which will be dealt with in the rest of the paper. Detail s
and differences with full SNOBOL4 will be discussed in later chapters . Th e
reader who is familiar with the language can therefore skip this chapter.
Pattern matching is in essence investigating whether a string of symbol s
(the subject string) is of a certain form as specified by a pattern. Another
entity which has a role in this process is the cursor, a variable with integer values between zero and the length of the subject string, which serves as a pointer into this string . Cursor= 0 means that the pointer is located at the beginning of the string, the cursor being equal to the length of
the subject string corresponds to the pointer being placed at the right-hand
end of the string. In general, cursor= n denotes that the pointer is positioned between then-th and the (n+l)-th symbol in the subject string.
Matching a string h against a pattern p starting with cursor position

n may have two outcomes. The match may fail, which means that the substring
of h starting directly after then-th symbol does not have th e form pre scribed by p. The alternative is that the match succeeds in which case the
process will yield a new cursor value, for instance n•. This will happen
if the substring of h between cursor position n and n• has the property
specified by p .
We will now present several forms which patterns can take, and explain
their meaning. The first possibility is that a pattern is a string, for
instance h•. Matching the subject h against the pattern h' succeeds if

=

h h'h and if the cursor is located just before h'. After the match
1
2
the cursor will then be placed just before the substring h in the subject.

h

2

In all other cases the match will fail. For example, if the subject s tring
is 'arie ' and the pattern is ' ri', then the match fails if the precursor
position (the value of the cursor before the match) equals 0, and the match
will succeed if the precursor position is 1. In the latter case the corresponding postcursor value will be 3.
The pattern nil matches every string without altering the cursor position. Matching against this pattern is the same as matching against the
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pattern formed by the empty string. The pattern fail is a pattern which
fails invariably whatever the subject and the cursor position might be.
There are two dyadic operators on patterns, namely v and

&.

The

pattern p vp matches every string that matches p or p , and p &p is a
1
2
1 2
1 2
pattern that matches every string matched by p followed by any string that

1

is matched by p • We have to be more precise here, that is we must describe
2

in more detail how the scanner (the matching algorithm) works.

The patterns defined up till now consist of elementary subpatterns
(strings h, nil and fail)

connected by &- and v-operators. In a pattern of

the form p &p , p is called the subsequent of p , and in p vp , p is
1
1 2
2
1 2
2
called the alternative of p . The scanner acts in the following way: if it
1
has to match against a (sub-)pattern of the form p vp , then the scanner
1 2
behaves first as if i t has encountered only the pattern p . But the alter-

1

native p , together with the current cursor position, will be remembered in

2

case the match will fail later on.
If the matching process fails at a certain instant then something takes
place which is called backtracking. The scanner returns to the last "choice
point" in the pattern which is the last encountered subpattern of the form
p vp , where p has not yet been tried. It restores the situation (cursor
2
1 2
position) to how i t was just before choosing p as first alternative. It now

1

chooses p

and the matching process proceeds as if p

had been substituted
2
2
for p vp in the pattern.
1 2
If the scanner hits upon a pattern of the form p &p then i t first
1 2
tries to match against p . If this fails then the backtracking process as

1

described above will take place. If i t succeeds then the scanner tries to
match the subject against p

2

starting with a new cursor value which is the

result of the match against p . If the scanner fails and all alternatives

1

are exhausted which means that no more backtracking is possible, then the
whole match fails. The overall match succeeds if we come to the right-hand
side of the pattern.

EXAMPLE. We try to match the string 'arie ' against the pattern
('a '

&

1. Cursor position

(

'ri' v 'r') )

&

'i ' .

0 . Match against 'a' succeeds. The new cursor position
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and we try to match against the subsequent ('ri' v 'r')

&

'i'.

2. This pattern has the form p &p , so we first try to match against the
1 2
first component 'ri' v 'r'.
3 . This pattern has the form p vp • We now act as if we have encountered
1 2
the pattern 'ri' alone. We remember however the situation as i t is now
in order to be able to backtrack to i t later on.
4 . Match against ' ri ' succeeds , and the cursor value is now 3. We next try
to match against the subsequent , the second component from step 2 .
5. This is the pattern ' i ' . Match against ' i ' fails and thus we have to
backtrack .
6. The situation of step 3 is restored by setting the cursor position to 1
again and we try the alternative 'r' instead of 'ri'.
7. Match against 'r' succeeds. The new cursor position is 2. We try the
subsequent, the second component of ('ri' V 'r')

&

'i'.

8. Match against this pattern 'i' succeeds, the new cursor position is 3.
9. There are no subsequents left and the whole match has thus succeeded.
Now that we know how the scanner works, we can describe the effect of
the pattern abort. If the scanner encounters this pattern the whole matching
process terminates. Notice the difference with fail which would force the
scanner to backtrack.
We next discuss the way variables can be handled in the matching
process. The variables will have strings as values. A variable v can be
a pattern by itself. Such a pattern has the same meaning as the pattern h,
where his the value of vat the time the pattern expression is evaluated,
which in general will be just before the match starts. There is an exception to this which will be discussed later on.
There are two ways to change values of variables during the match,
namely by immediate and conditional assignment. Immediate assignment is
indicated by patterns of the form p$v. The meaning of such a pattern is
the following. If the scanner manages to match p against a substring of
the subject, then this substring will be assigned to the variable v. This
assignment is performed immediately, and always, even if the match will
fail later on. Therefore a subpattern p$v can cause the variable v to be
changed more than once in one match. For instance, during the match of the
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the string 'arie ' against the pattern (('a' v 'ar') $

v)

&

'ie' the variable

v will change value twice. First the string 'a' will be assigned to it and
later the string 'ar'.
Conditional assignment is indicated by patterns of the form p.v, and
has a similar effect on v as immediate assignment, apart from the fact that
the assignment will be performed only if the local match against p was part
of a full match which led to success. Only after the match has terminated
successfully, the corresponding assignments will be performed.
EXAMPLES. If 'arie' is matched against ('a'.v v 'ar')

&

'ie' then

v will not

get another value; if we match the same string against ('a' v 'ar' .v)

&

'ie'

then after the match v will have the value 'ar'.
As we remarked above, evaluation of a pattern expression, which is in
essence replacing variables by their values, will in general take place
before the match. We now give the exception hinted at earlier, which is the

unevaluated e xpression *P· This pattern behaves in the same way asp does
except for the fact that p will be evaluated at the moment the scanner
encounters *P during the match (which therefore can happen more than once).
EXAMPLE. The pattern ('a'$v v 'b'$v)

&

(*v) matches the strings 'aa' and

'bb'. This can be contrasted with the pattern ('a'$v v 'b'$v)

&

v which

matches 'a' followed by h or 'b' followed by h, where his the value of v
before the match. Notice also that this latter pattern has the same effect
as ('a'.v v 'b'.v)

('a'.v v 'b'.v)

&

(*v).

In the first example ('a'$v v 'b'$v)

&

(*v) we see a typical example

&

var

of the use of the *-operator. We combined it there with the $-operator and
were thus able to use the outcome of the match against the first component
of the pattern while matching against the second component.
This concludes our informal discussion of the meaning of the patterns.
The sequel of this paper will be devoted to more formal definitions of the
process described above.
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We will now describe the syntax of the SNOBOL fragment, namely th e
pattern expressions that we allow in our language. We introduce the follo v
ing syntactic classes, together with letters that denote typical elements
of these classes.

h

E

S.t!t, the strings. String values will be enclosed in quotation marks,
for instance 'arie' denotes the string consisting of

letters a, r, i and e consecutively. We denote the empty string by". If

h

E

S.t!t and n,n' are integers such that 05.n5.n' 5.k , where k is the length

of h, then h[n:n'] denotes the substring of h which begins with the {r, ·1-1)-th
symbol and ends right after the n '-th symbol. If O 5. n 5. n' 5. k does not hold
then h[n:n'] denotes the empty string.

v

E

VaJt, the variables. In contrast to full SNOBOL4, we define explicitly
a class of variables which is distinct from the class

of strings .

n

E

Nwn, the numerals denoting nonnegative integers. We will use the letter
n also to denote nonnegative integers themselves. No

confusion will arise from this as the intended meaning can always be deduced
from the context. We assume the existence of a derepresentation function

V: Nwn

+ N, mapping numerals to the corresponding nonnegative integers,

which will be injective and surjective. This means that every integer has
exactly one numeral representing it and therefore

v-l

is well defined. This

heavy machinery might seem somewhat overdone, and in fact we could, for the
moment, do without it and proceed a little less formally. However we maintain this function here because in a later stage i t is needed anyway, and
also other V-functions have to be introduced (see chapter 5, definition 5.1).

p E Pa.;t, the patterns. We give the following BNF-like definition.
p

::=

hi

literal string

vi

variable

nil Jabort I fail

constants

p$vl

immediate assignment

p.vl

conditional assignment
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n$$vln .. vi

auxiliary patterns, not occurring in
programs; needed in the operational
semantics to describe the effect of
immediate and conditional assignment
unevaluated expression
alternation; we donot use the

I-sign

because the BNF notation does not allow
this
concatenation; we chose the &-symbol
instead of the space for the sake of
clarity.
As we intend to study the matching process only we do not present the
many other SNOBOL4 features. We also made a selection from the pattern
structures which are possible in SNOBOL4. We have chosen the subset such
that the essential aspects of the pattern matching process can be studied
through it.

3. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS

The semantics given here is inspired by a description of a SNOBOL4
implementation by GIMPEL [3]. There are some differences however.
The first one is that we allow only strings as values of variables.
This has been done in order not to be forced to get into detail concerning
coercion problems. Furthermore we do not include patterns as values because
that would complicate the presentation a great deal, as we have to resort
to recursively defined domains in the denotational semantics. This will be
the subject of another paper.
Gimpel describes three phases in the elaboration of patterns. He talks
about compilation which transforms a pattern expression into a tree representing it, pattern building which takes this tree, replaces variables by
their values at that moment and builds a pattern structure (a graph representing the pattern tree in such a way that the scanner can traverse i t
efficiently), and pattern matching.
We do not distinguish these phases. Pattern match will be done directly
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from the pattern expression. We do not replace variables by their values
but we add to the patterns a stores giving the values of the variables at
pattern building time. In that way the scanner will be able, during the
match, to find the meaning of a pattern component v by inspecting s.
The way the scanner performs the matching process, as described by
Gimpel, is roughly as follows. Besides the cursor variable the scanner uses
~lso the pattern structure which has been constructed by the pattern building process, and a variable, which we call ptn which has as a value a pointer
into this structure indicating how far the match has proceeded in this structure. Furthermore there is a stack to save untried alternatives. The scanner
now repeats the following loop.
1. If the pattern component pointed at by ptn has an alternative then save
this alternative, represented by its ptn value, and the current cursor
value on the stack.
2. Try to match the pattern component determined by the value of ptn (which
is a primitive pattern: a string h, nil, fail, abort) against the subject
string. If this succeeds goto step 3, else goto step 4.
3. Find out whether the pattern component designated by ptn has a subsequent.
If so, set ptn to point at i t and go back to step 1; if not, we are
ready, and the overall match has succeeded.
4.

(Backtrack step). Inspect the stack. If it is empty then we are done,
there are no alternatives left, and the pattern match has failed. If the
stack is not empty then pop the stack to find a new ptn value and a new
cursor value. Assign these values and go back to step 1.
For those who are acquainted with SNOBOL4: the above algorithm describ-

es the anchored fullscan mode, which will be the only mode to be dealt with
in this paper.
Here the matching process will be defined in terms of an abstract
machine, not unlike LANDIN's SECD machine [4]. We will give a function
called step which performs the elementary steps of the process, changing
the machine configuration, which we will now describe informally.
A machine configuration mis an 8-tuple <p,s' ,h,c,a,q,n,s>, where pis
a pattern ands' ,s are stores (lists of variable-value pairs). The stores'
records the values of the variables as they were at pattern building time.
The pair <p,s'> determines a pattern structure, which corresponds roughly
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to the pattern component pointed at by the variable ptn in Gimpel ' s algorithm. Furthermore, his the subject string, and c is the so called subsequent which is in essence a list of pattern components to be matched

against once the match against p has terminated successfully. To be more
precise, this is organized as follows: c is either equal to the list
<READY>, the endmarker of the list, or it has the form <p,s,h,c> where the
pair <p,s> determines the first pattern-structure component in the list,
while c constitutes the tail of the list (the subject string his included
only for convenience). The item q in the 8-tuple is a list of variablevalue pairs recording the conditional assignments encountered so far which
have to be performed if the total match succeeds. Furthermore n is the
numeral giving the present cursor value ands is the present store. Finally,
the component a is the alternative which corresponds to the stack in Gimpel's
description. This a is either equal to <FAIL> which denotes the bottom of
the stack, or it is a 7-tuple of the form <p,s,h,c ,a,q,n>. Here p, sand c
correspond to the ptn value on the stack as given by Gimpel (p, sand c
represent a point in the pattern structure: p ands determine a pattern
structure component and c determines the subsequents of this component),

n corresponds to the cursor value on Gimpel's stack, q denotes the queue of
conditional assignments accumulated up to the moment that particular stack
frame was constructed (this has no analogon in Gimpel's stack because he
uses a trick to circumvent this space consuming method), and finally a
stands for the other frames of the stack.
The function step takes a machine configuration m= <p ,s' ,h,c,a,q,n,s>,
inspects the form of p and chan~es m correspondingly into a new configuration. We next present the formal definitions.
First some notational conventions. We will frequently use Curried
functions which are functions that can take functions as arguments and
yield functions as values. This generally leads to expressions with too
many parentheses to be readable. To avoid this we leave parentheses out as
much as possible using the convention that function application associates
to the left. This means that fabc should be taken as ((f(a)) (b)) (cl.
Function domain parentheses will be omitted under the convention that
the -+- operator associates to the right. That is, A -+ B -+ C should be read
as A -+ (B-+ C) .
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Concatenation of two lists 1

1

and 1

2

will be written as 1

1

"1 2 .

The

empty list will be denoted by<>.
We define the following classes.
s E S, the stores. These are finite, and possibly empty, lists of elements

from

Vall

x

Sbt (<v,h>-pairs). Elements from Sare data

structures which determine the values of the variables. Only the variables
which have nonempty strings as values are recorded in a stores . In accordance with the convention in SNOBOL4 that all variables are initialized on
the empty string there will be at any moment during program execution only
a finite number of variables with nonempty values. We define two operations
on stores.
1. updating. The store resulting from s by assigning the string h to vis re-

"

presented by the lists <v,h> .
2 . extracting . The value of v in stores is denoted by s(v ). This is defined as follows.
a)

<> (v) = "

b)

(s"<v,h>) 4w)

if

V

:

W,

otherwise.
Notice that more than one pair with first element v can occur in a
store s . Only the rightmost pair "counts" however.
q E Q, the queues of accumulated conditional assignments. These too are

finite and possibly empty lists of <v,h>-pairs . They constitute the queue of conditional assignments which have to be performed if
the overall match succeeds . To accomplish this we simply concatenate the
two lists: the stores ' resulting from performing the assignments given by

"

q in stores is given bys'= sq
c EC , the subsequents. The class C is inductively defined as follows. An

element c from C is either the list <READY> containing one element , or it is a list of the form <p,s,h,c> where p E Pa.t,

h E Sbt, s ES and c is again a subsequent.
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a EA , the alternatives. The class A is inductively defined by: an element
a from A is either the one element list <FAIL > or
A

a list c <a,q,n> formed by concatenating a subsequent with a list containing an alternative, a q E Q and a numeral n.
r E R, the results, i.e. the possible outcomes of a match. The class R is

= (Nwn

defined by R

n denotes

thus a pair <n,s > where

U {FAIL,ABORT}) x S. A results r is

the final cursor position (if the match

was successful) ands is the resulting store.

m EM, the machine configurations. A machine configuration is either a
a final configuration which is an element
A

from R, or an 8-tuple a <s> formed by concatenating an alternative with a
list containing a s tores as only element. The predicate final(m) holds iff
mis a final configuration.
We now have enough tools to define the step function.
The function step: M +Mis defined as follows.
A. If mis a final configuration then step(m) = m.

B. If m has the form <READY,a,q,n,s> then step(m)

=

<n,sAq>.

C. In all other cases m has the form <p,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>, and the definition
proceeds by induction on the structue of p .
A
-1
- {c <a,q,V n' > if h '
h[Vn:n']
1. step<h',s',h,c,a,q,n,s> aA<s>
otherwise

=

2 . step<v,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>

=

<s' 4v ),s',h,c, a,q,n,s>
A

3. step<nil,s' ,h,c,a,q,n,s>

c <a,q,n,s>

4. step<abort,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>
5. step<fail,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>

= <ABORT,s>
A
= a <s>

6. step<p$ v , s' ,h, c , a,q , n , s>

<p,s ',h,<n$$v,s' ,h,c>,a,q,n,s>

7. step<p.v,s' ,h,c,a,q,n,s>

<p,s',h,<n .• v,s' ,h,c>,a,q,n,s>

8. step<n'$$v,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>
9. step<n' .. v,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>

10. step<*p,s',h,c,a,q,n,s>

=

11. step<p vp ,s 1 ,h,c,a,q,n,s>
1 2
12. step<p &p ,s ',h, c,a,q ,n,s>
1 2

cA<a,q,n,sA<v,h[Vn 1 :Vn]>>
cA<a,qA<v,h[Vn•:Vn']>,n,s>
<p,s,h,c,a,q,n,s>
<p ,s',h,c,<p ,s• ,h,c,a,q,n>,q,n,s>
1
2
<p ,s',h,<p ,s',h,c>,a,q,n,s>.
1
2
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EXPLANATION.
Ad B. If during the match we encounter the end of the subsequent list,
then the match has clearly succeeded (compare step 3 in Gimpel's
algorithm). The postcursor position then is n, the cursor position on
encountering READY, and the final store is obtained by performing all
assignments in q from left to right.
Ad C. 1. If the pattern component is a literal string h' then we have to
find out whether h' matches the subject string with respect to the
present cursor position. If so, we have to continue with the next pattern
component and this is given by the subsequent c . Now the stores and the
queue q have not changed. Also there are no new alternatives found in the
meantime so the alternative is still given by a. The only entity which has
changed is the cursor position which must be set to its new value. By adding
the list <a ,q,V

-1

n' ,s > to c we thus obtain a new machine configuration which

reflects the effects of the successful match.
If the match against h' fails then we have to backtrack, and we take
one frame from the stack a. Finding out that the match fails does not
affect the store, so we only have to add <s> to get the resulting machine
configuration.
2. If the pattern component is a variable v then we have to inspect the
store as i t was at pattern building time to find the value of v. This
store is given bys'. The resulting machine configuration is then obtained
by replacing v by the literal string which is the value of v ins'.
6-8. The pattern p$v is handled as follows: p$v is rewritten asp& (n$$v).
So first a match against pis attempted. If this succeeds then we have
to assign to v the substring of the subject which has been matched, and that
is precisely the effect of matching against n$$v. This match always succeeds
and has the side effect that the substring from the subject between cu sor
value n (given by the pattern component n$$v) and the present cursor value
is assigned to v. So n$$v serves to indicate that an assignment has to be
done, and it also provides the cursor value at the beginning of the match
against p.
7-9. Similar to 6-8, but now the matched substring of the subject is added
to the queue q.
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10. The effect of matching against *pin stores is the same as matching
against the pattern structure derived from pin stores. So the only
thing to be done is to replaces' bys.
11-12. In these cases the pattern is decomposed and the second component is
retained in the new alternative, resp. the new subsequent.
Now that we have a step function which gives one step results, we can
define the function P which takes a machine configuration and yields the
final result of the matching process, a configuration m for which final(m)
holds. The function Pis obtained by repeating the function step until a
final configuration has been reached. We can formalize this in two ways.
The first one is straightforward:

P<m, •

t·L

if there exists a row m , ... ,mk such that m = m ,
1
1
mk
m', mi+l = step(mi) (i=l, •.. ,k-1), 7final(mi)
(i

1, ... ,k-1), final (mk),

otherwise.
There is another definition possible which is neater, but uses fixed point
theory. The function P can be defined recursively by

P(m) •

final(m) + m, P(step(m)),

or more precisely

P = µ[A¢·Am•final(m)

+ m, ¢(step(m))],

whereµ is the least fixed point operator (see for instance DE BAKKER [1],
or STOY [7] who calls this operator fix).
In order for the latter definition to make sense we have to impose
a cpo structure on the class M of machine configurations. This can be done
by adding the element~ to Mand making Ma discrete cpo (m ~ m iff
2
1
m
~ or m
=
m ). We also extend the definition of step by taking
1
2
1
step~=~- It can be shown (in the standard way) that the operator
A¢•Am•final(m) + m, ¢(step(m)) is continuous, and thus that the least fixed
point exists.
That the two definitions are equivalent can be shown in a standard
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way (see for instance [1, paragraph 3.3]).
Finally we define the operational meaning function

O which

gives the

outcome of the process of matching a string h against a pattern p with
initial stores.

O[p] h s

P<p,s,h,<READY>,<FAIL>, <> ,O,s>.

Here we used the convention that syntactical objects occurring as an
argument of a function are enclosed in [ • ]-type brackets to make the e xpre s sion more readable.

4. DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS

We now turn to a discussion of the denotational semantics of our
SNOBOL4 fragment. Before we do so however, we first make a remark on the
notation we will use. The semantical classes used in the denotational
semantics will be different from the ones in the above chapter. For instance
we defined the class S of stores by S

(Va.It x Sbt)*, but now we will

take the domain of the stores to be S

Va.It+ Stlt. This can be done b e cause

we do not work any more with finite representations, we can use infinitary
mathematical objects such as functions in the denotational semantics.
We will however use the same symbols to denote corresponding semantical
classes and their typical elements. So in this chapter we define S with
typical elements bys ES= Va.It+

Stlt.

This usage will not cause confusion

in this chapter because here we will be occupied only with denotational
domains and values. If confusion can be possible we will use the so called

diacritical convention (MILNE

&

STRACHEY [SJ): elements in the denotational

world will be decorated with an acute accent·, and the operational domains
and values with a grave accent-. According to this convention we then can
writes= Va.It+ Stlt and

S

= (Va.It x

Sbt)*.

Notice that Va.It and

Stlt,

being

syntactic domains are not decorated.
We return to the denotational semantics. The meaning of a pattern p can

be described by the effects resulting from a match of an arbitrary string h
against p. This match, if it succeeds, will affect the cursor value n (which
is now an e lement of N, the nonnegative integers), the stores, and it might
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also add new conditional assignments to the ones already accumulated, as
given by q (q will now be an element of S ➔ Sand denote the store transformation which is the result of performing all conditional assignments).
The meaning of p will also be dependent on the stores' at pattern evaluation time, s' provides the values of the free variables in p, i.e. those
variables that are not bound by a *-operator.
Using a meaning function

N,

the effect of matching the string h against

pattern p evaluated ins', with initial situation given by conditional
assignments q, cursor position n and stores, would then be given by the
e xpression N[p] s' h q s. The value of this expression could be a triple

<q' ,n' ,s"> giving the new q-, n- and s-values. This set up does not work
however, and this can be seen most directly by studying the case that the
match of h against p fails. For how should the effect of backtracking be
described in this setting?
The problem becomes clearer if we take a look at the compositionality
principle, a main idea behind the denotational style of defining. This
principle says that the meaning of a compound expression should be composed
from the meaning of its parts. For instance, the meaning N[ (p vp ) & P)
1 2
should be given in terms of N[p ], N[p ] and N[p ] only.
1
2
3
Now matching against p can fail and cause backtracking, a jump in
3
the pattern to p • However in determining the meaning N[p ] we donot have
2
3
the pattern text p at our disposal anymore, as was the case in the opera-

2

tional semantics. The standard solution for this kind of problems around
jumps in programs is to work with continuations.
The trick is that we give the function N[p] s' h an extra argument a,
called the alternative which describes the result of-c1=>acktracking from p.
The effect of backtracking is: recover the situation to the state it was in
at the latest choice point and proceed from there on with the new stores.
This effect is captured by a function a EA
R

=(Nu {FAIL,ABORT})

x S. The alternative

S

➔

R, where

a takes a store as argument and

delivers the result r of the rest of the matching process. In other words,
an alternative a is a function that describes the pattern matching process
starting from the moment that backtracking out of p occurs.
So we add an extra argument a, and we have that now, if backtracking
takes place, N[p] s' h a q n s denotes the final result of the whol e match.
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But this must then be the case too should the match succeed. It is ther efor ,·
needed to give N[p] s' h yet another argument, a subsequent c , describing
how the pattern matching process proceeds if matching against p has t erminated successfully. The subsequent will yield a result r in R, which will
be dependent on four arguments describing the situation after the local match has
succeeded: the new store s", the postcursor position n', the conditional
assignments accumulated q' and a new alternative a' which is determined by
the alternative we had before matching against p, updated with the possibl•
alternatives found while matching against p which have not yet been tried.
We thus arrive at a functionality c EC=

A ➔

Q

➔

N

➔

S

➔

R.

A subsequent can be viewed as a function determining how the match
proceeds from a certain point in the pattern text. An alternative can be
looked upon in the same way, but more information is available at the
moment an alternative is constructed (i.e. while matching on encountering
a choice point p v p ), namely the precursor position, the conditional
2
1
assignments gathered so far and also the alternatives remaining if the match
fails in the process after backtracking to the choice point. The difference
between the two is clearly reflected in the respective functionalities
A ➔

Q

➔

N

➔

S

➔

R vs. S

➔

R: an alternative is like a subsequent but not

more dependent on a, q and n.
Concluding, the result r = N[p] s' h ca q n scan be described as
follows: N[p] s' denotes the pattern structure resulting from evaluation of
the expression pin stores'. Suppose his matched against this pattern
structure, and the initial situation is given by cursor position n, initial
stores and conditional assignments accumulated so far determined by q.
Suppose furthermore that the effect of the future of the matching process
once match against p has been finished is given by a in case backtracking
out of p occurs, and by c in case the match against p terminates successfully. In that case the final result of the whole matcing process is given hy r.
The above discussion leads to the following definitions of domains and
functionalities.
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VM

S

E

s

n

E

N

q

E Q

C

E
E

S:tli

stores
nonnegative integers

s _,_ s

r E R

a

+

accumulated conditional assignments

(N U {FAIL,ABORT})

S

X

results

_,_ R

A

s

C

A _,_ Q + N + S + R

al terna ti ves
subsequents

We define a variant s{h/v} of a stores by
(s{h/v} )

=
(w)

r(w)
h

if

V

1-

w

if

V

-

w.

Notice that the classes introduced above are not cpo's. Cpo's are not
needed here because the semantic definition of N to come is a purely inductive one. No use is made of fixed points, and we also donot use recursively
defined domains.
The semantic function N has functionality

N: Pat_,_ s _,_ S:tli _,_

C _,_A_,_ Q _,_ N _,_

s _,_

R

and is defined by induction on the structure of its first argument as
follows.
1. N[h'D s' h ca q n s

=

2. N[v] s' h ca q n s

{

where c'

otherwise

= <ABORT,s>

=a s
= N[p]

s' h c' a q n s

Aa' • Aq "• An' •As"• c

7. N[p•vD s' h ca q n s
where c'

=

a' q' n'(s"{h[n:n']/v})

N[p] s' h c ' a q n s

Aa' • Aq' •An' • As" • c a' (As• (q's) {h[n: n' ]/v}) n's"

8 . N[n$$v] s' h

C a q n s

9. N[ ii • . v] s' h

C a q n s

10. N[ *P] s' h

a s

c a q n s

4. N[abort] s' h ca q n s

6. N[p$v] s' h ca q n s

ifh' =h[n:n']

N[s'(v)] s' h ca q n s.

3. N[nil] s' h c a q n s

5. N[ fail] s' h c a q n s

ca q n's

C a q n s

11. N[pl Vp2D s' h c a q n s
12. N[p1&P2D s' h

C a q n s

ca q n(s{h[Vii:n] / v})

=

c a(As•(q s){h[Vii:n] / v}) n s

N[p] s h c a q n s
N[p) s' h c{N[p ] s' h c a q n} q n s
2
N[p) s' h{N[p2D s' h c} a q n s.
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REMARKS. Ad 1. If h matche s h' at cursor positio n n th e n the r e ma i nd er of
the matching process is given by the subsequent c. The alternative ,
the conditional assignment queue and the store did not change, onl y the
cursor has a new value. If h doe s not match then the remainder of th e
matching process is given by a which has to be applied t o th e c u r r e nt store s .
Ad 2. Like 1, but first the value of v ins' has to be determine d. Notice
that, in order to be able to maintain the above definition as one by
structural induction, we have to choose a measure of complexity of patterns
which guarantees that the complexity of variable is higher than that of a
string. This can be accomplished easily though.
Ad 6. Matching gainst p$v is in principle the same as matching again s t p.
Only when the match against p succeeds we have to aditionally as s ign
the string matched to. This is taken care of by the new subsequent c ' which
describes the effect of thi s assignment followed by the effect of the old
subsequent c.
Ad 7. Like 6, but now the new subsequent c' caus es q to be update d inste ad
of s.
Ad 8,9. Notice that then occurring in the patterns is a numeral. Therefore

n has

to be changed into the corresponding number. Strictly speaking,

clauses 8 and 9 are not needed in the definition, because patterns n$$v,

n.. v

do not occur in programs, nor in the right-hand sides of the other

clauses in the definition. These auxiliary patterns have only been introduced for the sake of the operational definition, where the meaning of p$ v
has been defined in terms of the meaning of some n$$v. See also the l e mmas
at the end of this chapter. We maintained these clauses here, because we
will need them in proving the operational and denotational semantics
equivalent.
Ad 11. Matching against p vp amounts to matching against p , but now we
1
1 2
have a new alternative. On backtracking we have to match against p

2

in the situation as i t is now (apart from the new store). This effect is
taken care of by the new alternative

N[p 2 D

s' h ca

alternative has the right functionality.
Ad 12. As in 11, but now a new subsequent is formed.

q

n. Notice that U1is
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Finally we define the denotational counterpart of the function

O from

chapter 3. This is the semantic function M with functionality

M: Pa.-t

Sbt

+

+

s

+

R.

Mllp) h s = N[p] s

h

ready fail {As · s} 0 s,

where the subsequent ready is defined by

ready a q n s = <n, q s>
and the alternative fail by
<FAIL,s>.

fail s

So the complete matching of a string h against a pattern pin stores,
corresponds to evaluating pins , and matching h against this pattern structure. If this match succeeds then the accumulated conditional assignments
have to be performed and this is handled by the subsequent ready which
yields the postcursor position and the updated store . If the match fails
then this has to be reported and that is what the alternative fail is for.
Furthermore, the precursor position is 0, and the initial store is s. Finally, in the beginning there are no conditional assignments accumulated and
this is denoted by the identity function As · s .
We close this chapter by giving a lemma on the relation between
clauses 6 and 8 (7 and 9) of the definition of

N.

LEMMA 4.1.
1. N[p$v] s, h C a q n s

N[ p& (n$$v)] s , h

C

a q n s

a q n s

N[p& (n .. v)] s, h

C

a q n s

2. N[p. v] s' h

C

1
where n = V- n.

PROOF . The proof is straightforward by writing out the expressions. For
instance in 1 we have: left-hand side= N[p] s ' h c'a q n s , where

c' a' q' n's"= ca' q' n'(s"{h[n:n']/v}), and right-hand side
N[p] s' h{N[n$$v]s' h c} a q n s. So there remains to be proved

c' = N[n$$~
N[n$$v] s'

v;

1

= VV- n

s' h c, and this follows from the fact that

h Ca' q' n' s" = c' a' q' n ' (s"{h[Vn:n']/v})

n.

□

and that
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5. OPERATIONAL AND DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS ARE EQUIVALENT

Of course i t is not by coincidence that the two semantics presented
here are that similar. An example of the difficulties that one encounters
if one chooses a more dissimilar pair of semantics will be given in the
next chapter. Notice however, that there are essential differences between
the two semantics. A first one is that the objects that are manipulated in
the operational semantics are all finite representations (they are in fact
BNF-definable) while the denotational semantics handles infinitary abstract
objects. A more fundamental difference is that the denotational semantics
is fully compositional while the operational semantics is not. Related to
this is the fact that in the denotational semantics the outcome of the
matching process is obtained, so to speak immediately, by applying the
meaning function M to the suitable arguments, while in the operational
semantics we get the result by letting an abstract machine compute it step
by step.
If now we want co compare the two semantics the first thing to do is to
find a correspondence between the operational domains and the denotational
ones. The main theorem to be proved here is that the two functions

O and M,

applied to corresponding arguments, will yield corresponding results.
There is a straightforward correspondence between the domains, which will
be given by the derepresentation functionsVX (one for every pair of domains

X and X)

which map an element from the operational domain

sponding element in

X.

X onto

the corre-

So we will define functions VS, VN (this is the func-

tion introduced already in chapter 2 , which relates numerals and numbers),

VQ, VR, VA and Ve. In the sequel we will use the convention that the subscripts will be omitted if this causes no confusion (this has already been
done in chapter 2). We remark now already that these functions V will in
general be neither one to one nor onto.
The fact to be proved in this chapter can now be stated as

V(O[pD h s) = M[p] h (Vs). We will first give the definitions and afterwards provide some comments on these.
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DEFINITION 5. 1.

Vs:

s ➔ s is

defined by

Vs<> = >.v·"
Vs (./' <v ,h>)

VQ: Q ➔

~is defined by

VQ<> = >.s •s
VQ U/'<v,h>)

➔

R is
where

V-:
Num
N

is defined by

V·
e·

c c is
➔

VR <n,s> = <V~_ii,V
s>
N
S

defined by

u {FAIL,ABORT} ➔ Nu {FAIL,ABORT}

v_;i

if n

{n

E

Num

if n € {FAIL,ABORT}

defined by Ve<READY> = ready

Ve<p,s,h,e> = N[pD
VA". A

➔

f.. is defined by

V

A

(VaJt x

h

(Vee)

<FAIL> = fail

VA(c"<a,q,ii>l =
REMARKS. We have VS:

(Vss)

S.tlt) *

(Vee) (VAa) (VQq)

➔ (VaJt ➔

S.tlt).

(V~).

Now the empty list corre-

sponds to the situation that all variables have the empty string as value,
so this accounts for the first line in the definition. Furthermore in the
store

s"<v,h>

all variables have the same value as ins, except for

v

which

has the value h, and this is reflected in the second line of the definition.
The function VN has already been introduced in the second chapter. It
has not been defined there, and we could not do so because we chose not to
define the form of the elements in
The functionality of

VQ

Num.

is (VaJt x

S.tlt)*

➔

(S

➔

S).

The queue

q

in

Q

provides the conditional assignments to be performed from left to right.
The corresponding function

VQq

is the store transformation that describes

the effect of performing these assignments. So we have

VQ<> = >.s •s,

for if

the queue is empty then the store does not change. The second line of the
definition can be phrased as follows: performing the assignments in the
queue

q"<v,h>

amounts to performing the assignments in

wards assigning h to v.
The function VR is defined straightforwardly.

q

first and after-
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That Ve<READY> should be equal to ready can be seen from the fact that
they "do the same job": the accumulated conditional assignments are perfnrm ed and the final result is delivered. This is formalized in Lemma 5.3. The
next line in the definition can be commented upon as follows. The subsequent

<p ,s,h,c> describes a match of h against p evaluated ins, followed by
subsequent c , and the entity N[pD (Vss) h (Vee) describes the same process
for the corresponding elements in the denotational world.
Similar remarks as given on Ve apply for the function VA.
We next state some lemmas giving results on these function s .
LEMMA s.2 . VcsAql

= (Vq> <Vs>.

PROOF. Remind that the lists

A

q represents the store resulting from perform-

ing the conditional assignments in q on s

(see the definition of

step<READY, ... > in chapter 3). The proof is by induction on the length of
Basis. V(sA <> )

= Vs

and (V<>) (Vs)

Induction step. V(sA(qA<v,h>))

=

(As•§) (Vs)

q.

= Vs.

= V((sAq)A<v,h>) =

(V(sAq)){h/v}.
On the other hand (V(qA <v ,h>)) (Vs)

Ds•

C (Vqs){h/v}l

J (Vs)

[ (Vq) (Vs) ]{h/ v},
and the result holds by induction.

D

LEMMA 5.3. V(step <READY,a,q,n,s >) = ready(Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs).
PROOF. The left-hand side is equal to V<n,sAq >

= <Vn ,V(sAq) >,

and the

right-hand side equals <Vn ,(Vq) (Vs)>. The result now holds by the preceding
lemma.

D

LEMMA 5.4. V(P<READY,a,q,n,s>) = ready(Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs).
PROOF. Because step<READY,a,q,n,s> is final, we have that P<READY,a,q,n,s >
is equal to this, and the lemma immediately follows from Lemma 5.3.
LEMMA S.S. V<FAIL,s>

fail (Vsl.

PROOF. Immediate by writing out the expressions.

0

D
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LEMMA 5.6. s4v)

=

(Vs) (v).

PROOF. Induction on the length of s. The bas ic step is OK because <> (v) ="
and (V<> ) (v)

=

( Av•") (v)

Induction step.
if W :: V
(s"<w,h>) 4v)
otherwise
if W :: V
V<s"<w,h>) (v)

( (Vs) {h/ w}l (v) = {h
(Vs> (vl

Now we want to prove V(O[p]h s)
the definition of

O and M,

=

D

otherwise.

M][pD h (Vs). By writing out, using

this is equivalent to

V(P<p,s,h, <READY > ,<FAIL>, <> ,0,s>)

N[pD (Vs) h ready fail

=

(As•s) 0 (Vs).

We distinghuish two cases, namely that the left-hand side of the above
equality is unequal to~ and the case that i t is equal to~- We establish
the desired result for the first case by proving the following more general
result.
LEMMA 5.7. For all c,a,q,n ands we have: if P(c"<a,q,n,s>) ~~then
V(P(c"<a,q,n,s>l >

=

<Ve> <Va> (Vq> <Vn> <Vs>.

PROOF. The proof is by induction, essentially on the length of the computation. Now we have given two definitions of

P,

and the induction argument

depends on the definition chosen. If one thinks in terms of the fixed point
definition then we have to use Scott's induction (fixed point induction),
that is we have to prove that the lemma holds for Am•~ instead of

P (which

is clearly true), and that the lemma holds for Am•final(m) + m, ~(step(m))
given that the lemma holds for the function~ instead of

P.

The proof given

below can be reorganized in these terms.
If one adopts the other definition using rows of machine configurations,
then the induction is simply on the length of the row. The basic step is
again vacuously fulfilled because one easily sees that there are no zero step
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reductions from cA <a,q,n,s> sinc e this configuration is not final. For the
induction steps we distinguish thirteen cases, depe ndent on the form of c.
1. c

<READY>. The lemma holds by Lemma 5.4.

<h' ,s ,h,c > . There are two cases:
1
1
a. h[Vn:n]
h' for some n. We then have to prove
1
V(P(c/<a,q,V- n,s>)) = (Vcl) (Va) (Vq)
(Vs)

2. c

=

n

and this holds by induction and the fact that

V v-l n = n.

b. Otherwise. Then the property to be proven is equivalent to
V(P(aA<s>))

a=

I.

=

(Va) (Vs). Again there are two cases:

<FAIL > . In this case we have to prove

VCP<FAIL,s > l

fail(Vs) and this is an immediate consequence of

Lemma 5.5.

a=

II.

c A<a ,q ,n > . Then we have to prove
2
1 1 1
V(P<c2,al,ql,n1,s >) = (Vc2) (Val) (Vql) (Vnl) (Vs)

and this holds by induction.
3. c

<v,s ,h,c > . We have to prove
1
1
V<Pc s ~v),s ,h,c ,a,q,n,s>l
1
1
1
N[v] <Vsl)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)
N[ (Vsl) (v)] (Vsl)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)

=

(#)

We have by Lemma 5.6 and the definition of Ve that
(#)

=

(V<sl 4vP,sl,h,c1 > ) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs),

and now we can apply the induction hypothesis.

4. c
5.

c

<nil,sl,h,cl > . Like 2a.
<abort,s ,h,c > . Immediate.
1
1

6. c

<fail,s ,h,c > . Like 2b.
1
1

7. c

<p$ v, s l , h, cl > . We have to prove

V<P<p,s ,h,<n$$v,s ,h,c >,a,q,n,s>)
1
1
1
N[p$v] (Vsl)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs).

We have
V<P<p,s ,h,<n$$v,s ,h,c >,a,q,n,s > ) = (ind.hyp.)
1
1
1
(V<p,s ,h,<n$$v,s ,h,c ») (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs) = (def. Ve)
1
1
1
(N![p] (Vsl)h{N[n$$v] (Vsl)h(Vcl) }) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)
(def. N)
N[p&(n$$v)] (Vsl)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)

=
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Nllp$vD (Vs )h(Vc ) <Va) <Vq) (Vii) (Vs).
1
1

1

The last equality holds by Lemma 4.1 and the fact that V- Vii
8. c
9.

= <p . v,s 1 ,h, c 1>.

c =

= ii.

Analogous to 7.

<ii $$v,s ,h ,c >. We have to prove
1
1
1

V(P(c A<a,q,ii,sA<v,h[Vii ,Vii]>>)) =
1

1

(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vii) ( (Vs) {h[Viil :Vii]/v})
and this holds by induction and the definition of V .
5
10.

c

= <ii •. v,s ,h,c >. We have to prove
1
1
1

V<P(c A<a,qA<v,h[Vn ,VnJ>,n,s>>> =
1
1
(Vcl) (Va) (As· (Vqs) {h[Vnl :Vn]/v}) (Vn) (Vs)

VQ.

and this holds by induction and the definition of

= <*p,s 1,h,c 1>. We have to prove
V(P<p,s,h,cl,a,q,n,s>) = N[p] (Vs)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs),

11. c

which holds by induction and the definition of Ve.
12.

c = <p1Vp2,sl,h,cl>. We have
V<P<cA<a,iJ,n,s>ll

=

V(P<pl,sl,h,cl,<p2,sl,h,cl,a,q,ii>,q,ii,s>) = (ind. hyp.)
(V<pl ,sl ,h,cl>) (V<p2,sl ,h,cl ,a,q,n>) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)

=

(def. VC,VA)

Nllpl] (Vs l )h (Ve l) {N[p2] (Vs l )h (Ve l) (Va) (Vq) (Vii)} (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)
N[p1Vp2] (Vsl)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vii) (Vs)

=

(def. Ve)

(V<p vp ,s 1 ,h,c >l (Va> <Vii> <Vii> (Vs>.
1 2
1
13. c = <p &p ,s ,h,c >. We have

1 2 1
1
V(P<cA<a,q,ii,s>)l =

V(P<pl,sl,h,<p2,s1,h,cl>'a'q'ii's>) = (ind. hyp.)
(V<p ,s ,h,<p ,s ,h,c ») (Va) (Vq) (Vii) (Vs) . = (2x def. Ve)
1 1
2 1
1
N[ p l] (Vsl) h{N[p2D (Vsl)h(Vcl)}( Va) (Vq) (Vii) (Vs) = (def. N)
N[pl&p2] (Vsl)h(Vcl) (Va) (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)
(V<pl &p2,sl ,h,cl >) (Va) (Vq) (Vii) (Vs).

=

(def. Ve)

□

COROLLARY S.S. For all p, hands, we have

O[p]

h

s

~ ~

...

V(O[p] h s) = M[p] h (Vs).

PROOF. Immediate from Lemma 5.7.

0
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The other case to be taken care of is the case that 0[p] h

s =

L.

We will show in the sequel that this case cannot occur, that is that evaluation of any machine configuration always terminates. It is sufficient to
show that there exists a complexity measure Con machine configurations
such that the function step decreases this measure for all configurations
which are not final.
LEMMA 5.9. If there exists a function C: M + N such that for all m which
are not final we have C(m) > C(step m); then for all p, hands we have
that 0[p] h s ~ i.
PROOF. We give two proofs depending on which definition of Pis chosen.

1 (The fixed point definition). It is a well known result that P

=U

¢.,
i
l.
Am•final(m) + m, ¢i (step m). The following

Am•i and ¢i+l =
0
property will now be proved by induction on i:
where ¢

(m~i A¢. (m) = i ) - . C[m] ::'! i.

•••

(*)

l.

Basis. Trivial.
Induction step. Suppose ¢i+l(m) = i. This implies that mis not final,
so we have ¢i+l (m)

=

¢i (step m). The induction hypothesis gives that

C[step m] ::'! i and the property of C yields that C[mD > C[step m] ::'! i and
therefore C[m] ::'! i+l.
Having proved (*) we now remark that (U ¢.) (m) = i -. Vi: ¢1.. (m) = i -.

i

l.

Vi: C[mD ::'! i which is clearly impossible.
2 (The row definition). If P(m) = i

then there exists an infinite row

= m1 , m2 = step(m 1 ), ... with all mi not final. That is, there exists
an infinite row m ,m , ... for which C[mi] > C[mi+l], and this is not pos1 2
sible because for all m. we have C[m.D ::'! 0. D

m

l.

l.

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to a definition of a function

C with the desired property. We use the following observations.
1. A machine configuration m

=

<p,s' ,h,c,a,q,n,s> consists in essence of

a. A row of pattern components, namely p and the components in the list c.
b. An alternative a, which is in essence a list, the elements of which
are again rows of pattern components.
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Combining a. and b., we can view a machine configuration as a list
<r , ... ,rn> of rows of pattern components (ri
1
some k).
2. Operations, as given by the function step, that change the above list
are the following:
a. Operations which change the list into one which is smaller by one
element. These are the operations that correspond to a failure in the
pattern match. A failure causes backtracking, which amounts to popping
a new element from the stack a. From this we can conclude that C must
be a function that is strictly increasing in the length of the list.
b . Operations which take one element from the first row of the list.
These correspond to cases in which the match succeeds immediately,

n.. v,

for instance nil, n$$v,

h'

(if the match succeeds). The effect

is that the first element is taken from the subsequent c.
We conclude that C must be a strictly increasing function of the
length of the first row in the list.
c. Operations, corresponding to patterns p$v, p.v and p &p , that add an
1

2

element to the first row of the list. For these operations the following must hold: C(<<p &p , .•. > , ... >) > C( <<p ,P , ••• >, ... >).
1

2

1

d. Operations, corresponding to p vp
1

2

2

which enlarge the list by one
I\

element. The following must hold: C(<<p vp > rest>, ..• >) >
1 2
I\
I\
C(<<p > rest,<p > rest, ... >) .
1
2
If we now define C(list of rows) = C( <r , ... ,rn >) = C(r )+ ... +C(rn) then
1

1

the property required in a. is satisfied, provided C(ri) > 0. If we take
C(r)

=

C(<p , ... ,pk >)
1

=

C(p )x ... xC(pp), then also the property from b.
1

holds, provided C(p) > 1. Finally, we can meet the restrictions posed inc.
and d. by taking C(p &p ) = C(p )xC(p ) + 1, and C(p vp ) = C(p )+C(p ) + 1,
1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

respectively.
The above considerations are formalized in the next definition.
DEFINITION 5.10 (C).
1.

(C{p)).

C(h)

C(nil)

C(vl

3

C(p$vl

C(p.vl

C(*P> = C(p) + 1

C(abort)

3xC(pl

C(faill

C (n$$v)

C(n . . v)

2
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C(pl &p2)

C(p )+C(p ) + 1
1
2
C(p )xC(p ) + 1.
1
2

C( <READY>)

=

C(pl Vp2)

2.

(C(c)).

2

C( <p ,s ,h,c>)
1

3.

(C(a)).

C(<FAIL > )

=

C(p) xC(c).

1

C(cA <a ,q,n>) = C(c)+C(a).

4.

(C(m)).

C(m)

=

1 if final(m) holds

C(cA <a ,q,n,s>)

=

C(c)+C(a).

From this definition the following can be established.
LEMMA 5.11.
1. Vp: C(p) ~ 2

2. Ve: C(c)

~

2

3. Va: C(a) ~ 1

and

C(a) = 1

-

a= <FAIL >

4. C( <p,s ,h,c,a,q,n,s>) = C(p) x C(c)+C(a)
1
5. Vm: C(m) ~
and C(m) = 1 final(m).
PROOF. Easy.

D

This lemma can be used to prove the result that we were up to:
LEMMA 5.12. 7 final(m) •

C(step m) < C(m).

PROOF. By cases and easy. The proof has been done informally in the remarks
preceding Definition 5.10.

D

6. ANOTHER OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS

This chapter shows what the consequences can be for the equivalence
proof as given in Chapter 5, if another operational semantics is taken. In
this chapter we will give an operational semantics in the style of COOK
[2], which has also been used in DE BAKKER [1]. We will use definitions from
Chapter 3, but occasionally we will feel free to overwrite the definitions
from that chapter, for instance the functions
here.

O and C will

be defined anew
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In the new approach we chose to separate again the two phases that can
be distinguished in the overall matching process, namely the pattern building phase and the matching phase. For this means we first introduce a new
syntactic class, the pattern structures, which are the results of pattern
building, that is which are patterns without free variables.
o

E

Pa.b.,btuc.t,

the pattern structures.

This class can be defined by o::= hlnillabortlfaillo$vlo.vln$$vln .. vl*pl
o vo lo &o .
1 2 1 2
Notice the clause *Pin this definition. Free variables in p will be bound
by the *-operator.
We have the following lemma on the denotational meaning of pattern
structures which should not be a surprise by now:

PROOF. Easy, by checking the definition of

N. D

This lemma justifies the following definition of the meaning function

L: Pa.b.,btuc.t

+

Sbt

+

C+

c,

namely L[o] = N[o]s for some

s

ES.

We now introduce the pattern evaluation function E which transforms a
pattern expression p, relative to a stores, into a corresponding pattern
structure. This function
E[p]s

p

E[ vD s

sq v)

E: P<Lt

E[p$v]s

(E[p]s) $v
cE[p]sJ . v

E[pl Vp2]s

S

+

Pa,v.,btuc.t

is defined by cases as:

for p - h, nil, abort, fail, n$$v, n .. v and *P'

E~p. v] s

E[pl &p2Ds

+

<E[p Dsl & (E[p ]sJ
2
1
(E[p ] s) v (E[p ]s).
2
1

We have the following lemma, which will be needed in the equivalence proof.
LEMMA 6.2.

Vp E Pa,t Vs ES: N[p] (Vs) = L[E[p]s].

PROOF. By cases (induction on the structure of p). The interesting cases are
those where p

i Pa,v.,btue,.t.

We give two examples: p

= v,

P

= P 1 &p 2 .
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1. N[ vD (Vs) = IJ[ (VsH v~] (Vs) = (by Lemma s .6) N[ s4 d] (Vs) =

L[ s4v bD because s4vD is an element of Sbr. and therefore of Pa,t~tltuU.
Now, for the same reason, we have by the definition of £ that

E[s4dD = siv>, and we are ready.
2. N[ p &p ] (Vs) h 6
1 2

N[p ] (Vs) h {N[p ] (Vs) h 6}
;ind.)
1
2
L[ E[ p DsB h { L[ E[ p HD h 6}
(def. L)
1
2
N[E[p IlsD 5 h {N[ £[ p Il s[ 51 h c} = (def . NJ
1
2
1
N[ (E[p ] sl & <E[p2Hl] 5 1 h c = (def. Land El
1
L(E[p &p ]s] h 6. □
1 2

We will next give the new operational semantics . The operational meaning function

O (which has again functionality 0: Pa.,t

defined in terms of an auxiliary function

P.

➔ Sbr. ➔

The function

P

s ➔ R)

is

takes (among

others) a pattern structure and delivers a finite row of intermediate
results which are triples. Each triplE· consists of a cursor position
(a numeral), a store and a queue of cor,ditional assignments accumulated.
Such a row of intermediate results can l•e seen as the trace left by the
pattern matching process. We thus need ~1e following definition:
i EI= (Nwn u {FAIL,ABORT}) x

S x L,

tl,e class of intermediate results.

We furthermore define the tail function K which takes the last element of

We now define the function P: Pa.tJ.,.tJr.uc.,t ➔ Sbr. ➔ I ➔ I+ inductively
as follows:

<V-l n',s,q>
1. P[h'D h <n,s,q>

{ <FAIL , s ,q>

if h'

= h[Vn:n']

otherwise

2. P[nil] h <n ,s,q> = <n ,s,q>

3. P[failB h <n ,s,q> = <FAIL,s,q >
4. P[ abort] h <n ,s,q> = <ABORT,s,q>
5. P[o$v] h <n ,s,q>

<n ,s ,q> "P[ o& (n$$v) D h <n,s ,q>

6. P[o. v] h <n ,s,q>

<n,s ,q> "P[ o& (n •• v)] h <n ,s,q>

7. P[n'$$v] h <n ,s,q>

8. P[n' . . v] h <n ,s,q>

=

"

<n ,s <v ,h[Vn' :Vn]>,q>

=

<n ,s,q"<v,h[ Vn' :Vn]>>
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9. P[o vo D h <n,s,q> =
1 2
A
A
n'atFAIL ➔ <n,s,q> P[o D h <n,s,q> , <n,s,q> P[o ]
1
1
where <n',s',q >
K(P[o D h <n,s,q> )
1
10. P[ *PD h <n,s,q > = <n,s,q>AP[E[pDsD h <n,s,q>
11. P[o&o ]

2

n'

=

h <n,s,q>

(where

where <n • , s' , q • >

PIT (o 1 &o 2 ) & o ] h
3

13. P[
14. P[
15. P[
16. Fl[

nil, abort, fail, n"$$v or n" .. v)

FAIL,ABORT ➔ <n,s,q>AP[oD h <n,s,q>,
<n,s,q>

12.

o = h',

K ( P[

A [-

A
<n,s,q> P[o ] h <n I

P oD h

2

,Sf

,q I > I

o] h <n, s, q > )
A

& (o &o ) )] h <n,s,q>
1
2 3
(o vo ) & o ] h <n,s,q>
<n,s,q> P[ (o &o ) v (o &o )] h <n,s,q>
1 2
3
1 3
2 3
A
(o $v) & o ] h <n,s,q>
<n,s,q> P[o & ((n$$v) & o )D h <n,s,q>
1
1
2
2
A
<n,s,q> Fllo &((n .. v)&o )] h <n,s,q>
(o .v) & o D h <n,s,q>
1
1
2
2
A
( *Pl & 02D h <n,s,q > = <n,s,q> Fll<E[p]s) &o 2 ] h <n,s,q> .
<n,s,q>

<n,s,q> P[o
A

Remarks.
The essential difference with the definition of step in Chapter 3 is
that here we do not use explicit stacks (c and a). The alternatives remaining are remembered implicitly as can be seen from clause 9: matching against
o

v o amounts to matching against o if this match succeeds or is aborted.
1
2
1
Otherwise i t is the same as matching against o and afterwards against o
1
2
starting with the correct intermediate result <n,s',q> .
The subsequents to be applied later are in principle retained in the
pattern component itself. Clauses 11 through 16 all deal with patterns of
the form o & o'. Clause 11 (o

=o)

gives the case where o does not have

implicit alternatives which means that no backtracking too is possible. In
that case matching against o is tried, and we go on if this match succeeds.
In all other cases ( 12 - 16) we have to find out which elementary pattern
component has to be matched against first. We solved this by first decomposing the first operand of o & o' until an elementary pattern is reached.
For instance the pattern structure (((h vh )$v) &fail) &o' will be rewritten
1 2
as follows (where we assume that matching starts with cursor position given
by the numeral n):
(((h vh )$v) & fail) & o' ➔
(clause 12)
1 2
( (h Vh ) $v) & (fail & o') ➔
(clause 14)
1 2
(h vh ) & ( (n$$v) & (fail & o')) ➔
(clause 13)
1 2
(h & ((n$$v) & (fail &o'))) V (h2 & ( (n$$v) & (fail & o')).
1
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Now we use clause 9, and first investigate the first operand of this disjunction which is (h

& ( (n$$v) & (fail & o'))). On this pattern structure we
1
then apply clause 11, clause 1, etc.
Notice also clause 10 and 16 of the definition. If, while matching,
the scanner encounters an *-Operator, first the corresponding pattern component is evaluated using

E,

before proceeding.

The claim on the functionality of

P,

in particular that P yields

values in I+, and also the statement that the above definition is an inductive one, has to be justified. We do this by presenting a complexity measure
Con pattern structures such that all structures occurring in the right-hand
sides of the clauses of the definition of P have smaller C-values than the
o's in the corresponding left-hand sides. The following function C, defined
on Pa.t by structural induction, does the job:
C[h]

C[v] = C[nil] = C[abort]

C[p$vD

=

=

C[p.vD

C[ fail]

C[n$$v]

C[ n .. v]

2CrpD + 2

C[ *P] = C[ PD + 1
C[pl&p2]

2C[p1] + C[p2]

C[ p vp ]
1 2

max{ C[ p

1

D, C[ p 2]}

+ 1.

We are now ready to define the function

0: Pa.t

➔

S:tlt

O[p] h s

O with

functionality

➔ S ➔ Ras follows:

=

(n'

= ABORT,FAIL)

where <n' ,s' ,q'>

=

+

"

<n',s'>,<n',s' q'>,

K(P[E[p]s] h <O,s,<>>.

In order to be able to prove an equivalence result similar to the one
in Chapter 5, we need some auxiliary facts:
LEMMA 6. 3.
1. N[ (pl &p2) & P3D

N[p1 & (p2&P3l]

2. N[ (pl vp ) & P}

N[ (p &p )

2
3. N[ (pl $v) & p2] s

1

V

1 3
h ca q n s

(p2&P3l]

=

N[p

1

& ( (V

-1

-1

n$$v) & p

2

J] s1 h c a q n s

N[p &((V n .. v) & p l] sl h C a q n s
h C a q n s
4. N[ (p .v) & p ] s
1
2
1
2
1
5. N[ (*P1l &p2] s l h c a q n (Vs) ~ N[ (E[pl]s) & P2] s 1 h ca q n <Vsl.
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PROOF.
and 2. By writing out the respective clauses in the definition of

N.

3 and 4. By Lemma 4.1, by result 1 of thi s lemma, and by the fact that

N[ <*P1) &p2] sl h ca q n (Vs)

5.

N[ *P ] s
h {N[p ] s
h c}
1
1
2
1
N[p ] (Vs) h {N[ p ] s h c}
1
1
2
N[E[p ]s] s h { N[p ] s h
1
2
1
1
N[ (E[pl]s) &p2] sl h ca q
Now if we want to prove

(def. N)

a

q n (Vs)

(def. N)

a

q n (Vs)

(Lemma 6.2, 6 .1)

c} a q n

(Vs)

n (Vs).

0

(def. N)

O and M equivalent i t appears that we have to

formulate a rather complicated induction hypothesis relating

N and P.

Thi s

is due to the fact that in the operational definition of this chapter no
counterparts of the entities c and a from the denotational definition exist.
We have to capture the effects that subsequents and alternatives may have by
formulating the following induction hypothesis. The main trick is that we
capture the effect of the alternative a in the denotational definition by
quantifying over all alternatives.
LEMMA 6 .4. For all o, h,

n,

P[o] h <n,s,q>
where list

:!c

[

sand

:!c

>-a •

q we have

L[ o] h ready a (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)

$ iff

either

K

(list)

or

K

(list)

or

K

= <FAIL,sl,ql> and$= ;\a•a(Vsl)

l

= <ABORT,s ,q > and$= ;\a • <ABORT,(Vs ) >
1
1 1
(list) = <n ,s ,q > and$= ;\a•<Vn ,(Vq )(Vs )> .
1
1
1
1 1 1

PROOF . By induction on the C-complexity of o . We have to distinguish all
cases as occurring in the definition of P which is tedious. So we give a few
typical examples. We define lhs = K(P[o] h <n,s,q>) and rhs
;\a •

L[ o] h ready a (Vq) (Vn) (Vs) .

2.

(nil)

lhs

<n,s,q > and rhs = ;\a•<Vn,(Vq) (Vs) >

3.

(fail)

lhs

<FAIL,s,q> and rhs = ;\a • a(Vs)
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8.

(n' .. v)

<n,s,qA<v,h[Vn' :Vn]>> and

We have lhs

rhs

Aa•L[n' .. v] h ready a (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)

Aa • ready a (As • ( (Vq)s) {h[Vn ' :Vn]/v}) (Vn) (Vs)
<Vn, ( (Vq) (Vs) l {h[Vn ' :Vn]/v}>.
So we have to prove that this is equal to (V(qA<v,h[Vn ':Vn] >)) (Vs) and
this is true by the definition of
9.

V.
Q

(o1Vo2). Let <n2 ,s2,q2> = K(P[ol] h <n,s,q>).
A. n

2

= ABORT.

,q > and by induction we have for all a':
2 2
L[olD h ready a ' (Vq) (Vn) (Vs) = <ABORT ,Vs2>.

Then lhs = <ABORT,s

This holds in particular for a' =

LIIo) h ready a (Vq) (Vn)

and we

thus get for all a: L[o vo ] h ready a (Vq) (Vn) (Vs) = <ABORT ,Vs >.
2
1 2

B. n

2

€

Nwn.

The argument is similar to that in case A.
C. n

2

= FAIL.

We have lhs = K (P[o ] h <n,s ,q>) .
2
2
By induction we have for all a' that
L[o ] h ready a' (Vq) (Vn) (Vs) = a' (Vs ). This holds in particular for
2
1
a' = L[o D h ready a (Vq) (Vn) and we get
2
rhs = Aa •L[o vo ] h ready a (Vq) (Vn) (Vs)
1 2
Aa•L[o ] h ready {L[o D h ready a (Vq) (Vn)}(Vq) (Vn) (Vs)
1
2
Aa•L[o ] h ready a (Vq) (Vn) (Vs ).
2
2
Now we can apply the induction hypothesis, for C[o ] < C[o vo ].
2
1 2
12. ((o &o ) &o ). Use Lemma 6.3.1, and the induction hypothesis (notice
1 2
3
that C[o & (o &o )] < C[ (o &o ) & o}.
1
2 3
1 2
16. ( ( *Pl & o ) . Use Lemma 6. 3. 5 and the induction hypothesis. D
2
THEOREM 6.5. For all p, hands we have V(O[p] h s) = M[p] h (Vs).
~ - We have M[p] h (Vs) = N[p] (Vs) h ready fail
= L[E[p]s] h ready fail

(As•s) 0 (Vs) =

(As•s) O (Vs) by Lemma 6.2.

Let K(P[E[p]s] h <O ,s,< >> = <n ,s ,q >. There are three cases.
1 1 1
1. nl =FAIL.By Lemma 6.4.: M[pD h (Vs) = fail (Vsl) = <FAIL ,Vsl>.
By the definition of Owe have O[p] h s = <FAIL,s >.
1
= ABORT, then by Lemma 6.4 we have that M[p] h (Vs)
1
and by the definition of Owe have O[p] h s = <ABORT , s >.
1

2. If n

<ABORT ,Vs >
1
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£ Nwn then Lemma 6.4 gives MllpD h
1
the definition of O yields O[pD h s = <n

3. If n

V<n 1 ,s 1 Aq 1 > = <Vn 1 ,(Vq 1 ) (Vs 1 )>

(Vs) = <Vn 1,(Vq 1) (Vs 1 )>, while
,s A1 >. Now by Lemma 5.2:
1 1 1

and we are ready.

□

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This report presents the first results of a project in which we aim to
study various semantical aspects of the matching process in SNOBOL4. The
next step to be taken is to allow patterns as values of variables, instead
of strings as was the case here. This will lead to a

(denotational) store

S which will be a function from variables to patterns, where patterns are
modelled by functions which describe (amongst others) store transformations.
This suggests a reflexive (circular) definition of the domain of stores,
and an equivalence proof like the one given here will be much harder to
construct.
This is why we chos e to do some "ground work" first, and this p a per
presents the results of it. We chose the SNOBOL subset such that all essential aspects of pattern matching are reflected in it, apart from the idea
that patterns can be values of variables.
The denotational semantics given here should be compared with the one
given by TENNENT [9] which is far more complicated due to the fact that a
much larger subset of SNOBOL4 is involved here. Our semantics can be viewed
as a simplification of Tennent's, resulting in a semantics that describe
the matching process clearly with no more tools and complications than
needed.
In Chapter 6 we showed that one has to be careful in designing an
operational semantics, if one wishes to prove an equivalence result. The
semantics of Chapter 3 is inspired by the operational semantics in STOY [8].
We borrowed his idea to carefully provide for each denotational notion a
corresponding operational notion. For instance our operational semantics
uses a class of subsequents and a class of alternatives which correspond
to the denotational domains C and A. This made the equivalence proof
manageable, as can be seen when one compares the proof in Chapter 5 with the
one in Chapter 6 where an operational semantics was used which was less
carefully designed.
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Apart from Stoy's, the papers by GIMPEL [3 ] and PAGAN [6] should be
mentioned. They provided many useful details about the peculiarities of
the SNOBOL language.
Finally , I like to mention Jaco de Bakke r, who has r e ad an earlier
version of this paper and who came up with useful comments, and also
Ruurd Kuiper with whom I had fruitful

discussions on the topics treated

here.
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Goto Statements: Semantics and Deduction Systems
Arie de Bruin
Mathematical Centre, Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Summary. A simple language containing goto statements is presented, together with a denotational and operational semantic for it. Equivalence of
these semantical descriptions is proven.
Furthermore, soundness and completeness of a Hoare-like proof system
for the language is shown. This is done in two steps. Firstly, a proof system
is given and validity is defined using (a variant of) direct semantics. In this
case soundness and completeness proofs are relatively easy. After that, a
proof system is given which is more in the style of the one by Clint and
Hoare [8], and validity in this system is defined using continuation semantics. This validity definition is then related to validity in the first system
and, using this correspondence, soundness and completeness for the second
system is proven.

1. Introduction
In this report we present several ways of looking at the meaning of goto statements. We define a simple language containing goto statements, and present
an operational definition of its semantics in the sense of [9]. We also give a
denotational semantics, using the concept of continuations [17]. Furthermore
we prove that these definitions are equivalent.
After that we turn our attention towards a Hoare-like deduction system, as
proposed in [8], for proving partial correctness of programs of our language.
It appears to be surprisingly complicated to justify this system. The essential
rule in the deduction system is (for programs with one label only)
{p} goto L {false } 1- {p 1 } A 1 {p}
{p} goto L{false } I- {p} A 2 {p 2 }
I- {P1} A1; L: A2 {pz}

0001-5903/ 81 /0015/0385/ $08.00
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and the unusual assumption {p} goto L{false } already gives an indication of possible complications. The main problem is how validity of the construct
{p} A { q} has to be defined .
If we investigate how the inference rule given above will be used in correctness proofs, we observe that the assumption {p} goto L{false } is used as a
trick to indicate that p always holds before execution of goto L. Or, stated
another way, the assertion p in the assumption serves as a so called label invariant: if we want to prove partial correctness of a program S which contains
a label L , then we can use the assumption {p} goto L{false } in the proof to
describe that p holds whenever label L is encountered during evaluation of S.
Thus the introduction of an assumption like {p} goto L{false } in a proof only
serves the purpose to indicate what the label invariant at L will be.
This report gives two variants of the deduction system and the above observations are used in the first one. Here there are no assumptions, the label
invariants needed are stated explicitly within the formulae of the system. These
formulae will have the form

<Li : p1 , ... , Ln:Pnl {p} A{q}),
where P; is the invariant corresponding to label L;. Validity of a formula like
this one has to be defined in terms of the meaning of statement A occurring in
it. Things become too complicated if we use the customary denotational definition with continuations and environments. Techniques in the spirit of "continuation removal" [13] are used to define the meaning of statements such that
a definition of validity is possible which is both perspicuous and useful. After
that, soundness and completeness of the deduction system will be proved.
Once this result has been established we investigate a deduction system like
the one given by Clint and Hoare. We give a definition of validity of formulae
like {p} A {q} using the ordinary continuation semantics. This definition resembles closely the one given in [13]. Furthermore this definition of validity is
such that

{pi} goto L 1 {false }, ... , {p"} goto L"{false } I= {p} A {q}
holds, if and only if in the other system the formula

is valid. This result will then be used to prove soundness and completeness for
the second deduction system.
This two level approach has the following advantages. In the first variant of
the system we take only those elements of the Clint-Hoare system into account
that are really necessary. This has as a consequence that the definition of validity and the arguments in the soundness and completeness proofs are as perspicuous as possible. Though straightforward proofs of these properties for the
second system must essentially be the same as the ones for the first variant,
they are bound to be obscured through all additional details which we have to
deal with. The way we handle this problem is to separate the "essential proof"
from the "additional details".
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The rules and axioms in the second system are just like the ones in other
Hoare-like system; and we can combine these into one system quite easily.
Using the validity definition for the second variant of the system, as given in
this report, it must possible to combine the results stated here with analogous
results concerning other language constructs (such as while statements, recursive procedures and the like; cf. de Bakker's monograph [5], see [l , 2], and
[6]).

2. Syntax
We use the following classes of symbols:
"fta/t, the (infinite) class of variables with typical elements x, y, z. We assume
this class to be ordered
Y va/t, the class of label variables with typical element L
ffeoym ={fu 1 , • • . ,furn}, the class of fun ction symbols. We denote the arity of Ju;
by arJ;
!!/1,oy= = {r e 1 , ... , re"}, the class of relation symbols. The arity of re; is denoted
by arr; .

Next, using a self-explanatory variant of BN F, we define the classes ~ exfz
(boolean expressions) with typical element b, <ffxfi (expressions) with typical
elements s, t, Ytat (statements) with typical element A, and :? hop (programs) with typical element S :
~exfz
b :: = true lb1 V b2I 7 bl rel (s l , ... , sa,,,)I ... lren(s I' . . . ' Sarr)
<ffx/z
s ,,= xlfu 1 (s 1 , • .. , s0 , 1 ,)1 ... lfum(s 1 , .. . , s0 , 1 J
Ytat
A: : = x :=sl(A 1 ;A 2 )l if b then A 1 else A 2 fi lgoto L
&top
S : : = L: AIL : A;S
with the additional requirement: if L 1 : A 1 ; ... ; L" : An is a program, then all labels L ; are different.
The symbols f u; and re; are the primitive function and relation symbols.
We did not specify them further, because we do not wish to go into details
concerning the basic calculations our programs S can perform. Rather do we
want to describe the way programs specify more complex calculations using
these primitives as building blocks.
The clause (A 1 ; A 2 ) in the definition of Y t a-t deserves some comment. It
is usual to omit parentheses in cases like this one, thus admitting the grammar
to be ambiguous. In general there is no problem there, because the meaning of,
say (A 1 ; A 2 );A 3 and A 1 ;(A 2 ; A 3 ) will be the same. Of course this holds in our
case too. However, complications show up in our definition of the operational
semantics. For instance, for the auxiliary semantic function ~o=fz the equality
does not hold.
Putting parentheses all over the place is tedious though. We therefore use
the convention that the operator ";" associates to the right, which means that
A 1 ;A 2 ; . •• ; A" should be read as (A 1 ; (A 2 ; ( ... ; A") . .)).
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Anticipating the deduction systems of Sects. 6 and 8 we give the definition
of the syntactical class d oon (the assertions) with typical elements p, q.
d oon p

::=

true IP1 VP217 plre1(S1, ... , sarr)l ... 1ren(s1, ... ,sa,,JI 3x[p]

It turns out that d o0n is just a language ff for the first order predicate calcul us, based on the classes :Foym and fJ/i oym. Furthermore we see that S xft is
exactly the class of the terms of ff, and that fJI ex ft is the set of all quantifier
free formulae of ff.
The rest of this paragraph gives some notational conventions and useful
definitions. We use the symbol
to refer to syntactical identity, i.e., B C
means that B and C are the same sequence of symbols. The following abbreviations will be used:

=

=

bl /\bi= 7(7b1 V 7b2)
b 1 =ib 2 = 7b 1 v b 2
if b 1 then b2 else b3 fi = (b 1 Ab 2)v(7b 1 Ab 3 )
false

=

7 true

[L;:A;]7=1

=

L1:A1 ; ... ;Ln:An.

We define the property that a label L occurs in A inductively by
a)
b)
A I or
c)

no label occurs in a statement of the form x: = s
L occurs in (A 1 ; A 2 ) and in if b then A I else A 2 fi , if either L occurs in
L occurs in A 2
the only label occurring in goto L is L.

Let S= [L;: AJ7= 1 • We say that
+) Lis declared in S if L=L; for some i (l ~i~n)
+) L occurs in S if either L is declared in S or L occurs m some A;
(l~i~n)
+) S is normal if all labels occurring in S are declared in S.

3. Operational Semantics
In our semantics functions will be used abundantly. Often these functions will
be of higher order, which means that they have functions as arguments and/ or
values. In order to keep our notation as clear as possible we first state some
conventions on this point.
a) The class of all functions with domain A and range B will be denoted by
(A --> B)

b) The class of all partial functions with domain A and range B will be
denoted by (A~ B)
c) The convention will be used that "--," associates to the right. For example, A-> B --> C must be read as A-> (B--> C)
d) We will in general omit parentheses around arguments, using the convention that function application associates to the left. Thus, assuming
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fE(A-B- C-D), a EA, bEB, cE C, for some A , B, C and D, the entity
((f(a))(b))(c) can be written asfabc
e) The above convention has the following exception: every syntactic entity
used as an argument will be enclosed in [·]-type brackets. This is done to
provide a clear distinction between the object language of Sect. 2 and the language used to denote the semantic objects.
As a starting point of our semantical considerations we first discuss the
meaning given to the symbols in ff oym and fYioy m . An interpretation .f of the
primitive symbols is an (m+n+ 1)-tuple ( D,Ji!. 1 , • • • ,.f!!m, re 1 , ••• , re" ) , where
D is a non-empty domain,

Ji!.i

is a function in (D arf; - D), for i= 1, ... ,m, and

rei is a relationcD•rr; (i=l, ... ,n).

All semantic functions to be defined will depend on an underlying interpretation of the primitive symbols, though the notation we use won' t show this
dependence. For instance, the function giving the meaning of the expressions
will be denoted by '°Y, instead of ,,y; or something like that.
We now choose an arbitrary interpretation .f and assume this interpretation
to remain fixed for the rest of this paper (unless we explicitly state otherwise).
A state is a valuation of the variables from "f/" a-i in our domain of interpretation D. The set of all states is denoted by L, with typical element a. In
principle the meaning of a statement will be a partial function from states to
states. The function is partial, due to the possibility of nonterminating computations. We consider it useful not to allow partial functions and therefore
include the undefined state
in L. This leads to the following definition:

.1

L=("Y" a-i- D) v {-l} .
We denote the set of all defined states by Lo , i.e. L 0 =("Y" a-i -+D).
Let dED . A variant a{d/x} of a state a is a state a' differing from a only in
the variable x , or explicitly

a{d/x}

=l.1, if a= .1 and otherwise a[y] 1fx$
.
y
a' E

L o such that a'[y] = { d

.f

I

The next syntactic classes to be handled are !?I ex ft and
inductively the semantic functions
"f/": t!xft - L 0 - D

"ift : !?lex ft- L O - {ff, tt}.
Note that "f/"[s] a, and "ift[b] a are not defined for a= .1.
Definition of

"f/".

"f/"[x] a= a [x]
"f/" [ /u/s 1 ,

. •. ,

s

0

,

1 )]

a=f:ti ("f/"[ s 1] a, .. . , "f/"[s. ,d a).

_
X= Y·
tff x

ft. We will define

A.de Bruin
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Definition of "fl/".

'if'[true] a =tt

11' [b 1 v bi] a= tt, if 'il'[b 1] a= tt or 'il'[b 2 ] a = tt, and ff otherwise
11'[ 7 b] a= tt, if 'il'[b] a= ff, and

ff

otherwise

if <1-'"[ s 1] (J , ... , 1' [sarr,] a )
otherwise.

E r_g;

The semantic definitions given above are basic in the sense that they will be
the same for the denotational semantics. We now turn to the operational semantics proper.
We want to define the meaning of a statement A as a function that, given
an initial state a as an argument, yields a so-called computation sequence r.
Such a computation sequence is a possibly infinite row of states from I:, the
elements of which can be viewed as the successive intermediate states produced
by evaluation of the statement A starting in initial state a. The semantic function that maps statements on their meaning in the above sense will be called
Cfio -nzjz.

In order to be able to handle these computation sequences, we prese nt the
following definitions:
a) ( Computation Sequences)

z: + is the class of all non-empty finite sequences <a 0 , ... ,a. ) for some n~O,
such that a; EL for i=O, 1, .. . ,n
z:w is the class of ail infinite sequences <a 0 , a 1 , .•• ), such that a; EI: for all
i ElN
I: 00 , with typical element r, is defined through I: 00 =I:+ u z:w.
b) (Concatenation)

Let r 1 ,

, 2

EL 00 • The concatenation of, 1 a nd , 2 , notation , 1 " ,

2,

is defined by

l) if, 1 =< a 0 ,

... ,a.)E L + and , 2 =<a~, ... , a~)EL+ then
=<a o' ... ' a,, ' a~' ... ' a~ ) E I: +
2) if, 1 =<a 0 , ••• ,a.)EL+ and , 2 =<a~, a\, ... ,)ELw then
' 1 n '2 = a o, a 1 , · · · , an, (J~, a\ , · · · ) E z:w
3) if, 1 E L w then , 1 nr 2
•
1

'i n'

2

<

=,

c) (K-Function)

The function

KE

(I: 00 ----> I:) is defined by
if ,ELW
if ,=<ao,···,(Jn)EL+.

There is a last remark to be made before we give an exact definition of
Cfio-nzfz . We must be aware of the fact that A can contain substatements of the

form goto L, and we should have a way to get to know how evaluation of A
proceeds once such a substatement is reached. We therefore supply the func-
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tion '??omfi with an extra argument, namely an element of f!l'w ?, meant to
provide the "declaration" of the labels occurring in A. '??om fi will then have
the following functionality :

and the computation sequence '??.om/z [ ( S, A) ]a is meant to be the row of
intermediate states appearing during evaluation of A starting in state a, where
the labels are defined by the program S.

Definition ('??omft ). A. '??omfi [ ( S, A)] a= ( _l_ ) if a= 1-.
B. '??omfi [ ( S , A ) ]a for a E I: 0 is defined recursively by
1. '??omft [ ( S,x: =s ) ] a= ( a {'Y'[s] a/x} )
2. '??omfi [ ( S, if b then A 1 else A 2 fi ) ] a
={( a )n'??omft [ ( S,A 1 ) ] a,
if if'"[b] a=tt
( a) n'??omft [ ( S, A 2 ) ] a,
if '#'"[b] a=ff
3. '??omft [ ( S, goto L ) ]a
( a )"'??Mnft [ ( S,A;;A; +i• ··· An ) ]a,
if S=[L 1 : A;]7_ 1 ,
and L=L; for some i, 1 ;;;;i;;;;n
undefined, otherwise
4. '??omft [ ( S, (x: =s; A')) ] a= ( a {'Y' [s] a/ x} )"'??omft [ ( S, A' ) ] (a{'Y'[s] a/x})

=

j

5. '??omft [ ( S, ((A"; A"'); A')) ] a= ( a )n'??omfi [ ( S, (A "; (A"'; A')) ) ] p
6. '??omft [ ( S, (if b then A" else A "' fi ; A'))] a =
( a )n'??omft [ ( S,(A"; A')) ] a ,
if'#'"[b] a=tt
{ ( a )n'??omfi [ ( S,A"' ;A')) ]a,
if 'if""[b]a=ff
7. '??omfi [ ( S, (gotoL ; A')>] a= ( a )n'??omft [ ( S, goto L ) ] a.
Some remarks on this definition will be useful. This style of defining is
taken from Cook [9]. The definition should be viewed as a method for stepwise generating computation sequences. Each step will consist of replacing an
occurrence of some expression '??o m ft [ ( S, A) ] a using a rule from the definition. The rule to be applied depends on the form of A and is in fact uniquely
determined by A . It is possible that this process won't terminate. In that case
an element r of I:"' will be generated. However this r is well defined in the
sense that every member of it is precisely determined.
The difficulties that arise by allowing goto statements in the language are
reflected in clauses 4 to 7 of the definition. The problem is that
'??.omft [ ( S,(A 1 ;A 2 )) ]a cannot be defined easily in terms of <&omft[ ( S,A 1 ) ]
and '??omfi[ ( S,A 2 ) ], because evaluation of A 1 may terminate through execution of a substatement which is a jump out of A 1 . The solution given here is
to decompose a statement (A 1 ; A 2 ), using rule 5 or 6, as long as it remains
unclear whether an assignment or a jump has to be executed first. When this
has become known, rule 4 or 7 can be applied.
The extra states ( a ) which are added in the right-hand sides of clauses
2, 5, 6 and 7 are strictly speaking superfluous. They are introduced in order to
be able to use induction in the proof of lemma 5.2 in a more elegant way. Note
however that the ( a ) added in rule 3 is necessary, because we want
'??omft [ ( L: goto L, goto L ) ] a to be equal to ( a,a, ... ) EI:"', not to ( a ) EI: +.
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Finally, from the definition it can be seen that the following holds: if all
labels in A and S are declared in S, then ~om,fi [ (S, A)] a is defined for all a.
We close this chapter by defining the operational meaning (!)[S] for each
program S in Y'tofl'- This meaning will be a state transformation, i.e. an element of (1:-1:). The state 0[S] a is meant to be the last element of the
computation sequence ,, generated by evaluation of S starting in state a. More
precisely:

Definition (0). The function

(!)

has functionality

and is defined by

0[S] a= K(~om,fi [ ( S, A1 ; ... An)] a),
ifS=[L;:AJ?=i·

4. Denotational Semantics
We now give semantical definitions in the style of Scott & Strachey [15], with
additions (due to Strachey & Wadsworth [17] among others) to accomodate
the peculiarities that goto-statements entail. The mathematical concepts used
in these definitions are summarized below, so that we will be able to refer
to them later on. Furthermore it can serve as a very concise introduction for
those who are not yet acquainted with it. More details can be found in [5] or
[ 16] for instance.

1. A pair ( C, C) is called a complete partial order (or a cpo) iff C is a nonempty set and C a partial order (i.e. a relation that is reflexive, transitive and
anti-symmetric) such that
a) C contains a smallest element, called bottom and written as 1-c or just
1-, i.e. Vc E C: 1-[;;; c
b) Every sequence c 1 [;;;c 2 [;;; ... of elements from C (called a chain, notation
(c;);: 1 or (c;);) has a least upper bound LJ c;, satisfying
ci:) V c;:

C;b

LJ cj

(upper bound)

j

/3)

Vd E C: [(V C;:

C;b d) =>

LJ C;b d]

(the least one).

2. I: as defined in the previous chapter, supplied with partial order C, defined by
a-Ca'<=> (a=a' v a= 1-)

is a cpo. A cpo with partial order defined this way is called discrete.
3. Let A and B be cpo's, and f E(A- B)
a) f is called monotonic iff Va,bEA: a[;;;b => fa[;;;fb
b) f is called strict iff f 1- = 1-. The class of all strict functions from A to B
will be denoted by (A ---.----, B)
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c) f is called continuous iff f is monotonic and for every chain (a); in A,
we have f(LJ a;)= LJ (fa;). The class of all continuous functions in (A~ B) will
i

i

be denoted by [A ~ B].
4. Let A and B be cpo's. Then [A ~ B] is a cpo, if order, bottom and lub
are defined by
a) fr;;;._g ~ \faEA:far;;;._ga
b) _l_[A - BJ=.fo . l_B
c) if ([;); is a chain then LJJ;=Jca · LJ (J;a).
i

i

5. Let A; be a cpo for i = 1, ... , n. Then A I x .. . x An is a cpo, if order, bottom and lub are defined by
a) ( a 1 , .. . ,an)r;;;._(a'1 , .. . , a~ ) iffa;r;;;._a; for i=l, ... ,n
b} J_A 1 x ... xA n= (_l_, ... , _l_ )
c) if ( a\i), ... ,a~)) is a chain, then LJ(( a\;>, ... ,a~)))= ( LJa\i), ... , LJa~> ).
i

i

i

6. Let A be a cpo. Every continuous function /E [A ~ A] has a least fixed
point, written µf, with properties
a) f(µf)= µf
fixed point property, notation fpp
b) V x EA U(x)r;;;._ x
µfr;;;._ x]
least fixed point property (lfp)
c) µf=LJJ;(l_), withf\_l_) defined by J 0 (_l_)=_i,p+ 1 (_l_)=f(f;(_l_}).

=

We now discuss the denotational semantics for statements from !/tat.
Again we are faced with problems about what to do with substatements of the
form goto L. In the operational semantics this was solved by giving ((fomfz an
extra argument S= [L; : A;]?=1, which was used in essence to associate with
each label L; the statement A; ; ... ; An. The meaning of goto L ; was practically
the same as the maning of A; ; ... ; An, which could be reduced to a state transformation (i.e. K o ((fomfz [( S, A; ; ... ; An ) ], always a strict function) . This function, applied to a state a yields a final state a', which is the result of evaluation
of the statement A;; ... ; An . In other words, a' is the result of evaluation of the
rest of the program which will be executed after goto L; has been evaluated.
The denotational semantics uses the same approach but in a more abstract
way. Instead of giving for each label a program text that specificies a state
transformation, we now provide this transformation directly. This is organized
as follows: the semantic function % is given an extra argument y, called an
environment, which is a function from 2'va1t to (I' ~
I'). In the definition of
% we then will have a clause like % [ goto L] y = y[L] . (How this y[L] is
obtained from the declaration of L in a program S will be discussed later when
we come to define the meaning of programs.)
Thus we see that the meaning y[L] of the statement goto L in an environment y is a state transformation that doesn' t describe the evaluation of goto L
only, but also of the rest of the program to be evaluated once goto L has
been executed. But then the same must be true for an arbitrary statement A as
well. In the operational semantics care was taken of this, because the text of
the rest of the program to be evaluated remained available (see clauses 4-6 in
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the definition of ~o-mfi). Here we will use an abstraction of this idea resembling the approach of the goto statement. Instead of keeping track of a text
defining a state transformation, we supply this transformation as an extra argument of%. Such a transformation ¢ is called a continuation, and it is meant to
describe the effect of evaluation of the "rest of the program", textually following the statement being defined. Summarizing: if¢ specifies how evaluation of
the program proceeds once the right-hand end of A has been reached, and if y
specifies for every label L how evaluation of the program proceeds once we
have reached L , then we want % [A] y</J to specify the evaluation of the program starting from the left-hand end of A.
This approach also solves the problem how to define the meaning of
(A 1 ;A 2 ) in terms of the meanings of A, and A 2 • The meaning % [(A 1 ;A 2 )] y¢
of (A 1; A 2 ) in environment y with continuation¢, will be equal to the meaning
of A, in environment y, but now with a new continuation ¢'. For if evaluation
of A, terminates normally (i.e. not through execution of a goto statement),
then afterwards the statement A 2 has to be evalulated. Thus the continuation
¢' must be equal to the meaning of A 2 in environment y with continuation ¢.
The exact definition of% will use some new domains which will be defined
now:
a) M =(1:-----;-> 1:) with typical elements ¢, 1/1, is the domain of the continuations. We use the convention that continuations appearing as an argument
of% will be enclosed in curly brackets if that improves readability.
b) r = (!i'vM-> M) with typical element y, is the domain of the environments. We define a variant y{<PfL} of an environment the same way as we did in
the case of sta tes: (y{</J/ L})[l'.]=y[L] if l'.$L, and¢ if l'.-=L. We also use a
simultaneous version: (y{</J;/L;}?- 1)[L]=y[L] if L$L; for i=l, ... ,n, and </J; if
L = L; (when we use such a construct, all L; will be different).
Definition (%). The semantic function % with functionality

is defined inductively by
% [x ==s]y¢er= {

..L
'
¢(er{-Y[s] er/x}),

if er=..L
otherwise,

% [(A, ;Ai)] y</Jer=% [A 1] y{.K [Az] y</J} er,
if er= ..L
'
{
..L
% [ if b then A, else A 2 fi ] y</J er= ; [A 1] y</Jer, if erct ..L and 'if""[b] er = tt
% [Ai] y</Jer, if erct..L and 'if""[b]er=/f,
% [ goto L] y</Jer=y[L]er.
The claim on the functionality of % in the above definition must be justified. It is though easy to show that V AE!/tal VyET V </JEM: .K[A]y</J EM.
The following lemma holds:

Lemma 4.1. For all AE!/tat, and all yE T we ha ve
A(</J1' ···, <Pn + I)· %[A] (y{</JJL;}?- 1) <P +1E[Mn+ 1-> M].
11

Proof Straightforward by induct10n on the structure of A. □
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We now turn to the definition of the meaning of programs. The semantic
function .tit: r!Jwfl---> r ---> M will be used for this purpose.
A program S =[Li : AJ?= 1 can be considered as a combination of a statement A 1 ; ... ; An and a definition of the labels L 1 , ... , L,,. The state
..i[[Li: AJ?= 1 ] ya- is meant to be the final state reached by evaluation of
A 1 ; ... ; An starting in initial state a-, where the labels L; are defined by S (for i
= 1, ... , n) and all other labels by y.

Definition (.tit) . .tit [[L;: AJ?=1 ] y = JV [A 1; ... ; An] (y {¢/LJ?= 1){ fo · <7 }, where

<¢1, •· •, <Pn) = µ[ 2< i/J I,···, 1/ln ) · <JV[A;] (y {t/J/LJJ= 1) 1/J; +I)?= 1J,
where 1/ln+l = AO"·O".

Remarks. a) There is an assumption in the above definition that has to be
justified. We have to show that the operator of which <¢ 1 , ••. , <Pn> should be the
least fixed point is a continuous one, i.e. a member of [Mn ---> Mn]. In that case
this least fixed point exists. The fact that this transformation is continuous can
be proved using Lemma 4.1.
b) The function ¢; can intuitively be seen as the state transformation defined by evaluation of A; ; ... ; An where the labels are defined by S and y. This
might be clarified as follows. By fpp we have
<Pn =JV[An] (y {¢/ L;}?= 1) {fo · <7}
and

<Pn - I= JV [A,, _ 1] (y {¢/ L;}?= 1) <Pn
=%[An- I] (y{¢/L;}?= 1) {JV[A,.] (y{¢/ L;};'= 1){AO"· a-}}
=.!V[An- l; An] (y {¢/L;};'= 1 ) {Au· a-}.
Repeating this argument we get

Moreover, these ¢; are precisely the values which we would expect to be associated with the labels L; .
For later reference we state the following definitions and results.

Lemma 4.2. Let S =[Li: AJ?= 1 E r!Jiofl, let y Er and let ¢; be deri ved from S and
y as in the definition of .tit. Also, let ¢\kl and y(k) be defined inducti vely by:

¢ \O) =AO"·

4.2.1.

¢;=LJ¢\kl

J_

fori=l, ... , n

¢~kL = Au. a-

for k=O, 1, .. .

y(k>= y { ¢?>/Li}'l= I

for k=O, 1, .. .

(i=l , .. . ,n).

k

Proof This is a straightforward consequence of facts 5 and 6c from the
theoretical remarks in the beginning of this section. D
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Proof See remark b) above.
4.2.3.

D

¢\k>[: % [Ai ; ... ; An]y<k -

l)

{A.a· CJ"}

(I~ i ~ n, k = l, 2, ... ).

Proof Induction on k. The basic step (k = 1) can be proved using the fact that
J.¢ · % [A] y¢ is monotonic and that
% [Ai ; ... An] Y<P =%[A;] y {% [Ai + I ; ... ; An] Y¢}.

The induction step is proved as follows:
¢\k) = % [A;] y<k -

I)

¢\~1 1)

= % [AJ y<k- 1) {% [A i+[ ] y<k- 2)¢\~-/>} =( # ).

Now we use Lemma 4.1, and the fact that continuity implies monotonicity to
show that % [Ai + J y<k- 2>¢t-/>c;;; % [Ai + 1]y<k - 1 >¢\~2 1 > and thus, using 4.1
again:
( # )(: % [AJ y<k- 1) {% [Ai + 1] y<k- 1) ¢\~-/> }
=%[Ai ; Ai + J y<k- 1) ¢\k+-/>.

Repeating the argument we get
¢ \kl [:%[( ... (Ai ; Ai + 1); ... ); An)] ylk-

l)

{fo · a}

= Y [Ai; Ai + 1; ... ; An] y<k- l >p.a · a} ,

where the last identity is easy to prove from the definition of JV

□

We will close this section by taking another look at the meaning of statements A. We saw that the function % [A] essentially yields a continuation as a
result. This result depends on a number of continuations, which are supplied to
% [A] either directly as an argument (the ¢ in % [A] y¢) or implicitly
through y, as meaning of the labels occurring in A. In the literature [13] a
method called continuation remo val is described to dispose of the ¢ in the
above formula, yielding a more direct approach: the meaning of a statement is
a state transformation instead of a continuation transformation. This has only
been done for statements A which didn't contain goto statements as substatements.
We now take one further step: we show how to deal with goto-substatements. We will define a function d giving the meaning of a statement A as a
(total) function from I: 0 to 1: 0 u (I: 0 x !t?vM ), such that
d [A] a=a'

means that evaluation of A terminates normally in state a' (i.e. not as the result
of an execution of a goto statement), and
d[A]a= ( a', L )

means that evaluation of A terminates by execution of a substatement goto L
in state a'.
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Put another way, a statement A containing goto-substatements can be viewed as a statement with one entry point (where evaluation of A starts}, but
with several exit points, namely the normal exit point (the right-hand end of the
statement) and the special exit points (viz. the substatements goto L). We call
an exit point determined by a substatement goto L an L-exit point. The function .sil then specifies for every initial state (J the kind of exit point which will
be reached and the final state in which this exit point will be reached . This is a
formalization of the considerations in [3].
The function .sil, applied to a statement A and an initial state (J, thus yields
a final state (J 1 which is the result of evaluation of A, and not of evaluation of
A followed by some continuation (as was the case in Y [A] y¢ (J). Since in the
deduction systems to be discussed later we deal with formulae {p} A { q}, where
q is a predicate on the final state at the normal exit point, we can expect that
the function .sil will be more useful than Y (see Sect. 6).
We now give the definition of d .

Definition (.sil). The function .sil with functionality d : Y t at-----> I: 0 -----> I: 0 u(I: 0
x 2va i ) is inductively defined by
d[x :=s] (J=(J{ 'i'[s] (J/x }

{d (d

.sil [(A . A )] =
[A 2]
[A 1] (J),
i , 2 (J
.sil [A1](J,

if d [A 1 ] (J EL 0
otherwise

d [if b then A 1 else A 2 fi] (J={d [[Ai]] (J,
.sil A 2 (J,
d [goto L] (J= ( (J, L ).

if ,V [b](J=tt
if 1r[b](J=ff

We have the following lemma on the relation between d and %.

Lemma 4.3.

1°. .sil [A](J=(J 1

2°. d[A] (J= ( (J' , L )

= VyE I' V<j)EM : Y

= VyEI' V¢EM: Y

[A] y¢(J=¢(J'

[A] y¢(J= y[L] (J'.

O

Proof The =-parts of I and 2° are straightforward by structural induction.
The =-parts can be proven by contradiction. For instance, proving 2° " = ",
suppose VyE I' V¢ EM: Y [A]y¢(J= y[L](J', and d [A](J=j= ( (J',L). Then we
have two possibilities.
The first one is d [A] (J= ( (J",I'. ) (where (J' =j=(J" or L$L'.) and thus, using 2°
"= ", Vy EI' V¢EM : Y [A]y¢(J= y[I'.](J". Now choose y such that
y [L] (J' =t= y[I'.] (J" and we have a contradiction.
The other possibility is .sil[A](J=(J". Then we have (1 ° "=")V y EI'V¢EM :
Y [A] y¢(J=¢(J", and we reach a contradiction by choosing y and¢ such that
y[L] (J' =l=<P(J". □
5. Operational and Denotational Semantics are Equivalent
Our aim in this section is to prove the following

Theorem 5.1. Let S = [L;: A;]?= 1 be a program. If S is normal (i.e. all labels in S
are declared) then
V yE I': C9 [S] = ..i [S] y.

Proof We first prove C9 [S][: ..i [S] y, using the following
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Lemma 5.2. Let S = [L;: AJ?= 1 E g'iu,9, y Er, and let </J; be derived from S and y
as in the definition of .,I{. Let A E Y I a l and let all labels occurring in A and S
be declared in S. Then

Proof of the Lemma. Because all labels are declared in S, it is impossible that
'6'tm1;z [ ( S, A) ]cr be undefined. If cr = _l , or if cr=tc _l and '6'onz;z [ ( S, A) ]crEl°w,
then the left-hand side of(*) is equal to _i , and the inequality holds. So let us
assume that cr=tc_i and '6'onifi [ ( S, A) ]crEl° +. We prove(*) using induction on
the length of the computation sequence '6'omfi [ ( S, A)] er (in fact, assuming
that this computation sequence is finite, we can prove equality in (*)). We
distinguish several cases, depending on the structure of A. We shall abbreviate
y {</J;/L;};'= 1 to y.
a) A =X, =s . Then the left-hand side of(*) is equal to cr{ 'f'"[s] cr/ x}, and so
is the right-hand side.
b) A = if b then A 1 else A 2 fi . Assume if"[b]cr=tt (the other case can
be proved analogously). Then K('6'omfi [ ( S, A) ] er) = K (( cr )n<fomfi [ ( S, A 1 ) ] er).
Now the length of %om.ft [ ( S, A 1 ) ] er is clearly one Jess than the length of
'6'omfi [ ( S, A>] er, so we can apply the induction hypothesis, yielding
K(Comp [ ( S, A) ] er) = K(<fomfi [ ( S, A 1 )

]

er)

(;;;.% [A 1] y{fo -cr} cr =.% [A] y {,lcr -er} er.
c) A = goto L. Because all labels in A are defined in S, we have L = Lj for
some j. Thus

K('6'omfi [ ( [L; : AJ?= 1 , A ) ] er)
=K(( cr )n'6'omft [ ( S, Aj; . . . ;.An ) ] er)

(ind. hyp.)

(;;; ...¥ [A j ; ... ; An] Y{ACT · CT} CT

(4.2.2)

=</Jjcr= y [Lj] er

= .% [ goto

LJ y{fo • er} er.

d) A=(x ==s;A').

K('6'omfi [ ( S, A)] er)= K('6'omfi [ ( S, A')] (er {'f'"[ s] cr/ x}))
(;;;.% [A'] y {A.o-· cr} (cr{ 'f'" [s] cr/ x})
=.%[x, = s] y {.%[A '] y{}, cr ·er}} er

(ind .)
(def. .%)

= .%[(x, = s ; A')] y Per· er} er.
e) A = ((A 1 ; A 2 ); A')

K(<t'onifi [ ( S, A) ] er) = K(<t'omft [ ( S, (A 1 ; (A 2 ; A')) ) ] er)
(;;; .% [(A 1 ; (A 2 ; A'))] y {Acr -cr} er
= .% [((A 1 ; A 2 ); A')] y{Acr · er} er.

(ind.)
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b then A1 else A 2 fi ; A'). We suppose, without loss of generality,

that "#"'[b] a=tt. Then
K(<(!omft [ <S, A)] a)= K(<(!omft [ <S, A 1 ; A')] a)

(ind. hyp.)

[:%[A 1 ; A'] y{fo · a} a

(def.%)

=%[A 1 ] y{%[A'] y{fo• a}} a

(def.%)

=%[ if b then A1 else A 2 fi ] y{%[A'] y{.fo· a}} a
= %[if b then A I else A 2 fi ; A')] y{A.a · a} a.
g) A =(goto L; A').
K(<(!omft [ <S, A)] a)= K(<(!omft [ <S,

(ind. hyp.)

goto L)] a)

[:%[goto L] y{Aa · a} a

(def.%)

=%[goto L] y{%[A'] y{Aa ·a}} a

(def.%)

=%[(goto L ; A' )] y{fo•a} a.
This ends the proof of Lemma 5.2.

D

We now use the lemma to prove C9[s][:..i[S] y
Choose y E f' and a EI. By definition of C9 we have
C9 [S] a= K(<(!omft [ <S,A 1 ;

••.

in

the following way.

;A.)] a).

Now all labels in S are declared and thus the same holds for A 1 ;
lemma then gives us

... ;

A •. The

where the </J; are obtained from S and y as in the definition of .,I{. But, for
those </J;, the definition of ..i gives us

which gives us the desired result.
For the proof of ..i[S] y[:C9 [S], we again use a lemma:

=

Lemma 5.3. Let S [L;: AJ7= 1 E &'209 be normal. Let y E f' and k E JN. Let </J;,
<JJ)k> and ylk> be derived from S and y as in lemma 4.2. Then,for all A E Y tat such
that all labels in A are declared in S, and for all a EI, we have
... ( +)

Proof of the Lemma. We use induction on the entity <k, c[A]) with lexicographic ordering -<. We don't take c[A] to be the obvious complexity of A.
This wouldn't work because of the form of the definition of <(jomft. For instance, in rule 5 the statement (A"; (A'"; A')) occurring in the right-hand side of
the rule would be as complex, according to the usual complexity measure, as
((A"; A'"); A') in the left-hand side.
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We define c[A] inductively by: c[x, =s] =c[goto L] = 1; c[A 1 ; A 2 ]
=2c[A 1 ] +c[A 2 ] ; c[ if b then A 1 else A 2 fi ] =c[A 1 ] +c[A 2 ] .
a) A= x, = s. Then

b) A= if b then A 1 else A 2 fi . Without loss of generality, we assume
'if""[b]a=tt. Then the left-hand side of ( +) equals JV [AJ y<k>p.a · a}a, and
the right-hand side equals K(~=ft [ ( S, A 1 ) ]a). Now, because ( k,c [A 1 ] )
-< ( k, c[A]), the desired result follows from the induction hypothesis.
c) A= goto L. From the assumptions of the lemma, we infer that L = L; for
some i. Now:

%[goto

LJ y<k>p.a • a} a=(y1k>)[L;] a=c/J\k>a
(:%[A;; ... ; An] ')'(k-l) {fo · a} O'.

(4.2.3)

Also ( k-1 ,c [A;; ... ; An] )-<( k, c[ goto LJ ) , so we can apply the induction
hypothesis
%[A;; .. . ; An] y<k- l ){.fo · a} O'

[;K(~omft[(S,A;; ... ;A n) ]a)

(def. ~omft)

= K(~omft [ ( S, goto L;)] a).
d) A =(x= =s; A').

% [(x: = s; A')] ylk){fo . a} a
=%[A'] y<k>p.a • a}(a{ 'i' [s] a/x})

(c[A'] -<c [x==s ; A'])

b K(~omft [ ( S, A')] (a{ 1-"'[s] a/x}))
= K(~omft [ ( S, (x: =s ; A')) ] a).
e) A = ((A 1 ; A 2 ); A'). We have % [((A 1 ;A 2 ); A')]=%[(A 1 ;(A 2 ;A'))] and
c [(A 1 ; (A 2 ; A'))] -< c[((A 1 ; A 2 ); A')] . The induction hypothesis thus yields
% [ (A 1 ; (A 2 ; A'))] ylk>p.a • a} a

b K(~omft [ ( S, (A 1 ; (A 2 ; A')))] a)
= K(~omft [ ( S, ((A 1 ; A 2); A'))] a).
I) A= (if b then A 1 else A 2 fi ; A'). Wi thout loss of generality, we assume
that 'if""[b] a=tt. We then have

% [ A] ylklp.a • a} a=%[A 1 ; A'] y<k>p.a • a} a

b K(~omft [ (S, A 1 ; A')]

(ind. hyp.)

a)= K(~omft [ ( S, A) ] a).

g) A= (goto L; A').

%[(goto L; A')] y<k>p.a • a} a= % [ goto L] y<k>p.a • a} a

b K(~omft [ ( S, goto L ) ]

(ind. hyp.)

a)= K(~omft [ ( S, goto L ; A')] a).

This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.3.

D
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We now are able to prove ..i[S] y[:CIJ[S] .

..i[S] y = .K [A 1 ; ••• ; An] (y{ef> j L;}?= 1 ) {Ao-· o-}
= .K[A 1 ; ... ; An] (y {LJ ¢\kl/L;}?= 1 ) {Ao- · o-}

(Lemma 4.1)

k

= LJ (.JV[A 1; ···; An] (y {ef>\kl/L;}?= !){A.CT · CT}).
k

Now, taking A= A 1 ;
we can conclude

.. . ;

An, the assumptions of Lemma 5.3 are satisfied. Thus

and thus

LJ .K [A 1 ;

•• • ;

An]({ef>\kl/L;}?= 1 ) {Ao-· CT}

b

K

O

<fJumjt [ ( S, A 1 ;

•.. ;

An) ].

k

But also, by definition of (I) :

which completes the proof.

D

Note that Theorem 5.1 is independent of the interpretation of the primitive
relation and function symbols chosen, in the sense that the theorem holds for
all underlying interpretations f

6. Deduction System: First Variant

In [10] Hoare proposed to attach meanings to programs by means of a proof
system which can be used to derive properties of programs. These properties
are described by (partial) correctness formulae , essentially having the form
{p} S{q} . Such a construct has informally the following meaning: if evaluation
of S terminates, starting from an initial state in which p (the precondition)
holds, then in the final state q (the postcondition) holds.
We start with a discussion of these conditions p, which in the sequel will be
called assertions. The class of all assertions is dO-:Jn, with typical elements p, q.
We define :
p: :=truelp1 V P2I 7plre1(S1,··· ,sarrJl ·••lren(s1 ,··· ,sa,rJl3x[p].

We define false , p 1 /\ p 2 , p 1 =:; p 2 and if b then p 1 else p 2 fi as in Sect. 2.
The assertions are meant to describe predicates on states. The semantic
function giving the meaning of assertions is :!I and has functionality

:!I: daan-----> I: 0 -----> {ff, tt}.

:Tis defined inductively by:
a) :!/[true] o-=tt
b) :!l[p 1 v p 2 ] o-=tt if :!l[p 1 ] o-=tt or :!l[p 2 ] o-=tt, and ff otherwise
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c) ff[7p]a=tt if ff[p]<T= ff, and ff otherwise
d) ff[rei(s 1 , ••• ,sarr)]a=tt if <f[s 1 ]a, ... ,f[sarrJa)Erfi, and ff otherwise
e) ff[:lx[p]]a=tt if there exists an element d in our domain of interpretation D such that ff[p](a{d /x})=tt, and ff otherwise.
Note that ff depends on the underlying interpretation .f, because f does
(d)), and also through clause e) of the definition.
Next some definitions and results on substitution. We say that an occurrence of a variable x in an assertion p is bound, if this occurrence is within a
sub-assertion of the form :lx [p']. An occurrence of x in an assertion p is called
free if it is not bound.
The result of substituting all (free) occurrences of x in s and p by t, will be
denoted by s [t/x] and p [t/x] respectively. The definition of s [t/x] is
a) y[t/x]=t if Y=X and y otherwise
b) (fui(s 1 , .•. , sa,1 )) [t/x] = f ui(s 1 [t/x ], ... , sa,J, [t/x]).
Using this definition p [t/x] can be defined by
a) true [t/x] = true
b) (p 1 vp 2 )[t/x]=p 1 [t/x]vp 2 [t/x]
c) (7p)[t/x]= 7(p[t/x])
d) (rei(s,, ... , sa,,)) [t/x] =rei(s, [t/x], ... , Sarr, [t/x])
:ly[p], if X=Y
:ly[p[t/ x]], if x$y and y does not occur int
e) (:ly[p])[t/x]= :lz[p[z/y][t/x]] if x$y and y occurs int, where z
is the first variable in fa1, such that z$x,
z doesn't occur in t, z doesn't occur free in p.
The following results on substitution will be useful.

l

Lemma 6.1. a) If x doesn't occur ins then Vd ED: f [s]a= f [s](a{d/x})
b) if x doesn't occur free in p then Vd ED: ff[p]a=ff[p](a{d/x})
c) f[s[t/x]]a=f[s](a{f[t]a/ x})
d) ff [p [t/x]] a= ff [p] (<T{ f[t] a/ x} ).

Proof Straightforward by induction. We prove the hardest case of d), i.e. where
the assertion has the form :3 y [p]. There are three cases.
1) Y=X. ff[:lx[p] [t/x]]a=ff[:lx[p]]a=tt iff :ld ED: ff[p](a{d /x})=tt.
Now ff[p](a{d/x})=ff[p](<T{f[t]a/x}{d/x}), and therefore ff[:lx[p]]a=tt,
iff :ld ED: ff[p](<T{Y[t]a/x}{d/x})=tt, and this 1s true whenever
ff[:lx [p ]](a {f[t] a/x} )= tt.
2) y$x and y doesn't occur int. ff[(:3y[p])[t/x]]a=ff[:3y[p[t/x]]]a=tt
iff :ld ED: ff[p[t / x]](<T{d/ y})=tt
(ind. hyp.)
iff :ld ED: ff[p](a{d/ y}{f[t](a{d/y})/x})=tt
(a))
iff :ld ED: ff[p](a{f[t]a /x}{d/ y})=tt
iff ff[:ly[p]](a{f[t] a/x})=tt.
3) y$x and y occurs int. ff[:ly[p][t/x]]a=ff[:lz[p[z/y][t/x]J]a=(#)
where z $ x, z doesn't occur in t, z doesn't occur free in p.

Now ( # )=tt iff :ld ED: ff[p[z/y] [t/ x]](a{d/z})=tt

(ind . hyp.)

iff :ld ED: ff[p](a{d/ z}{f[t]<T'/x}{a"[x]/y})=tt,
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where cr'=a{d/ z} and a"=a' {'i"'[t]a'/x}. Now x$z, so a" [z]=d. Furthermore
z doesn't occur int, so 'i"'[t]a' = 'i"'[t](a{d/z})= 'i"'[t]a. Thus we get

(#)=tt

iff 3d ED: §"[p](a{d/z}{'i"'[t]a/x}{d/y})=tt.

Because z doesn't occur in t, and y does, we have z $ y. Also we have z $ x and
y$x, so
( # )=tt

iff 3d ED : ff[p](a{'i"'[t]a/x}{d/y}{d/z})=tt.

Because z doesn't occur free in p, we can use result b) of the lemma, to get
( # )=tt

iff 3d ED: ff[p](a{'i"'[t]a/x}{d/y})=tt
iff 5"[3y[p]](a{'i"'[t]a/x})=tt. D

Having defined assertions and substitution, we now proceed to describe
how these notions are to be used in correctness formulae. A typical axiom of
our proof system will be the assignment axiom, roughly of the form

{p[s/x]}x : =s{p}.
This axiom can be justified by the following considerations. The statement
x ,=s transforms an initial state a to a final state a' =a{'i"'[s]a/x} . Now
suppose p[s/ x] is true in a, that is, ff[p[s/x]] a=tt, or (Lemma 6.ld}
ff [p](a{'i"'[s]a/x})=tt. But a{'i"'[s]a/x} is equal to the final state a', so we
have that p is true in a', which is what we wanted.
A rule of inference in the system will be the rule of composition, stated
informally

The justification of this rule goes somewhat like this. Say we start evaluating
A, ; A 2 in state a where p, is true. Now, after evaluation of A 1 , we have reached an intermediate state a' where (due to {pi} A 1 {p 2 }) the assertion p 2 holds.
Evaluating A 2 in state a' delivers a final state a" where p 3 holds, for
{p 2 } A 2 {p 3 } is true. Thus we have the desired result.
Another rule of inference is the rule of consequence :

which is obviously valid.
The fact that we allow goto statements in our language complicates things.
The problem becomes apparent if we take another look at the rule of composition. For instance, if the first statement A I in A= A 1 ; A 2 is identical to
goto L, then the justification of the rule as given above doesn't apply anymore.
After evaluation of A 1 , the next statement to be executed is not A 2 , as was
assumed there. Complications are caused by the fact that a statement A can
have more than one exit point, namely the normal exit point and the special Lexit points (cf. the discussion after Lemma 4.2).
We can maintain the rule of composition though, if we formulate the meaning of the formula {p 1 } A {p 2 } somewhat differently, namely as follows: if A is
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evaluated beginning in a state where p 1 hold s, and evaluation of A terminates
at the normal exit point of A, in state cl, then Pz holds in cl.
Now according to this informal validity definition the formula
{p} goto L{q}

... (#)

would be valid for every assertion p and q, for evaluation of goto L always
terminates by "j umping away". However this brings up new problems. For
example, the form ula
{true } L 1 , x:= l; goto L 2 ; L 2 : x:=x {x=O}

would now be derivable, by the following steps
(assignment)
l. {true } L 1 , x , = 1 {x = 1}
2. {x=l} gotoL 2 {x= 0}
( #)
(assignment)
3. {x=O} L 2 : x:=x {x=O}
(composition).
4. {true } L 1 : x:= l ; goto L 2 ; L 2 : x: =x {x=O}
But clearly, after evaluation of L 1 , x: = 1; goto L 2 ; L 2 : x= = x the postcondition
x= 1 holds.
These difficulties have been solved in [8]. The solution is in essence to
put a restriction on the preconditions p allowed in ( # ), and amounts to the
following. Suppose we want to prove {p}S{q}, where S=L 1 :A 1 ; ••• ;L":A,,.
Now assume we can find a list of label in variants p 1 , ••• , Pn· These Pi are assertions which we assume to be true every time label Li is reached during execution of S, starting in initial state satisfying p. We now refine our notion of
validity once more, and define validity (with respect to the invariants Pi at Li
for i = 1, ... , n) informally as follows :
(*) The formula {p} A {q} is called valid, iff for every evaluation of A the following holds : if p holds for the initial state, then either evaluation terminates at the normal exit point of A and q holds, or evaluation terminates at an Li-exit point of A and Pi holds (for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n).
One can see that, according to (*), the formulae {p} goto Li{q} are no
longer valid for all p. Validity holds however for all preconditions p such that
p => Pi• In particular {p;} goto Li {false } is valid (i = I , ... , n). Notice also that
the inference rules and the assignment axiom given earlier remain valid according to(*).
Now if we can derive {p;} Ai {pi+ 1 } using these rules and axioms, and also
the formulae {p)gotoLj{false}, then we know that {p;}Ai{Pi + t} must be
valid according to (*). This means the following: if we consider evaluation of
Ai as a sub-statement of S = L 1 : A 1 ; ••. ; L": An, starting at an initial state for
which Pi holds, then we can infer from the validity of {p;} A; {pi+ i} that at the
normal exit point Pi + 1 holds, and that at every Lj-exit point pj holds. In other
words: when evaluation of Ai terminates because label Lj has been reached then
the corresponding invariant p j must hold ( 1 ;£j ;£ n).
But from this we can infer that {pi}S{Pn+d holds. For, consider an evaluation of S with initial state satisfying p 1 , and suppose that this evaluation terminates. Then this evaluation can be split up in a finite number of subsequent
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evaluations of sub-statements Ai, and since by the above considerations we are
assured that at all "links" labelled Lj the corresponding invariant pj holds we
can infer that Pn +1 is true when the last evaluation of sub-statement An terminates (necessarily at the normal exit point).
The above considerations suggest the following inference rule [8]:
if we can derive {pJ Ai {P; + 1 } (i = 1, ... , n) from the assumptions
{p) goto Lj {false } U= 1, . .. , n), then we may infer

{P1} LI ; A1; ... ;Ln: An{Pn+1} Now the formula {true }S{x=O}, where S=L 1 =x==l; goto L 2 ; L 2 =x==x (sc.
the above incorrect derivation) cannot be derived anymore, but a derivation of
{true } S {x = 1} can be made straightforwardly (take p 1 true, p 2 x = 1).
The inference rule given above leads to compact proofs but, as it stands, is
not so suitable for proof-theoretical considerations. Accordingly, we shall now
give a more tractable variant of the proof system. In section 8 we shall give a
formal justification of the above rule.
It can easily be seen that the assumptions {p) goto Lj{false } (j=l , ... ,n)
are introduced in the above inference rule only because our proof system must
be able to contain information on the label invariants P; which are used in the
proofs. The method that we apply is to take these invariants up in the formulae occurring in the proofs. Our correctness formulae will look like

=

=

( LI : PI , · · · , Ln ; PnI {p} A {q} ) ,
so the invariants pi corresponding to L; are supplied explicitly in our formulae,
instead of implicitly in the assumptions used in a proof. The informal meaning
of the above formula is the one as given by (*).
After this introduction the following definitions must be clear.

Definition (Syntax of correctness formulae). The class J nvt (list of label invariants) with typical element D is defined by
D ,, = L : p I L : p, D

where it is required that if D=L 1 :p 1 , • • • , L 11 :pn, then Li$L; for i=t=j. We write
[Li: pJ7= 1 instead of L 1 :p 1 , ••• ,Ln:Pn·
We say (L:p) occurs in D (notation : (L : p) in D) iff L=Lj , P=Pj and
D=[L; : pJ;'= 1 for somej (I ~j~n).
The class <(I o-H (correctness formulae) with typical element f is defined by

f == =pl ( D; {p}A{q}>I {p}S{q} .
We write ( DI {p} A{q} ) instead of ( D ; {p} A{q} ) .

Definition (proof system £). The axioms of £

are given by the following

schemes:
(Al)

( DI {p[s/ x]}x==s{p} )

(A2)

( DI {p} goto L {false }>,
where D=[Li:pJ7= 1 , L=Lj, P=Pj for somej (l~j~n) .

(A 3)

p,

where pis a valid assertion (i.e. "i<J

E

I: 0 : Y[p] <J=tt).
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The rules of inference have the form

f,,+ I
(" from f 1, ... , and fn, infer fn + 1") and are given by the following schemes:

(Rl)
(R2)

(R3)

Pi "::JP2, P3 "::Jp4, <DI {p2} A{pJ)

<Dl(p1} A {p4})
P1"::JP2,P3"::Jp4, {p2}S{p3}

{p1} S{p4}
<DI {p 1} A {p 2 } ), <DI {p 2 } A' {p 3})
<Dl{p 1 }A;A'{p 3})

(R4)

<Dl{pAb}A{q})<Dl{pA 7b}A'{q})
<DI {p} if b then A else A' fi {q})

(R5)

<DI {pl} A 1{pz} ), ···,<DI {p,.} An {Pn +1}
{p1}[L;:A;]?= 1 {Pn + J}

Definition (normal pair, normal correctness formula, normal fragment of£). A
pair <D, A) is called normal if all labels in A occur in D.
A correctness formula f is called normal if either f is an assertion, or
f=<Dl{p}A{q}) and <D,A) is a normal pair, orf={p}S{q} and Sis a normal program (i.e. all labels in S are declared).
The normal fragment of the proof system £, denoted by £N, is the system
£ restricted to normal formulae only.
Definition (formal prooO. Let f E C(fo1!/t. A sequence f 1, . .. , fn with f;
= 1, .. . , n) is called a formal proof of f in £ if

E C(fou

(i

a) f =/,,
b) for all J; with 1 ;£ i ;£ n the following holds :
either I) _[; is (an instance oO an axiom
or 2) there exist J;,, ... , J;. E C(fo1!/t with I~ ij< i for I ;£j ;£ k,
such that

is (an instance oO a rule of inference.
We say that f is provable, notation I- f, if there exists a formal proof of f.
The system defined above is dependent on the interpretation f of the
primitive relation and function symbols, because the axioms of (A 3) are determined by :!7, which function depends on Ji. We include all true assertions as
axioms because we don't want to pay attention to deduction systems for the
assertions only. We want to focus on the rules which can be used to prnve
properties of statements and programs. Also, in the proof of completeness of
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our system ("every valid formula is provable") we don't want to be hindered
by deduction systems for the assertions which are possibly incomplete.
We now turn to the question of validity of correctness formulae (again with
respect to an interpretation f). We use the notation Ff to denote that f is
valid. An informal definition of the concept has been given in the remarks
preceding the definition of the deduction system. We will now formalize the
ideas developed there. By now it must be clear that in the validity definition
the semantic function d will be much easier in use than the function .% (see
the remarks preceding the definition of d at the end of Chap. 4).
Definition (Validity). Validity of a correctness formula J, notation F

J; is

defined

by
a) FP iffVcrE17 0 : Y[p]cr=tt
b) F ( DI {p} A {q}) iff
VCT E E O : .o/ [p] cr = tt
(:3 cr' E 17 0 : d[A] cr = cr' I\ Y[q] cr' = t t) v
]
[ (:3cr'El" :l{L:p') in D: d[A]cr=(cr',L)!\.o/[p']cr'=tt)
0
c) F {p}S(q} iffVyE T Vcr,cr'El" 0 : [(Y[p]cr=tt!\cr'=..i[S] ycr)

=

= Y[q]cr'

=tt].
In words this amounts to the following. An assertion p is valid if it is true
in all (defined) states. A formula {p} S {q} is valid, if evaluation of S with initial
state cr satisfying p, either doesn't terminate or terminates in final state cr' for
which q holds. The most complicated case is f = (DI {p} A { q} ). This f is valid
if for every state cr satisfying p the following holds: if evaluation of A
terminates normally in cr' then we want q to be true in cr'; if evaluation
terminates by a jump to some L in state cr', we want this L to be an Li in
D = [L;: p;]7= 1 , and the corresponding assertion pi must be true in cr'.

7. Soundness and Completeness of

~

=

We next like to show that the deduction system is sound (" f-- f
Ff"), and
complete ("Ff= f-- f") . Now the definition of provability as well as that of
validity shows that both notions are dependent on the interpretation f chosen.
In this section we will prove that f-- f
Ff holds for all correctness formulae.
The converse is not true in general. Following Cook [9] we have to put a
restriction on the interpretations allowed: only those interpretations are taken
into account which make the class dMn expressive with respect to the language
&M9. Only if dMn is expressive we can be assured that it is possible to find
suitable label invariants p 1 , ••• ,p"Edoon for every program S=[L;:A;]?=i· The
completeness theorem to be proved will then be that under every interpretation
f such that dMn is expressive with respect to flJ>t,09 we have that Ff
f-- f
for every normal correctness formula f

=

=
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Definition (validity of rules of inference). A rule of inference

is called valid if ( F f 1 , •.. , F fn) => F fn + 1 .
Note that validity of an inference rule again depends on the underlying
interpretation J just like the validity of a correctness formula.
Lemma 7.1. Every axiom and every rule of inference in

.Yf

is valid.

Proof (Al) We have to prove F <Dl{p[s/x]}x==s{p}). We have d[x==s]cr
=cr{f[s] cr/ x} for all crEL 0 . Furthermore ff[p[s/x]] cr=tt implies
ff[p](cr{f[s]cr/x})=tt by Lemma 6.ld. Thus we have that for all crEL 0 with
ff[p[s /x]]cr=tt there is a er', namely cr{f[s]cr/ x}, such that d[x==s]cr=cr'
and ff[p] cr'=tt.
(A2) We have to prove F <Dl{p) goto Li {false }) for D=[L;:PJ?=i·
Choose crEL 0 such that ff[pi]cr=tt. We have d[goto Li]cr=<cr,L). Thus
there is a er', namely a itself and a pair (L :p") in D, namely (L/ p), such that
d [ goto Li] er=< er', L) and ff [p"] er'= t t.
(A3)

Evident.

(R 1) Suppose F p 1 :::, p 2 , F p 3 :::, p 4 and F <DI {p 2 } A {p 3 } ). We want to prove
F <Dl{p 1 }A{p 4 }). Choose a crEL 0 , and assume ff[pJcr=tt. From p 1 :::ip 2
we infer ff [p 2 ] er= t t. The fact that F <DI {p 2 } A {p 3 } holds yields

either :lcr'EL 0 : d[A]cr=cr'J\ff[p 3 ]cr'=tt. But in this case we can use
F p 3 :::ip 4 to infer :3 er' E L 0 : d[A] cr=cr' J\ff[p 4 ] er' =tt
... (*)
or

:lcr'EL 0 : :l(L:p") in D: d[A]cr=<cr',L)J\ff[p"]cr'=tt

But now we have proved ff[p 1 ] cr=tt

=>

... (**)

(*) v (**), and we conclude that

F <DI {pi} A {p 4 } ) holds.

(R 2)

Analogously.

(R 3) Suppose F <DI {p 1 } A {p 2 } ) and F <DI {p 2 } A' {p 3 } ). We have to prove
F<Dl{p 1 }A;A'{p 3 }). Choose a crEL 0 such that ff[p 1]cr=tt. From
F <DI {p 1 } A {p 2 }) we infer that

either (d[A]cr=cr' J\ff[p 2 ]cr'=tt) for some cr'EL 0
or

...

(1)

(d[A] cr=<cr',L) J\ff[p"] cr'=tt) for some cr'EL 0 , (L:p") in D ... (2)

ad (1). F <DI {p 2 } A' {p 3 }) and ff [p 2 ] er'= tt for some er' E Lo give us:
either (d [A'] er'= a" I\ ff [p 3 ] er"= t t) for some er" EL O • From d [A] er= er'
and d[A']cr'=cr" we infer d[A;A']cr=cr". Furthermore we have
ff [p 3 ] er"= tt,
or

(d[A']cr'=<cr",L)J\ff[p"]cr"=tt) for some cr"ELo and some pair
(L:p") in D. But then d[A]cr=cr' and d[A']cr'=<cr",L) give us
d[A; A'] er= <er", L) and we have also ff [p"] er"= tt.

ad(2).From d[A]cr=<cr',L) we have d[A;A']cr=<cr',L). Furthermore
we have have ff [p"] er'= t t.
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The conclusion is that for every choice of <J the conditions imposed by the
definition of I= ( Dl{p 1}A;A' {p 3 } ) are satisfied.
(R 4)

can be proved analogously using results like
(.Ji1[A] <J=<J'

A

if"[b] <J=tt)

= .Ji1[if b then A else A' fi] <J=a'.

(R5) Suppose 1= ( Dl{p;}Ai{Pi + d > (i=l , ... ,n}, where D=[Li : p;]7= 1. We
have to prove I= {pi} [Li : A;]?= 1 {p" + 1 }, or equivalently
Vy E 1 'ef <J, <J' E L o [(ff [p1] <J= tt

I\

A[[Li : A;]?=1ha = a')

= ff [Pn+ 1] a' = tt].

So, choose y E r , and let </> i, </>)k>and y<kl be derived from [L; : A;]?=1 and y as in
Lemma 4.2. We now prove the following lemma.

Lemma. Vk E lN [\:fa,<J' EL: (ff [p;]<J=tt /\ a' =</>)kl<J)
=l, ... ,n+l].

= ff[Pn + ]a' =tt, for
1

i

Proof (induction on k). Basis (k=O). This is easy, because (i) <J>\ 0 >=J.<J • 1- for i
=1 , . . . , n and therefore there is no a ' EI" 0 such that a'=<J>\ 0 >a; (ii) </>~;~ 1 =A<J · <J,
but then the assumption reduces to ff [Pn +1 ]<J=tt /\ <J' =(A<J·<J)<J=<J, and thus
the conclusion ff [p" + 1] <J' = tt holds.
Indu ction Step. Choose an i (1 ~ i ~ n ; the case i = n + 1 is again trivial) and
a,<J'E L 0 such that ff [pJ<J=tt and a' =</> )k+ 1 >a. Now 4>jk +1 >a
= ..1V [AJ y<k>4> jk>a. From I= ( Dl{p;}Ai{P; + 1}) we know that

choose

either .s;1 [AJ a = <J" and ff [p; + 1] a" = t t, for some a" EL O • But then we
have a' =</> )k+1 >a=</>)~ 1 a" (using 4.3.1 °}. Induction hypothesis, and
ff [P; + J <J" = tt yield ff [Pn + 1] <J' = tt,
or

d [AJ<J= ( a", L) and ff [pi]a" =tt, for some <J"E I" 0 and some j
(1 ~ j ~ n). Now a' =</> )k+1> a= JV [AJ y<k><J>)~ 1 a= y<kl [Li] <J" =<J>Y> <J"
(using (4.3.2°). Induction hypothesis and ff [pi] <J" = tt yield
ff [Pn + 1] a' = tt.

This proves the lemma.

O

Now, returning to the proof of I= {p 1} [L i: A;]?= 1 {Pn + 1}, we have by definition that Jt [[L; : A;]?=1] y = % [A 1; ... ; A"](y{<J> j L;}?= 1 ){ l <J · <J} =</>, by
Lemma 4.2.2. And </> 1 = LJ </>\k>, by Lemma 4.2.1.
k

Choose a, <J'E L 0 such that ff[p 1 ]<J = tt and a' =</> 1 a. Then (because </> 1 a
= LJ (</>\kl <J)) there is a k such that a' = </>\"Ii> a, and the lemma gives us
k

ff [Pn +J <J' = tt.
This proves I= {p 1}[Li : A;]7= 1 {Pn + 1}, which was the last clause in the
proofof7.1. O

Theorem 7.2. 771e proof system .Yf is sound, i.e. for every interpretation
every correctness formula f we ha ve f- f
I= f

=

Proof Induction on the length of the proof off, using Lemma 7.1.

§

and

O

We now turn our attention to the question of completeness of the proof
system, i.e., I= f
f- f If f is an assertion p, then we can simply use axiom
scheme (A3), so there is no problem here.

=
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The next possibility is f=<Dl{p}A{q}). Suppose this f is valid. Now we
have to construct a formal proof of this formula. This will be done using the
concept of weakest precondition: we will show that for all DE...fmvt, AE!ftat and
p E d-:J-:Jn (such that <D, A) is normal), we can construct a q E d-:J-:Jn which is the
weakest formula that makes <D l{q}A{p}) valid (by "weakest" we mean true
in as many states as possible). This is part of Lemma 7.4.
In the same lemma we show that for this assertion q the formula
<Dl{q}A{p}) is provable. Once we have reached this result, the rest is easy.
We use the property that, if q expresses the weakest precondition of A with
respect to p and D, and if r= <DI {p'} A {p}) for some p' E d-:J-:Jn, then we have
r= p' =:J q (otherwise the precondition q wouldn't be the weakest one). Thus in
this case we can derive <Dl{p'}A{p}) using (Rl).

Definition (weakest precondition). Let AE!ftat, pEdorm, DE...fmvt. We say that
q expresses the weakest precondition of A with respect to postcondition p and
invariant list D iff
V <1EL 0 : Y[q] <1=tt
¢>

(3<1'EL 0 : [d[A]<1=<1' AY[p]<1'=tt])v
]
[ (3<1'EL 3(L:p') inD : [d[A]<1=<<1',L)AY[p']<1'=tt]).
0

We write pc::cwp[A,p,D] to express this.
Lemma 7.3. Let AE!ftat, p,qEd&.m, DE...fmvt. If qc::cwp[A,p,D], then

a) r= <DI {q} A {p})
(i.e., q is a precondition)
b) Vp'Ed-:J-:Jn: [r= <Dl{p'}A{p})
r= p'=:Jq]

=

Proof Immediate from the definitions.

(q is the weakest).

D

Lemma 7.4. For all AE!ftat, pEd&.m, DE...fmvtsuch that <D,A) is normal, we
can find q E .91-:J-:Jn for which q c::c w p [A , p, D]. Moreover for this q we also have
I- <DI { q} A {p}) in YfN.

Proof By induction on the structure of A. We distinguish four cases.
1°. A=x,=s. Choose pEd-:J-:Jn and DE...fnvt. Then p[s/x]c::c
wp[x,=s, p, D]. For, choose <1EL 0 . We have to show
Y[p[s/x]] <1=tt

¢>

(3 <1' E Lo [(d[x, =s] <1=<1') /\ Y[p] <1' =tt])v
(3<1' E Lo 3(L: p") in D [(d[A] <1 = <a', L)) /\ Y[p"] <1' = tt]).

Now d[x, =s] <1= <1 {-r[s] <1/x} E Lo , so the above equivalence comes down to
Y[p[s/x]] <1=tt

¢>
¢>

3 <1' E Lo [(d[x, =s] <1=<1') /\ Y[p] <1' =tt]
Y[p] (<1{Y[s] <1/x})=tt,

and this is 6.2d.
Furthermore, we have

I-

< Dl{p[s/x]}x,=s{p}) by (Al).

2°. A=A 1 ;A 2 . Choose pEd-:J-:Jn and DE ...fnvt such that <D,A) is normal.
By induction there is a q'Ed-:J-:Jn with q' c::cwp[A 2 ,p,D] and I- <Dl{q'}A 2 {p})
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in~- Again by induction we have qE do-:Jn such that q~wp[A 1 ,q' ;D] and
f- ( DI {q} Ai{q'} ) in~ First, we will show that for this q we have q~wp[A 1 ;A 2 , p,D]. Choose a
aEL 0 . We have to prove

Y [q] a=tt

¢>

(3 a' E L 0 [d[A 1 ; A 2 ] a= a' A Y [p] a' = tt]) v
(3 a' E L 0 3(L: p') in D[d [A 1 ; A 2 ] a= ( a', L ) A Y[p'] a' = tt]).

We distinguish two cases :
a) d [A 1]a=a". We then have d[A 1 ; Az]a= d [A 2 ]a" by definition of
.SIi. Using these facts the above equivalence reduces to

Y [q] a=tt

¢>

(3 a' E L 0 [d[A 2 ] a" = a' A Y[p] a' = tt]) v
(3 a' E Lo 3 (L :p') in D[d[Az] a" = ( a', L ) A ff [ p'] a'= tt]),

and by q' ~wp[A 2 ,p,D] this is equivalent to Y[q] a= tt
Now we have by q~wp[A 1 , q', D]
5""[q]a=tt

¢>

¢>

Y [q'] a" = tt.

(3a' EL 0 [d[A 1]a=a' Aff[q']a' =tt]) v
(3 a' E Lo 3 (L :p') in D[d [A 1 ] a= ( a ', L ) A ff [p'] a' =tt]).

Substituting a" for d [A 1] a (that is the assumption) the right-hand side of the
equivalence reduces to Y [q'] a" = tt, and we are ready.
b) d[A 1 ]a= ( a", L' ). We then also have that d [A 1 ; A 2 ]a= ( a ", 1'.') and
the definition of q ~ wp[A 1 ; A 2 , p, D] reduces to

Y [q] a= tt

¢>

3p" E doon [(I'.' : p") in D A Y [p"] a" = tt].

But this equivalence is immediate from q~wp[A 1 , q', D] and d[A 1] a
= ( a", 1'.'). So, we have proved that q~wp[A 1 ; A 2 , p, D] .
The proof that ( Dl{q}A 1 ;A 2 {p} ) can be derived i n ~ is easy by the
assumptions on q and q' (using rule (R 3) of composition), and the fact that the
pair ( D, A 1 ; A 2 ) is normal (which means that ( D l{p 1 }A 1 {p 2 }) and
( D l{p 2 }A 2 {p 3 } ) are normal formulae).

3°. A ==if b then A, else A 2 fi . Choose pE doon and DE.h nvt', such that
( D, A) is normal. By induction we ave q 1 , q 2 Edoon such that

<D I{q

>

q,~wp[A 1 , p, D]

and

f-

q 2 ~wp[A 2 , p, D]

and

f- ( D I{q 2 } A 2 {p} )

I }

A I {p}

in~
in~ -

We will show that for q = if b then q I else q 2 fi we have

a) q~wp[ if b then A 1 else A 2 fi , p,D]
b) ( Dl{q} if b then A, else A 2 fi {p} )

in ~-

a) Choose a aE L 0 . Without loss of generality 'if"[b] a=tt. Then

Y [ if b then q 1 else q 2 fi ] a=tt

¢>

Y [q 1 ] a=tt.
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Also d[if b then A 1 else A 2 fi ] o-=d[A 1] a . Now q 1 ~wp[A 1 ,p,D] 1s
equivalent to

.'Y'[q 1]o-=tt

<c:>

(3o-'EL 0 [d[A 1 ]o-=o-' /\.'Y'[p]o-'=tt]) v
(3 a' E L 0 3 (L: p') in D [d[AJ a= ( a ', L ) "§'[p'] a'= tt]).

Combining these results, we get
§'[if b then q 1 else q 2 fi ] a= tt <c:>
(3 a' E L 0 [d[if b then A 1 else A 2 fi ] a= a'" .'Y'[p] a'= tt]) v
(3p'EL 0 3(L:p') in D[d[if b then A 1 else A 2 fi ]o-= ( o-',L )/\.'Y'[p']o-' =tt])
and this is the result we were aiming at.
b) We have q "b =(if b then q 1 else q 2 fi) "b, and thus t= q " b :::i q 1 • Also,
using (A3) and (Rl), and f--- ( DI {q 1 } A {p}) (in~) we get f--- ( DI {q "b} A 1 {p})
in ~- Analogously f--- ( DI {q" 7 b} A 2 {p}) in ~- So, by inference rule (R4):
f--- ( Dl{q} if b then A 1 else A 2 fi {p}) in~40. A= goto L. Choose pEdoon and DEfnvt, such that ( D,A ) is normal.
This means that we have a qEdoon such that (L:q) in D. We prove
q~wp[goto L,p, D] . We have to prove

§'[q] a= tt

<c:>

(3 a' E L 0 [d[goto L] a= a'" §'[p] a'= tt] v
(3 a' E L 0 3 (L'.: p') in D [..sat [ goto L] a= ( a ', l'.) "§'[p'] a'= tt]).

Because d[goto L] a= ( a, L )

.'Y'[q] a= tt

<c:>

E

L ox 2vM, the equivalence reduces to

3 p' E doon [(L : p') in D I\ §'[p'] a= tt].

Now we have (L: q) in D and thus the right-hand side is equivalent to
.'Y'[q] a=tt.
Furthermore, in order to show that f--- ( DI {q} goto L{p} ) in ~ ' we have
by (A2) f--- ( Dl{q} goto L{false }) and by (A3) f--- false :::ip. So we can use
(R 1) to derive f--- (DI {q} goto L{p}) in .tt'N.
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.4. □
Observe that in this lemma it is not merely proved that there exists a
formula q expressing the weakest precondition for any A, p and D, such that
( D, A) is normal. The proof also provides a purely syntactical method to
derive such a formula. This shows that for every A, p and D with the above
restriction, we can construct an assertion q expressing the weakest precondition.
Thus this q is independent of the interpretation f of the primitive relation and
function symbols.
Note also that there are many assertions expressing the weakest precondition of A with respect top and D. For instance, if q~wp[A,p,D] then the
same holds for q " true (to give a trivial example).
We now state and prove the completeness result for correctness formulae
having the form ( Dl{p}A{q} ).
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Lemma 7.5. For all AESl'tat, p,qEdoon and DE.fmvtsuch that (D,A) is normal
we have
t= (Dl{p}A{q})

= f----(Dl{p}A{q})

in Yt'N.

Proof Choose A, p, q and D such that the assumptions are true. Suppose also
t= (Dl{p}A{q}). Now by Lemma 7.4 there is a p'~wp[A,q,D] for which
f----(Dl{p'}A{q}) in~- By Lemma 7.3 and t= (Dl{p}A{q}) we have t==p=:ip'.
So, using (A3) and (Rl) we get f---- (Dl{p}A{q}) in~- D
Note that up till now no claims have been made on the interpretation .f.
The only additional condition was that (D, A) should be normal. It can be
seen that this is necessary from the fact that
t= (L: pl

{true} if true then x, =0 else goto I', fi {x = O})

holds, even if L $ L. However, there is no way to derive this correctness
formula in Yt'.
We now turn our attention to the discussion of completeness with respect
to correctness formulae of the form {p} S {q }. If we want to formally prove
such a formula, we have to find suitable label invariants for all labels declared
in S. It is at this point that we have to put the restriction on .f which we
mentioned in the introduction of this chapter.
The question arises whether in our case such a restriction is necessary.
Wand [18] proved that such a restriction is needed for programs without goto
statements, but containing while statements. He constructed an interpretation
.f and a correctness formula which was valid under .f but not derivable,
because there was no assertion available which could express a suitable invariant. His counterexample can be transferred to our language in such a way
that the same arguments he uses can be applied in our situation. Therefore we
must make a restriction on .f.
Before we can give an exact definition of this restriction (expressiveness),
we have to make a few preparations.

Lemma 7.6. Let S = [L;: AJ7= 1 E f!l>209 and y Er. Let </>; be derived from S and y
as in the definition of .A. If S is normal, then all </>; are independent of y.
Proof The following holds: Let AESl'tat and {L 1 , ••. ,L"} be the set of all labels
occurring in A. Let ¢,lj; 1 , ••• ,lj;"EM and yET. Then % [A](y{lj;/L;}7= 1)¢ is
independent of y. This fact can be proved by induction on the structure of A.
From this result we can infer that the operator

is independent of y, and thus the same must be true of (</> 1 ,
least fixed point µtf) of if)_ □

.•. ,

<l>n), being the

Definition (transformations derived from S). Let S be a normal program. Then
the </>; defined as in Lemma 7.6, are called the transformations derived from S.
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Definition (weakest precondition of a transformation from M). Let </>EM,
p E d oon. We say that q expresses the weakest precondition of</> with respect to
p iff \f crEl" 0 : [ff[q] cr=tt
(</>cr=I= l_
ff[p] (</>cr)=tt)].

=

=

Definition (expressiveness). Let .ff be an interpretation of the primitive relation
and function symbols. We say that d oon is expressive relative to f!l1to9 and .ff,
iff for all assertions p and for all normal programs S the following holds: there
are assertions p 1 , ••• ,Pn such that P; expresses the weakest precondition of </>;
with respect top, where </>; are the transformations derived from S (i = 1, ... , n).
If the primitive relation and function symbols of our language r!J1to9 are
such that d,:;,:;n is a language for Peano arithmetic, and if Jo is the standard
interpretation of this language in the natural numbers then, using recursion
theory, we can show that the transformations </>; derived from a normal
program S are partial recursive functions in the free variables of S. A result of
recursion theory is that for every partial recursive function </>: JNk ....... IN\ there is
a formula p in dMn with free variables x 1 , ••• , xk, y,, ... , Yk, which expresses
this function, i.e. t= p (ci. 1 , .•• , rik, fJ,, ... ,/Jk) iff </> (a 1 , ... , ak) is defined and equal
to (/3 1 , ... , /3k ) (where ri;, /J; are numerals denoting the natural numbers a;, /3;).
From this we can infer that dMn is expressive relative to r!J1to9 and the
standard interpretation § 0 .
Now we have enough tools to state the main lemma needed to prove
completeness for formulae of the form {p}S{q} . In essence this theorem states
that the P; from the definition of expressiveness are the label invariants which
we are looking for.
Lemma 7.7. Let .ff be an interpretation such that doon is expressive relative to
f!l1to9 and f. Let S=[L;:A;]7= 1 Ef!J1to9 be normal. Let pEdMn, and let</>; be
the transformations derived from S (i =I, ... , n). Let P; be the assertions expressing the weakest preconditions of</>; with respect to p (i = 1, ... , n), and let Pn + 1 = p.
Then

for j= 1, ... , n.
Proof Choosej(l~j~n) and crEl" 0 such that ff[pi]cr=tt. There are two cases:
a) d[A)cr=cr'EE 0 . According to the definition of t== ( Dl{p)Ai{Pi +d >, in
this case we have to prove that ff[pi+ 1] cr'= tt. Now by the assumption on pi
and by definition of weakest precondition we have ff[pi] er= tt
(</> icr =I= J_
ff[p](</>icr)=tt). Also, </>icr=<f>i +lcr' (by 4.3.1 °, d[A)cr=cr' and <f>icr
=JV[AJ(y {</> J L;}?= 1) <f>i +1 er). Combining these results, we get ff[pi] cr=tt
(<l>i +1 cr'=l=1ff[p](</>i+lcr')=tt). But the right-hand side of this equivalence is (by definition of weakest precondition, and by the assumption on
Pi +1 ) equivalent to ff[pi+ 1 ]p' = tt.
b) d[Ai]cr= ( cr', L )E l" 0 x!t'va1t. From the fact that Sis normal, we infer
that L must be some Lk (l~k~n). We have to prove (by definition of
t= (Dl{p}A{q})) that ff[pk]cr'=tt. Again we have:
ff[pi] er= tt
(</> icr =I= 1ff[p] (</> icr) = tt), and now we have </> p = <Pk er'
by 4.3.2° (analogously to a)). Combining the results, we get

=

=

=

=

=

=
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=

(<Pk a' * 1ff[p] (cpka') = tt)
§"[pk] 0" = tt. □
1

We now can collect our results in the completeness theorem 7.8.
Theorem 7.8. The deduction system ~ is complete in the sense of Cook, i.e., for
every interpretation .f such that .st/,;J,;Jn is expressive relative to f!l1ofl and .f, and
for every normal correctness formula f, we ha ve I= f
f- fin ~ -

=

=

Proof a) Iff-=pE.st!Mn, then I= p
f- p by (A3)
b) Iff-= <Dl{p}A{q} ) then we can apply Lemma 7.5.
c) f={p}S{q}. Say S=[Li:AJ?= i · Let <Pi be the transformations derived
from S. By Lemma 7.7 there are assertions pi , expressing the weakest preconditions of cpi with respect to q such that

for j= 1, .. . ,n, where Pn +t =PNote that these correctness formulae are normal by the fact that {p}S{q}
and thus S is normal. Lemma 7.5 then gives us
r- <[Li :pJ7= 1l{p)Ai{Pi+ d >

in~

for j = l , ... , n. Now we can apply rule (R 5) to get
f-

{pi}S{Pn + d

in~ -

Now Pn +i=q. Moreover i=p::Jp 1 . For, assume ff [p]a=tt for some aEI: 0 .
Then, by I= {p} S {q}, we have VyET Va' E I: 0 : a' = A [S]ya
ff[q] a' = tt. But
.,H [S]ya=¢ 1a (Lemma 4.2.2). Thus : a' =cp 1 CJEI: 0
ff[q]CJ =tt. But this is
equivalent to ff[p 1] CJ= tt, using the definition of weakest precondition.
We had f- {p 1} S{q} . Also I= p::Jp 1 , and thus f- p::Jp 1 by (A3). Finally,
using (R 2), we conclude f- {p} S {q} in ~ - D

=

=

1

8. Deduction System: Second Variant

The validity definition of Sect. 6 makes explicit use of the label invariants Pi,
which therefore had to be provided by the formulae of the deduction system.
The purpose of this chapter is to show that it is possible to define validity in
such a way that the label invariants are not explicitly needed. We will, using
continuation semantics, associate a truth value with a formula {p} A { q}. This
truth value will be dependent on the meaning of the labels occurring within A ,
i.e. the value depends on the environment y. Consequently, we will establish a
semantical function"§ such that for every A, p and q we have "§[{p} A{q}] :
r - {ff, u}.
This leads to a definition of validity which turns out to be equivalent to the
one of Sect. 6 in the following sense: <[Li:pJ7= 1l{p}A{q} ) is valid according
to the definition in Sect. 6, if and only if {p}A{q} is valid (using function"§) in
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every environment y for which all formulae {p;} goto L; {false } are valid
(i = 1, ... , n). Or more formally,
F

<[L;: pJ?- I I {p} A {q}>

-= Vy Er[l

(':§[{p;} goto L; {false }] y =tt)

= ':§[{p}A{q}] y =tt]-

1

Using this new approach we can define validity for the system as given in [8].
But, before we do that, we change this system somewhat. The system in [8] is
presented as a natural deduction system, which means that the notion "proof
from assumptions " is used. A line in a formal proof can be a formula which is
introduced as an assumption. The system also has an inference rule in which
assumptions are discharged, namely
{p'} goto L {false } 1- {p} A 1 {p'}
{p'} goto L{false } 1- {p'}A 2 {q}

which discharges the assumption {p'} goto L {false }, needed in the derivation of {p}A 1 {p' } and {p'}A 2 {q}. Thus, every derived formula fin the
system of [8] will have a finite set LI of assumptions attached by it, namely
those assumptions which were used to derive f
We transform this natural deduction system into a sequent calculus having
formulae of the form
LI -+ {p} A { q},
where LI is meant to be the finite set of assumptions associated with the
derivation of {p} A {q} . The advantage of this system over the natural deduction system is that validity of a formula can be defined more directly, now
that every formula incorporates the relevant assumptions.
We now define the deduction system
Definition (atomic correctness formula, correctness formula). An atomic correctness formula is a formula of the form {p} A {q}. The class of all atomic
correctness formulae will be denoted by d /M, and has g as a typical element.
A correctness formula is either an assertion, or a formula of the form
Ll -+ {p}A{q}, or a formula of the form Ll -+ {p}S{q}, where LI (the set of
assumptions) is a finite set of atomic correctness formulae. The class of all
correctness formulae will be denoted by <{? ou, and has fas a typical element.
The correctness formulae ¢ -+ {p} A {q} and ¢ -+ {p} S {q} will be abbreviated to {p}A{q} and {p}S{q} respectively.
Definition (deduction system£'). The axioms are
(Al)

Ll -+ {p[s/ x]}x ==s{p}

(A 2)

LI -+ g, where g ELI

(A 3)

p,

where p is a valid assertion (i.e. V cr E l" 0 : ff[p] cr = tt).
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The rules of inference are

(RI)

P1::iP z, p3::i p4,Ll --->{pz}A{p3}
LI-> {Pi} A {p4}

(R2)

P1::iPz,p3 ::i p4 ,Ll---> {pz}S{p 3}
LI---> {p 1} S {p4}

(R 3)

LI ---> {p 1 } A {p 2 }, LI ---> {p 2 } A ' {p 3}
LI -> {p 1} A ; A' {p 3}

(R4)

Ll--->{pAb}A{q}, Ll--->{pA 7b}A' {q}
LI---> {p} if b then A else A' fi {q}

(R 5)

LI U LI '---> {p 1} A 1{pz}, •••,LIU L1' ---> {p.} An {Pn + 1}
Ll '---> {p1}[L;:AJ?- 1 {Pn + l}

where Ll={{p;} goto L; {false }li=l , ... , n}, all L; are different, and no L ;
occurs in any assumption in LI' (i = I, ... , n).
The restriction on L1' in (R 5) is imposed to circumvent possibilities like the
following. Suppose Ll={{true} goto L 1 {false}, {x=O} goto L 2 {false}}
and LI' is the singleton {{true} goto L 2 {false}} . Then we can derive

LluLl'--->{ true }x := l ; goto L 2 {x=O}

... ( *)

using the assumption in LI ', and furthermore

LI u LI '---> {x = O} x , = x {x = O}.
Thus, discharging LI , using " (R 5) "

LI '---> {true} L 1: x , = 1; goto L 2 ; L 2 : x , = x {x = 0}

.. .(b)

and this formula is not valid (the assumption {true} g oto L 2 {false} in LI' is
not relevant for the validity of (b), because the meaning of L,: x, = 1; goto
L 2 ; L 2 : x: = x in any y, given by A, doesn't depend on the meaning y[L 2 ] of
L 2 anymore). Difficulties stem from the fact that the assumption in LI ' was used
in the derivation of (
and not discharged.
We now come to the definition of the function <§ which we shall need to
define validity of correctness formulae. The main problem in defining the value
of <§[{p} A {q}] in some environment y is that % [A] yep is not a function that
transforms states just before evaluation of A into states immediately after this
evaluation, while q is an assertion describing the latter states.
We can however say something about the states at the normal exit point of
A in the following indirect way. Consider the formula {p} A {q} and choose a
predicate n (a function in I: 0 -+{ff, tt}) which we want to be true in every
final state o-' = % [A] yep o- corresponding to an initial state o- satisfying
Y [p] o-=tt. That is, we want

*),
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We will abbreviate this partial correctness condition to
{.~[p]} % [A] ycp{n}.
Now, as this formula must correspond to {p} A{q}, we are looking for a
relation between q, the continuation ¢ chosen, and the predicate n. It is
reasonable to demand that n(<p a" )= tt for every (intermediate) state a" satisfying Y[q] a"= tt (provided ¢a" =t= ..1_). For, the continuation ¢ is the state transformation describing what happens after evaluation of A has terminated at the
normal exit point. So we want q, cf> and n to be related through {Y[q]} ¢{n}.
It turns out that this constraint on ¢ and n is sufficient to lead to a satisfying
validity definition.
Definition (predicates; partial correctness, semantical level). The class of predicates ll, with typical element n, is defined by ll=l: 0 -> {ff,tt}. For any
n, n' Ell and ¢EM, we define

{n}¢{n'}

= Va,a'EJ:

Definition (~ ). The function
defined by

~[{p} A{q}] y =tt

~

0:

1

[(na=ttAa =<pa)

⇒

n' a' =tt].

with functionality ~ : d /01-> T-> {ff, tt} 1s

= Vn Ell V<pEM [{Y [q]} <p{n} ⇒ {Y[p]} JV[A] ycp{n}].

We extend the domain of ~ to subsets L1 of d /01 as follows
~[Ll] y=tt

= VfELl : ~[f] y =tt.

Definition (validity). A correctness formula f is valid (written Ff) is

1°. f=P and VaEJ: 0 : Y[p] a=tt, or
2°. f=Ll -> {p}A{q} and V y ET : ~[Ll] y =tt
3°. f=Ll -> {p}S{q} and Vy ET: ~ [Ll] y =tt

⇒ ~ [{p}A{q}]y=tt, or
⇒

{Y[p]}A[S]y{Y[q]}.

We now investigate whether the system as it stands now is sound and
complete. It will be proven at the end of this chapter that the system is sound.
However, the system is not complete. For instance, a formula like
{{p} x, = x; goto L{ q}} -> {p} goto L{ q}
is valid but not derivable. Therefore we first prove soundness and completeness
of a restriction of the system, namely the system consisting of normal correctness formulae only.
Definition (normal correctness formulae). A correctness formula f is called
normal if
10. f =P, or
2°. f=Ll -> {p}A{q}, where Ll={{p;} goto L;{false }li=l , ... ,n} such that
all L; are different and that the labels in A are all L;'s, or
3°. f = {p} S {q} , where S is a normal program.
The system ;Yf', restricted to the normal formulae, 1s called the normal
fragment of ;Yf' , and denoted by ;Yf; .
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There is an obvious one to one correspondence between the normal correctness formulae as defined here and the normal correctness formulae fro m
Sect. 6, given by the function <P, defined by
<P[p] =p
<P[ {{p;} goto L; {false } Ii= l , ... , n} -> {p} A {q}] = ( [L;: pJ;•= 1 I {p} A {q})
<P [ {p}

s{q}] = {p} s {q}.

If we compare the axioms and inference rules of .Yf with the ones of .Yf' we
come to the following lemma:
Lemma 8.1. For every normal correctn ess formula f we have
f---

/(in£')= f--- <P[ f] (in £).

=-

Proof The
direction is obvious. The proof of"=" essentially amounts to
showing that .Yf' is conservative over £;, i.e. if a normal formula is derivabl e
in .Yf' then it has a proof in £;. This can be shown using the fact that eve ry
inference rule has normal premisses if its conclusion is a normal formu la. □

If we can prove the same result for validity instead of deducibility then we
can infer from the results in Sect. 7 that £; is sound and complete. To achieve
this, we first prove some lemmas, relating the definition of validity of
f=Ll -> {p}A{q} with validity of<P[f].
Lemma 8.2. Suppose f={{p;} goto L ; {false }li=l , ... ,n}->{p}A{q} is a correctness formula that is normal and valid. Then the following holds:

a) Va, a'
b) Va, a'

E l' 0 :
E

(d[A] a= a'

AY

[p] a= tt) = Y [q] a'= tt
A Y [p] a= tt) = Y [p;] a' = tt (i = 1, ... , n).

1' 0 : (d[A] a= (a', L ;)

Proof a) Choose a,a'El' 0 such that Y [p]a=tt and d [A]a=a'. Choose Yo
such that Yo [LJ= Jca -_l_ for i=l, . .. ,n. Then we can check that
<§[{p;} goto L; {false }] y 0 = tt for i= I, ... , n and thus from validity off we get
<§ [ {p} A {q}]y 0 = tt. From the definition of <§ we then have
Vn E n V¢ E M[{Y[q]} ¢{n} = {Y[p]}(.Y[A] Yoef>){n}].

If we choose n= Y [q] and ef>=Jca • a, we can deduce from this

{Y[p]}(JV[A] y0 {}c a · a}){,o/"' [q]} .
Combining this with % [A] y 0 {}c a · a}a=a' (Lemma 4.3.1 °) and Y [p] a=tt,
we get Y [q] a' = tt.
b) Choose a,a'El' 0 and i (where 1;£i;£n) such that Y [p]a = tt and
sif [A]a= (a', L;). Now, ifwe take y0 such that
if a=!=_l_ andY[pj]a=ff
otherwise
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for j=l, ... ,n, we again have that ~[{p) goto Lj{false }]y 0 =tt (j=l, ... ,n).
Arguing the same way as in the proof of a) we come to
Vn E fl \:/cf> E M[{§"[q]} c/>{n} = {.o/[p]}(JV[A] y0 cf>){n}].
Now we choose cf> =A(J · l. and n=A(J

·ff.

We then derive

{.o/[p]}(JV[A] y0 {fo · l.}){fo-ff}.
Combining this with %[A] y0 {),_(J - l.} (J=Yo[L;] (J' (Lemma 4.3.2°) and with
.o/[p] (J=tt we have that

So we must have Yo [L;] <J' = l., but this is (by definition of y0 and the fact that
<J'+l.) equivalent to §"[p;]<J'=tt. D

Lemma 8.3. Suppose f={{p;} goto L;{false }li=l, ... , n}--4{p}A{q} is a normal correctness formula. Then

Proof "=". Suppose 'r=-f and .o/[p]<J=tt. There are two possibilities (by
definition of d)
a) d[A] (J=<J' E L 0 , and Lemma 8.2a yields .o/[q] (J'=tt
b) d[A](J=<(J',L). Since f is normal, which means that all labels in A
are an L;, we have that L is an L; for some i (1 ~ i ~ n). We then can apply
Lemma 8.2 b to obtain §" [p;] <J' = tt.
"<=". Choose yE T such that ~ [{p;}gotoL;{false}] y= tt for i=l, ... , n. Then
we must derive ~ [ {p} A {q}] y = tt, or equivalently

Vn E fl \:/cf> E M[{.o/[q]} cf>{n} = {.o/[p]}(JV[A] ycf>){ n}J.
So choose n 0 and ¢ 0 such that {§"[q]} ¢ 0 {n 0 } holds, and choose (J such that
.'.1 [p](J=tt. We have to prove <J" =JV[A] ycf> 0 (Ji=l.=n 0 (J"=tt. Again we
have two possibilities:
a) d[A](J=(J'. Then by assumption §"[q](J'=tt, and by Lemma 4.3.1 °: <J"
=%[A] yq> 0 (J=q> 0 (J'. From {§"[q]} c/> 0 {n 0 } we then have (J" cf= l. =n 0 (J" =tt.
b) d[A]<J=<<J',L;). By assumption §"[p;](J'=tt, and by Lemma 4.3.2°:
<J"=JV[A]ycp 0 (J=y[L;]<J'. Now we use the fact that ~[{p;} gotoL;{false}] y
=tt, or VnEfl Vq>EM[{§"[false] } c/>{n}={§"[p;]}(y[L;]){n}]. Taking n=n 0
and q>=A(J · l., we get {§"[p;]}(y[L;]){n 0 }, and from this we prove
(J" cf= l.
n 0 (J" = tt. O

=

Corollary. For all normal correctness formulae f we have
'r=- f
'F-

<P[f]

(according to the validity definition of this chapter)=
(according to the definition of Sect. 6).
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Proof This is the lemma for f=Ll----+{p}A{q} . For all other cases for f we
have that the respective validity definitions are the same. D
This corollary and the results of Sect. 7 now lead to
Theorem 8.4. The system£'~ is sound and complete in the sense of Cook.
To conclude this section we show that system £'' is sound although, as we
have seen before, not complete.

Theorem 8.5. For all correctness formulae f , we ha ve f--f

= t= f

Proof The proof is analogous to the proof of 7.1. We prove here the m o re
interesting cases, viz. validity of(Al), (RI) and (R5).
(A 1) Validity is proven if we can show that
Vy EI' V</> EM Vn E il[{Y[p]} </>{rr} = {Y[p[s/ x]]}(.% [x ==s] yef>){rr}.
So, choose y, </>, n and a such that {Y[p]}</>{rr} and Y[p[s / x]]a=tl ho ld.
Lemma 6.ld then gives Y[p]a' =tt, where a ' =a{'Y"'[s]a/ x} . Now fr o m
% [x == s] y <f>a=</>a' and {Y[p]} </>{rr} we have a" = .% [x= = s] y <f>a =</> a't= .l

= na" = tt.

(Rl) Suppose t=p 1 =:i p 2 , t=p 3 =:ip 4 and t=Ll ----+ {p 2 }A{p 3 } . We then have to
prove t=Ll ----+ {p 1}A{p 4 }. Suppose that we have a yE T such that ~ [ Ll ] y=tt (if
there is no such ~- then LI --+ {p 1} A {p 4 } is vacuously valid). We then must prove
~ [{pi} A {p 4 }] y= 1t,or V</> EMVrrEil[{Y [p 4 ]} </>{rr} = {Y [p 1]} .1V[ A] y<f>{rr}].
We will prove this using the following fact :
if VaEE 0 : na=tt=n' a=tt,

then {rr'}</>{n}={n}</>{n}

. .. (*)

which can easily be verified.
Now suppose {Y [p 4 ]}</>{n}. From t=p 3 =:ip 4 and(*) we get {,o/ [p 3 ]} </>{rr}.
From this, F LI --+ {p 2 } A {PJ} and ~[LI] y =tt, we have {Y [p 2 ]}(% [A]y <f>){rr}.
Then we use t=p 1=:i p 2 and(*) again to derive {Y [pJ}(.% [A] y<f>){ rr}.
(R5) Let Ll = {{p;} gotoL;{false } / i=l , ... ,n} where all L; are different, and
let LI ' be such that no L; occurs in any formula in LI '. Suppose furtherm o re that
we have t=Ll u Ll '----+ {p;}A;{P; + il for i = l , ... , 11 . We have to prove
t=Ll '----+ {p1}[L; : AJ7= 1 {P,, + 1l So, choose y such that ~[LI '] y =tt . Let </>; , </> )kl and y(kl (i = I, . . . ,n; k
=0, l, ... ) be derived from y and [L;: AJ;'=1 as in Lemma 4.2. We then have to
prove {Y [p 1]} </> 1{Y[p,,+ 1]} (take i= I in Lemma 4.2.2). Now if we can p rove
... ( #)

then we are ready. For suppose we have a, a' E E 0 such that Y [p 1] a= tt and
a' =</> 1 a. Then (since </> 1 =LJ(</>\kl) we have a' =(LJ</>\kl)a=LJ(</>\kla), and beca use
k

k _

k

Eis a discrete cpo there must be a f such that </>\k>a = a ' . But then we ca n in fer
that Y [p 11 + 1] a' = tt by applying ( #) with i = 1 and k = k.
We now prove ( #) by induction on k. The basis (k = 0) is trivial , so we now
perform the induction step. Choose i (1 ~ i ~ n, the case i = n + 1 being tri vial).
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We have to prove {Y[p;]} <W+ 1 >{Y[Pn+ 1]} or {Y[p;]} (.K[AJ y<k>¢j~ 1 )
{Y[p,,+ i]}.
Choose <J,<J EL 0 such that Y[p;]<J=tt and <J = % [AJ y<k>¢j~ 1 <J . We
have to show Y[p,,+ 1]a"=tt. We do this in a way that is analogous to the
proof of Lemma 8.2, i.e. by choosing a suitable environment y 0 . We distinguish
three cases: d[AJ a=<J', d[AJ a= (a', L) and d[AJ a= ( a', L), where L is
not an L j·
1°. d[A;]a=a' and thus (4.3.1°) a"=.K [A;] y<k>¢j~ 1 a=</>)~ 1 a '. So, if we
prove Y [P; + 1] a'= tt, we can use the induction hypothesis to infer that
.:'T [p,, + 1] a"= tt.
We have 1=LluLl'-+{p;}A;{P;+i}; we also have c:§[Ll']y=tt. Now, taking
y0 =}1 {Aa· .l/ L;};'= '' we can prove that (due to the fact that no L;occursin LI')
q/ [Ll 'h 0 =tt. Also, q/ [{p;} goto L;{false }]y 0 =tt. Thus we have c:§ [Ll uLl']y 0
=ti and thus c:§ [{p;}A;{P; + 1 }] y0 = tt. The same way as in the proofof8.2a we
now get that Y [P; + 1 ]a'= tt from d[A;]a=a' and Y [p;]a=tt.
2°. d[AJ<T=(a',Li) and thus (4.3.2°) a"=JV[A;]y<k>¢j~ 1 a=y<k>[Li]a'
=</>y>a'. So, if we can prove Y[pi]a'=tt, then we can use the induction
hypothesis to infer that Y[p,,+ J a"= tt. Wo do this by choosing y0
= y{¢,/L1 };'='' where¢, is defined by a) ¢,a=a, if a=l=.l and Y [p,]a=ff; b)
¢,a=.l otherwise. We again can check that c:§ [Ll uLl'] y0 =tt and thus
0'[{p;}A;{/J;+ 1 }] y0 = tt. ln a way, analogous to the proofof8.2b we then can
deduce from Y[p;] a=tt and d[AJ a=(a', Li ) that Y [pi] a'=tt.
3° ..#[AJ a= (a', L) where L is not an Li. Lemma 4.3.2° yields a"
= .# '[A;] }"k>¢\k1 1a'= y(kl [L] a'= y[L] a' (for y<k> differs from y only in the arguments L,, ... ,L,,). Now taking y0 =y{).a-.l/ LJ 1 we have that a"=y 0 [L]<J',
but a lso that q/ [LI u LI'] Yo= tt, so that -:§[ {p;} A; {JJ; + 1 } ]y 0 = tt, or equivalently
Vrr. E n V</> E M[{ Y [P; + 1]} </> {rr.} {Y[p;]}.K[A;] y 0 </> {n}]. Now choose </>
=Aa· .land n=Y[Pn + 1]. We then have {Y[p;]}(.JV[AJ y0 {).a· .l}){Y [pn+ 1] } ,
which combined with d [AJ a =(a', L ), a" =y 0 [L] a' and Y [p;] a=tt yields
Y[P11 +1] a"=tt. □
11

11

=,

=

9. Related Work

First of all the work of Arbib and Alagic [3] should be mentioned. They give a
proof system which is quite analogous to the system in Sect. 6. A difference
seems to be that their system is structured in such a way that in their
correctness formulae ( [L;: p;]; I {p} A {q}) the invariants corresponding to labels not occurring in A do not have to be specified. However both systems are
isomorphic because a formula ( L 1 :p,l{p}A{q}), with L 2 , •.• ,L11 not in A can
be viewed as an abbreviation of ( L 1 :p 1 , ••• ,L,,:p,,l{p}A{q}) with arbitrary
p 2 , ..• ,p 11 • This makes sense: these formulae are either both valid or both
invalid due to the fact that L 2 , ... , L,, are not in A. On~ can interpret the
results of this paper as a justification of Arbib's and Alagic's system as well.
The direct semantics (function d) from Sect. 4 has also been developed by
workers which use the Vienna Definition Language ([11], and [7]). Their
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approach is called exit semantics. However they have elaborated this idea to a
greater extent. For instance, they define the mean ing of a block S as the least
fixed point of an operator built up using direct functions, like d. Furthermore
they discuss the relative merits and the differences between the two approaches
(exits vs. continuations), and they treat several ways to combine the two
schemes. In [7] Bj0rner suggests that one should choose the style which is
most useful for the goals one wants to achieve. Our d-function has been
developed precisely with that idea in mind, and therefore this paper forms a
nice illustration of Bj0rners suggestion.
Then we have the papers by Nassi and Akkoynlu [14], and Kieburtz a nd
Cherniavsky [12], where an axiomatisation of the break statement is discussed. Execution of such a statement causes control to be transferred outside
the block in which the statement occurs. The cited papers give semantics and
soundness and completeness results for these restricted goto s.
Finally I like to mention Back's work [4] on the multi-exit statement. Ideas
which are related to the ones we discussed in connection with the proof system
of Sect. 6 are taken as a starting point for a new programming language which
covers a proof system as an intrinsic part.
Acknowledgements. I am grateful to Jaco de Bakker and one of the referees for several remarks that
led to improvements. I owe much to Jeff Zucker. He read the manuscript carefully and patiently,
and his stimulating remarks had a substantial influence on the final version. Furthermore I like to
thank Paul Vitanyi for his support in the final stages of this project, and Corrie Klein-Velderman
for getting the manuscript in a well-typed form.
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THE DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS
OF
DYNAMIC NETWORKS OF PROCESSES
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The Denotational Semantics of Dynamic
Networks of Processes
ARIE DE BRUIN
Erasmus University
AND

WIM BOHM
University of Utrecht

DNP (dynamic networks of processes) is a variant of the language introduced by Kahn and MacQueen
[ 11, 12]. In the language it is possible to create new processes dynamically. We present a complete,
formal denotational semantics for the language, along the lines sketched by Kahn and MacQueen.
An informal explanation of the formal semantics is also given.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3. 1 [Programming Languages] : Formal Definitions and
Theory - semantics; D.3.3 [Programming Languages] : Language Constructs-concurrent programming structures, coroutines; F.3.2 [Logics and Meanings of Programs] : Semantics of Programming
Languages-denotational semantics
General Terms: Languages, Theory
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Continuation semantics, denotational semantics, parallel
coroutines, parallellism, recursively defined processes

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we define the denotational semantics of DNP (dynamic networks
of processes) , a language introduced by Kahn and MacQueen [11, 12]. A DNP
program describes a network of parallel computing stations (processes) which
are interconnected by channels. Processes can only communicate via these
channels; there is no sharing of variables. The channels are possibly infinite
queues of values. Communication is asynchronous. The computing stations can
"expand" into subnetworks, which will be connected to the rest of the network
by the original channels. The process that caused the expansion may remain
active and become part of the new subnetwork. This is called a keep.
Kahn and MacQueen define the meaning of a DNP process as a function from
input histories to output histories. A history is a possibly infinite sequence
modeling the values transmitted through a channel. An intuitive treatment of
Authors' cu rrent addresses: A. de Bruin, Faculty of Economics, Erasmus University, P.O. Box 1738,
3000 DR Rotterdam, the Netherlands; W . Bohm, Dept. of Computer Science, The University, Oxford
Road, Manchester Ml 3 9PL, UK.
Permi$sion to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not
made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the
puhlication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Assoc iation
for Co mputing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific
permission.
(C 198.5 ACM 0164-0925/85/1000/0656 $00.75
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the semantics of this kind of parallel program is given in [11]. However, it is not
specified precisely how to obtain the meaning of a single process from its program
text; but an informal treatment is given of how the meaning of a network is
derived from the constituent processes and the network topology. In this paper
we give a complete formal semantics of the language.
2. SYNTAX

To keep the definition of the semantics short, we use a stripped version of DNP,
defined by the following BNF-like syntax.
We use the following syntactic classes as primitives:
x E Var

CE Chvar
PE Pvar
t E Exp
b E Bexp

Program variables
Channel variables
Process names
Expressions
Boolean expressions

Expressions and Boolean expressions are built up from variables, constants,
and operators in the usual way. We do not allow function calls inside expressions
in order to prevent the evaluation of an expression from having side effects.
B E / nst. Instantiations

c.;

B ::= P(C1,,,,,
Ck+I,,,,, Cm) I
keep P(C1 , ... , c.; Ck+I,.,,, Cm),

A channel is called an input channel if it occurs before the semicolon, and an
output channel if it occurs after it.
E E Ndef. Network definitions

E ::= [B1

11- . - 11

B.),

with the restriction that it must be possible to partition the set of all channels
occurring in E into three subclasses:
Inchan(E), viz., the channels that occur once and only once as input channels.
Outchan(E), viz., the channels that occur once and only once as output
channels.
lntch(E), viz., the internal channels that occur twice, once as input channels
and once as output channels.
S E Stat. Statements

S ::= x := t I S1; S2 I while b do Sod I if b then S 1 else S2 fi
read(x , C) I write(t, C) I expand E

I

T E Deel. Process declarations

T

::= P(C1, ... , Ck; Ck+I, .. . , Cm) -

begins end

where
- all C, are different;
- all channels occurring in a read statement in Sare in

fC 1 ,

••• ,

C. I;
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- all channels occurring in a write statement in Sare in !Ck+i, ... , Cm I;
- for all statements occurring in S of the form expand E:
Inchan(E) = !C1, . , . , ck I,
Outchan(E) = iCk+1, ... , CmlEvery instantiation B in E that is a keep must be of the form keep
P(C,', ... , Cf,; Cf,+ 1, ... , C;,.) (i.e., P must be the process name that occurs
on the left-hand side of the<- symbol in the process declaration).

A E Prag. Programs
A::= (Ti, ... , Tn:P(C1,, .. , Ck; Ck+!, ... , Cm)),
where P( C1, ... , Ck; Ck+i, ... , Cm), and all instantiations in all T; are well formed
with respect to T 1, ... , Tn. Here, well-formedness is defined as follows. Let
T 1, ... , Tn be a sequence of process declarations and (keep) P' (Ci, ... , Ck;
Ck+i, ... , Cm) an instantiation B. We call B well-formed with respect
to T 1, ... , T,, iff there is a T; in T 1 , ••• , Tn of the form P'(C;, ... , C;.;
C;,+ 1, ... , C~J <- begin S' end.

Remarks. An expand statement "expand E" occurring in a process declared as

T = P(C1, ... , Ck; Ck+!, ... , Cm)<- begin Send
replaces the process T by a subnetwork of processes connected to the rest of the
graph by the channels in Inchan(E) U Outchan(E). The processes in the
subnetwork are interconnected by the channels in Intch(E), that is, after an
expansion all external channels will still be in use and connected to the outside
world. The restriction imposed on the class of declarations guarantees these
properties for all expand statements. If an instantiation in E is a keep, then the
new process inherits the data and control environment of the original process;
that is, it will proceed with the statement following "expand E." The other
instantiations are fresh copies of processes starting at the first statement with
all variables initialised on the value undefined. Note that there is no declaration
of variables. All variables are strictly local to the process they occur in; there is
no sharing.
3. AN EXAMPLE PROGRAM AND ITS ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS

The following DNP program sorts a sequence of nonnegative numbers followed
by -1. This is a simplified version of pipeline sort from [5, Sect. 4.2.1]. Figure 1
depicts the initial network.
A sort process reads one number from the channel "unsorted," creates a fresh
sort process in front of it, and inserts the number just read into a sorted
subsequence which it expects from the channel "subsequence." The resulting
sorted subsequence is written onto channel "sorted." Sort creates a process in
front of it by means of the expansion:
expand [ sort(unsorted,subsequencel; sorted,emptyl)
II keep sort(emptyl,subsequence; subsequencel,empty)

l
which is pictured in Figure 2.
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unsorted

empty
bottom

sorted

subsequence

~
~
sorted

Fig. l. Initial configuration of the
"sort" network.

subsequence

sorted
Fig. :2.

subsequence 1

subsequence

Expansion of a ·'sort" process.

The new sort process in Figure 2 is a fresh copy of sort, which will deal with
the remaining numbers sent on channel "unsorted." The old sort process is a
keep which will manipulate the number it just read. Bottom is a process which
just sends an empty ( thus sorted) subsequence to the first sort process. Sorting
the sequence, 2, 5, 3, -1 proceeds as shown in Figure 3.
We now give the program text.
(

sort(unsorted,subsequence;sorted, empty)+begin read(x,unsorted);
if x ~ 0 then expand l sort(unsorted,subsequencel;sorted,emptyl)
II keep sort( empty l ,subsequence;subsequence l,empty)

l;
read(y,subsequence);
while (y ~ 0 andy s x)
do write(y,sorted); read(y,subsequence) od;
write(x,sorted)
else read(y,subsequence)
fi;
while y ~ 0 do write(y,sorted); read(y,subsequence) od;
write(- !,sorted)
end,
bottom(empty;subsequence) +- begin write(- !,subsequence) end,
main( unsorted,sorted) ._
begin expand [ so rt(unsorted,subsequence;sorted,empty)
II bottom(empty;subsequence)
end

l

main(in;out)
)

According to (11, 12], we associate the functions from input histories to output
histories f,ort, /bottom, and lma,n with the process declarations above. These functions
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2, 3, 5

2, 3, 5, - 1

Fig. 3. The "sort,. network sorts the sequence 2, 5, 3, -1.

have the following properties ( • denotes concatenation of rows; .. --+ ..
for the if .. then .. else construct).
(1) /bo11om(X)
(2) /ma,n(X)

w h ere

= (-1),

= Y,

V)
·l/ ( Y,U)V == fw.,(X,
foottom(U)
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(3 ) /..,rt( ( -1 ) ·x, ( Y ) . Y)

= fcopy(y,X , Y)

·x,Y) = ( U,V ),
I
(U,W ) = / S-Ort(X,Z)
w h ere]

(4) / ,,,rt ( ( x )

(Z, V ) = f m«ge (X , W, Y),

(5 ) f m,,,,(x,X,(y) . Y)
(6 ) /cop.(y, X ,(z) · Y)

= (y

= (y

~

for

x ~

0

o·y :-::: x)-> ((y), ( )) ./m.,,,(x,X , Y ), ((x),( )) ./ copy (x,X, Y)

~ 0) -> ( (y),() ) i copy (z,X, Y), ( ( -1 ) () )

We now present an informal justification of these equations. The first one is
easy: the process bottom does not read from its input channel, and the only item
it writes on its output channel is the value -1. So / b<mom is a constant function
that yields for all input histories X the one element history ( -1). The behavior
of main is also straightforward. This process expands into a network consisting
of a sort and a bottom process. For the output history Y of /main, (2) must hold.
Here X corresponds to the channel "unsorted," Y to "sorted," U to "empty," and
V to "subsequence." The complicated case is the behavior of sort, which can be
described in three stages. During the last stage, corresponding to the last three
lines in the declaration of sort, the input from "subsequence" is copied to the
output channel "sorted." This behavior is captured in the function / copy in (6).
The first argument of this function corresponds to the value of the variable y ,
the last value read form "subsequence." Now (3) follows as the only effect of the
process sort when it reads -1 from "unsorted" is to read the first element from
"subsequence" and do the copying.
The last eight lines in the declaration of sort describe a merge process captured
by the function f me rge • First , all values from "subsequence" not greater than x (the
value read from input channel "unsorted") are copied to "sorted." Then x is
inserted in "sorted," and finally the rest of the "subsequence" is copied to "sorted,"
as described by / copy · All this is captured in (5). Finally, the expansion in sort is
described by (4) . A fresh copy of sort is generated, described by Ison, and the keep
process will execute the body of sort after the expand statement. This last
behavior is captured by ! merge • In (4) , x corresponds to the value of the local
variable x in sort, which is equal to the value just read from "unsorted," and
X, Y , U, V, W, and Z correspond to the channels "unsorted," "subsequence,"
"sorted," "empty," "emptyl ," and "subsequencel" respectively. The meaning of
the program is the meaning of the initial network, viz. , /mai n•
In these equations three forms of recursion occur. The simplest is the recursive
definition offmerge in (5), which stems from the fact that /me rge models the behavior
of a while statement. In (4), two kinds of recursion can be observed. First, the
histories Z and W are defined recursively because the subnetwork in which they
occur is cyclic. Second, f""' is defined recursively, which stems from the fact that
/,or, models the behavior of an expand statement in sort. In [ll], Kahn showed
informally that the behavior of the system will in fact be captured by the smallest
solution of the above equations (i.e., the solution with the shortest output
histories) .
In the formal semantics in Section 4 these recursive definitions are taken care
of by the least fixed-point definitions 4.2.2.4, 4.2.2.7, and 4.2.6, respectively.
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The above equations are sufficient to show that the network indeed yields a
sorted permutation of the input sequence [5, Sect. 5.2] . The fact that the system
corresponds to the smallest solution of (1)-(6) is not needed for the proof, which
runs as follows. We have to prove that /. r1(X, Y) yields a sorted permutation of
X and Y, provided that Y is sorted and that X and Y are well formed (i.e., consist
of positive integers and a final -1). This can be done using (4) by induction on
the length of X. We need a proposition on the behavior of /merge for this proof,
stating that if Y is sorted and well formed then f me,g, (x, X, Y) yields a sorted
permutation of ( x ) ·y_ This proposition can be proved by induction on the length
of Y, using Eq. (5) and a similar proposition on / copy •
0

4. SEMANTICS

In this section we present concisely the semantical domains and functions. The
next section is devoted to some explanatory remarks. The reader is invited to
skim the definitions first, and afterwards study them in the order suggested by
the explanations in Section 5.
We make use of the following notational conventions:
- If X and Y are sets, then X - Y denotes the set of all functions from X to Y.
If, moreover, X and Y are cpos (complete partial orders), then [X - Y] denotes

the cpo of all continuous functions in the cpo X - Y.
- Function applications associate to the left (e.g., fabc = ((/(a))(b))(c)).
- The - operator associates to the right (e.g., A - B - C -

D

=

A-(B-(C-D))).

- To enhance readability, syntactical arguments are enclosed in []-type brackets
and continuations in I I-type brackets.
- a - {3, )' denotes f3 if a is true, and )' otherwise.
- If f EX - Y, then f[y / x] denotes the function Xx ' .(x' = x) - y,fx' . We also
employ a parallel version: f[gx / x]xEX = Xx '. (x ' EX) -gx', fx'.
- If V is a set, then V denotes the cpo of all finite and infinite sequences of
values from V, ordered by the relation "is a prefix of."
- Tuple notation: the sequence of objects Xi, . .. , Xn is denoted by ( X1, .•• , Xn).
Concatenation is denoted by •. Projection is denoted by subscripts or by a
down arrow 1 (e.g., if x = (a, b, c) , then x 2 =band x J 3 = c).
- µ denotes the least fixed-point operator (e.g., if X is a cpo and f E X - Xis
continuous, then µf is the smallest element in X such that f (µ/) = µ/).
00

4.1 Domains

Values
States
Histories
Channel contents
Processes
Continuations
Process generators
Environments

oE V (undefined E V)
aE ~=Var- V
TE
f E
aE
8E
{:3 E
)' E

V

00

Chcont = Chvar - V
Process= [Chcont - Chcont]
Cont=~ - Process= 2:: - [Chcont- Chcont]
Prgen = Chvar* - Chvar* - Process
Env = (Pvar - Prgen)
X (Pvar - [Process - Prgen])
00
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4.2 Functions

4.2.1

M: Exp -->

~

--> V and M: Bexp --> 2: --> !true, false I are assumed to be

predefined.

4.2.2

M:Stat--> [Enu--> [Cont-->(~--> Process)]]

4.2.2.1 M[x := t]-ylJaf = IJ(a[M[tDa/x]h
4.2.2.2 M[S1; S2hlJaf

= M[S1hlM[SJ-y0jaf

4.2.2.3 M[if b then S 1 else S 2 fi]-y0af
4.2.2.4 M[while b do S od]]-y0af

= M[b]a--> M[S1]-y0af,

M[S 2 ]-y0af

= M[b]a
--> M[S]-y!M[while b do S odll-y0jaf, 0af

4.2.2.5 M[read(x, C)]-y01H = (fC = ( )) --> XC.( ), 0a'f',
where a'= a[first(fC)/x] and f' = drest(fC)/C]
4.2.2.6 M[write(t, C)]-yOaf

=

XC'. (C'

= C)--> (M[t]a) ·00-fC', 0afC'

4.2.2.7 M[expand Eh0af = XC.(C E Outchan(E))--> (µ<l>*)C, ( ),
where <I>*: Chcont--> Chcont is defined by
<l>*f' = M[E]-y0a(f '(fC/CJc.1nchanlE))
4.2.3

M: Inst--> [Enu--> [Cont -

(L--> Process)]]

4.2.3.1 M[P(C1, ... , Ck; Ck+I, ... , Cm)]-y0a

= -Y1P(C1,

... , Ck)(Ck+l, ... , Cm)

4.2.3.2 M[keep P(C 1, ... , Ck; C.+1, ... , Cmh0a
= -Y2P(0a)(C1, ... , Ck)(Ck+J, ... , Cm)
4.2.4

M: Ndef .M[[B1

[Enu -

[Cont--> (L--> Process)]]

II · · · I Bk]h0a = concat(M[B1h8a, ... , M[Bk]-yOa),
J a,tC for the smallest i such that

where concat(a 1 ,

4.2.5

•• • ,

akhC = ]

a,fC ¥ (),if there is such an i
( ) otherwise

M: Deel--> [Enu - Enu]
M[P(C1, ... , Ck; Ck+1, ... , Cm)+- begin S endll-y
= (-y1(<t>1/P], -YA<t:>2/P]),
where 1> 2 = Xa.X(C;, ... , C:).X(C:+1, . .. , C().
(s ¥ k or t ¥ m)--> Af.AC.( ),
Af.XC.(C = c:+,)--> m'C.+;, ()
where f' = XC.(C = C,)--> tC;, ()
and ¢ 1 = <t>AM[ShlXa.Xd.C.( )!(Xx.undefined))

4.2.6

M : Prag --> Process
M[T1, ... , Tn:P(C1, ... , Ck; Ck+!,.,,, Cm))]

= {), l l)P(C1, • •,, Ck)(Ck+l,, •,, Cm),
where

-y = (M[T1]

0

0
•••

M[Tn]Vi
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... I said: "Well, what about the other people
in the world who might enjoy the melody of
the black page but could not really approach
its statistical density in its basic form." So I
went to work ...
Frank Zappa
The Black Page, #2

5. DISCUSSION

In the headings of the following subsections we refer to the corresponding
semantic clauses from Section 4. We assume acquaintance with the concepts of
denational semantics as provided in, for example, [10, 13, 17].
5.1 Domains (4.1)

5.1.1 Values, States and Histories. V denotes the set of all values that can be
assumed by the program variables. One special value undefined is added because
we do not want to be bothered by nonessential nondeterminism caused by
uninitialized variables; we initialize all variables with undefined. Note that V is
not a cpo and, in particular, that undefined does not act as the bottom element.
In fact, since we did not define the function M: Exp -+ l: -+ V and M: Bexp -+
~ - Itrue, false!, we left unspecified what will happen when one the variables in
an expression is undefined. (What if we test x = y and both x and y are not
initialized?) We do not work this out here because the emphasis is on the
semantics of concurrency and process creation. For the same reason we do not
make V a cpo. We could have included the value .l modeling a nonterminating
evaluation of an expression. Some remarks on the consequence of introducing
these features are made in Section 7. States are defined in the usual way. Each
process has its own state; there is no sharing of variables between processes.
Note that l: is a set and not a cpo. A history is a finite or infinite sequence of
values. On the class of histories we do impose a cpo structure by defining
T 1 ~ T 2 iff T 1 is a prefix of T 2 • The bottom element in V
is the empty
sequence (),and all infinite sequences are maximal (if T 1 ~ T 2 and T 1 is infinite,
then T 1 = T 2 ). In contrast to the approach in sequential programs, a nonterminating process is not modeled by a bottom element .l, but by one or more infinite
output histories (provided of course that the nonterminating process does not
stop generating output).
00

5.1.2 Channel Contents and Processes. In Section 3 we defined (like Kahn and
MacQueen) the meaning of a process as a function from tuples of histories to
tuples of histories. Our approach follows these lines, but as we define the
semantics of a process declaration in a compositional way (by induction on the
structure of its body), we cannot easily use functions on tuples of histories
because when we define the meaning of a statement containing a channel variable,
the position of that channel variable in the input or output tuple is no longer
known . Instead, we apply the mechanism as customary for states: the meaning
of a statement is a function from channel contents to channel contents, where a
channel contents associates a history with every channel variable.
So the meaning of a program A will be a process, a function that might be
called a "channel contents transformer." Such a process a takes a channel
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contents f E Chcont, which models the histories on its inputs channels and yields
the resulting histories on its output channels, consisting of all values written
there by the program. It has been justified in [11] that denotations of programs
are continuous, so we allow only continuous functions from Chcont to Chcont in
Process. Notice that there are infinite objects in Chcont, the results of infinite
computations. Usually infinite computations are modeled by a bottom element,
but our semantics yields a well-defined and useful result: we are not interested
in a "final" result, but rather in the sequence of outputs produced during the
computation.
5.1.3 Process Generators and Environments. In the end, the meaning M[S] of
a statement will be a process, but this process depends on the meaning of the
process names occurring in S. We therefore have to provide M[S] with an
argument, namely, an environment. A process declaration yields a "formal
process" which is a process in terms of the formal channel names, but an
instantiation must yield a process in terms of the actuals. To this end, the domain
of process generators is introduced. A generator accepts a finite list of actual
input channels and a finite list of actual output channels and yields the actual
process.
For a normal instantiation (i.e., not a keep) the formal process, and thus the
corresponding process generator, is derived from its declaration. This is modeled
by the first component of an environment. For a keep the formal process must
be supplied explicitly (because it is defined by the execution of the rest of the
program, following the expand statement which contains the keep), and this is
modeled by the second component of an environment.
5.1.4 Continuations. Direct semantics does not seem appropriate. Consider the
meaning of composition. This should be something like
M[S1; S2h<H

= M[S2h(M[S1h<H) = E',

where u is the initial state, f models the contents on the input channels, and f '
models the result on the output channels. Now M[S 1]-yrrE must yield an intermediate result, and this poses at least three problems:
(i) What if S, blocks on trying to read from an empty channel? A special
intermediate state blocked could be introduced, but this can hardly be called
an elegant solution.
(ii) An intermediate result must at least contain an intermediate state u ', an
intermediate contents of the input channels, and the output resulting from
S, . Now M[S 2] must concatenate its own output to Si's output, but
concatenation ( ,\ T 1• ,\ T 2.T 1 • T 2) is not continuous.
(iii) What should M[expand E] look like?
We therefore use continuation semantics. We give M[S]-y an extra argument
0, a continuation, which is meant to model the future of the computation (i.e., 0
supplies the meaning of the statements to be executed after S). In other words,
if 0 specifies how execution proceeds once the right-hand end of S has been
reached, M[S]-y0 specifies execution starting from the left-hand end of S.
Continuations are due to Strachey and Wadsworth (18] and Morris (14]. An easy
introduction to this topic can be found in (10]. More technical information
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appears in [13, 17]. The domain of all continuations is Cont: the future of a
computation is modeled by a 0, which takes a state and a contents of input
channels and yields the contents of the output channels.
5.2 The Function M

5.2.l Instantiations M[B] (4.2.3) . An instantiation is always part of an expand
statement. An instantiation either creates a fresh copy of a process (normal
instantiation) or resumes the process in which the expand statement occurs
(keep). The meaning M[B]'yOu of an instantiation B in an environment -y is a
process n E Process which corresponds to executing the body of B (see also
Section 5.1.3). The arguments O and u are those associated with the expand
statement in which the instantiation occurs. For normal instantiations we obtain
the process generator from the first component of the environment and the
process name. We then apply this generator to the actual channels, and this
yields the actual process.
A keep corresponds to the expanding process, which remains active after
execution of the expansion. This process will start executing the statements
(dynamically) following the expand statement, and is therefore described by the
continuation II associated with the expand statement. The starting state is the
state u in which the original process expanded. So the formal process we need is
/Irr.

5.2.2 Declarations M[T] (4.2.5). The meaning M[Th of a declaration Tin
an environment -y is a new environment: with a process name P two functions
¢ 1 and r_/) 2 are associated (see also the discussion of the domain Enu in Section
5.1.3). Fi rst, ¢ 2 ; this function expects a process a specified in terms of the formal
input and out.put channels C,, and two lists of actual channel names
It yields
the actual process. This formal-actual t ransformation proceeds in two stages.
The contents of the actual input channels are given by t. First t is transformed
to t ', which models the same input, but now in terms of the formals . Thus m'
yields the right output, but in terms of the formals . This is rewritten to an
element of Chcont in terms of the actuals in the X-expression:

c: .

Xt.XC.(C = C.:+,)---+ m'C.+1, ( ).
For the function ¢ 1 , a formal process does not have to be supplied explicitly. It
will be derived from the declaration T by evaluating its body with respect to the
empty continuation (after execution of the body no further writes will occur on
the output channels) in an initial state where all variables are undefined.
Notice that all process generators {3, which can be defined through Section
4.2.5, will write on their output channels only; that is, for all t we have
{:J(Ci. ... , Cn)•(C;, ... , C{)tC = () unless C =Cf.
5.2.3 Programs M[A] (4.2.6) . The meaning of a program is the meaning of its
body evaluated in the environment determined by the declarations. Notice that
the definition is recursive in -y. This is needed because there can be recursive
instantiations in the bodies of the T,.
5.2.4 Statements M[S] (4.2.2). M[ShOut yields a channel contents t' describing the histories on the output channels resulting from executing S followed
by the future computation as described by the continuation 0. S is executed in a
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state a with respect to an environment y where the contents of the input channels
are given by L
5.2.4.1 Assignment (4.2.2.1). M[x := t]y8af yields the contents of the output
channels by first of all evaluating the assignment x := t in a (yielding an updated
state a[M[t]a/x]), and after that proceeding as given by the continuation 8.
Therefore, the effect of an assignment is captured by applying the continuation
to the updated state. The contents of the input channels do not change because
no input is read.
5.2.4.2 Composition (4.2.2.2). Composition is handled in the standard way:
evaluation of S 1 ; S2 with respect to 8 is equivalent to evaluation of S 1 with respect
to !evaluation of S 2 with respect to 8 I, cf. 5.1.4.
5.2.4.3 Conditional (4.2.2.3). The result of evaluating "if b then S 1 else S 2 fi"
with respect to environment y, continuation 8, state a, and input channel f is
either the result of evaluating S 1 with respect to these parameters (namely, if b
evaluated in a yields true) or the results of evaluating S 2 (otherwise).
5.2.4.4 Repetition (4.2.2.4). The statement "while b do Sod" is equivalent to
"if b then S; while b do Sod
else skip
fi"
Evaluating the meaning of the latter statement gives us 4.2.2.4. Notice the
recursion here. Equation 4.2.2.4 is an informal way of writing down the least
fixed-point expression
M[while b do S odhB = µ[,\8'.,\a.M[b]a--> M[ShB' a, Ba].
A similar remark applies to the definition of -y in the definition of the meaning
of programs (4.2.6).
5.2.4.5 Input (4.2.2.5). In defining the meaning of a read statement two cases
can be discriminated. If the input channel is empty, the process is blocked; it will
have no effect on its output channels (i.e., it yields ,\C.( ) ). As the process is
blocked, the continuation, which models the future of the computation, must be
ignored. Remember that our semantics assumes that all input that will be supplied
to a process is given by the initial channel contents, there is no such thing
modeled in our semantics as a process waiting for input.
If the input channel is not empty, then read (x, C) is equivalent to the
assignments
C := rest of C.
x := first element of C;
5.2.4.6 Output (4.2.2.6). Consider the write statement "write(t, C)" evaluated
with respect to a continuation 8. For all channels except C this statement is
equivalent to the empty statement. The output history on C consists of the value
oft followed by what will be written on C in the future.
A discussion of the expand statement will be given after we have treated network
definitions.
5.2.5 Network definitions M[E] (4.2.4). To model the expand statement we
need to find the (smallest) solution of a set of equations in history-valued
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Fig. 4.

A typical network.
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The network of Figure 4 unfolded.
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variables, derived from the topology of the new network. Consider as an example
an expansion into the net in Figure 4.
According to Kahn, the global behavior of the net is described by an operator
which takes an input history x and yields an output history u. This operator is
derived by solving the equations
y
(z, u)

=
=

F(x, z)
G(y)

This is equivalent to deriving the least fixed-point of ;qy, z) .(F(x, z), G(y) ! 1),
where G(y) ! 1 corresponds to output on the channel labelled z. In our approach
we follow the same line of thought, but now in terms of channel contents. This
means that we need to find the least fixed-point of an operator from Chcont to
Chcont. This is accomplished in two stages. First we describe the behavior of the
processes in the network as if they were not interconnected (i.e., the internal
channels occur twice but the two occurrences are not yet related). In terms of
the example above we derive the operator M[E], which is pictured in Figure 5.
This is what Eq. 4.2.4 describes.
Let us try to show this result more precisely. The network in Figure 4 can be
expressed in our syntax as the statement
expand E,
where
E= [procF(X,Z; Y)llprocG(Y;Z, U)].
Notice that Inchan(E) = IXI. The processes procF and procG must be declared
such that it will yield an environment -y with
-yi[procF]

= f3F

and

'Y1 [procG]

= f3c.
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The process generators f3F and f3c should yield processes that correspond to the
functions F and G, but stated in terms of elements from Chcont. This means that
f3F(X, z ><Y) = CXF
/3c ( Y)(Z, U) = a c

where
CXFf y
(autZ, a c fU )

= F(tX, tZ)
= G(tY)

and
and

CXFfc
a c tG

= <)
= ()

for
for

C ~

y

C ~ Z, U.

According to [ 11], the network in Figure 4 corresponds to a function /net, where
= u = G(y) ! 2, with ( y, z) the smallest solution of

fn e,(x)

y = F(x, z)
z

=

G(y)

!

2,

or equivalently fnet(x) = u, where u is the last component of the least fixed-point
of the operator 0, defined by
O(y, z, u)

=

(F(x, z), G(y)

!

1, G(y)

!

2)

(notice that O depends on x) .
M[expand E] should thus yield the same result, or, more precisely, it must be
the process ane, E Process corresponding to /net in the same way that aF corresponds to F.
We first consider M[Eh0cr, with -y equipped with the right values in procF
and procG, and 0 and er arbitrary. According to 4.2.4,
M[Eh0cr

= concat(M[procF(X, Z;

Y)]-yOa, M[procG(Y; Z, U)]-yOa).

Using 4.2.3.1 and the above definitions of f3F , /3c , aF, and a c , we get
M[Eh0cr = concat(f3F(X, Z) ( Y), /3c( Y) (Z, U))
= concat(ap, a c ) = ALt',

where
t'Y=F(tX,tZ)
(t'Z, t'U) = G(tY)
t

'C

= ( ),

for all other Cs.

This operator corresponds to the one sketched in Figure 5. We call this operator
aJ-:. The next stage consists of "connecting the internal channels" in aE; and that
is what M[expand E] is supposed to realize.
5.2.6 Expand Statement M[expand E] (4.2.2.7). Here is the second stage. We
have derived an operator M[Eh0cr and now we will transform it into an operator
cJ>* , of which we will take the fixed point. cJ,* essentially connects the internal
channels. In terms of the example, cJ>* rephrases the operator X(y, z). (F(x, z),
G (y) ! 1) as a function from Chcont to Chcont. Note that we cannot simply take
the fixed point of M[Eh0cr because the global input given by f in the definition
must be supplied explicitly. Note also that the results on the internal channels
are invisible from outside the expand statement.
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We now continue our derivation, started at the end of Section 5.2.5, and show
that M[expand E] indeed yields the desired process an,t• According to 4.2.2.7,
M[expand E]'y8u

= an,

with
anf

or, since Outchan(E)

= XC.(C E

Outchan(E))-+ (µ<t>*)C, ()

= I UI,
anf

= XC.(C =

U)-+ (µ<t>*)U, ( ).

So we must show that the operator <t>* corresponds to the operator O as defined
in 5.2.5. Notice that <t>* depends on f just as 0 depends on x. We therefore choose
an f E Chcont such that £X = x, the history used in the definition of 0. According
to 4.2.2.7, again we have
<l>*f"

= M[E]'y80-(£ [£C/C]ce1nchan(E)).
11

As lnchan(E) = !XI and M[E]'y8u =

aE,

we get

<I>*£"= aE(t"[tX/X]),

or, using the results on at:,
<t>*f"Y

= F((f [£X/X])X, (t"[EX/X])Z) = F(£X, f"Z)
(<t>*t"Z, <t>*t"U) = G(f"Y).
11

11

In other words, <t>* is an operator that takes a channel contents £ and yields an
f" E Chcont which is empty on all channels except Y, Z, and U, where it assumes
the above values.
This means that <t>* is indeed equivalent to 0, and therefore the least fixedpoint µ<I>* yields the same values in Y, Z, and U as µ0. Or, more precisely, we
have
((µ<t>*)Y, (µ<t>*)Z, (µ<t>*)U)

= µO.

5.2.7 The Existence of M. We have to show that Mis well defined in the sense
that for any syntactical object A, M[A] is an element of the right domain (e.g.,
for every instantiation B we have it that M[B]'y8u£ must be continuous in -y, 8,
and f). This result then guarantees the existence of the fixed points occurring in
the definition.
These properties can be shown by induction on the complexity of A, but there
are some subtleties to deal with. They stem from the fact that we have to be
careful in dealing with conditional clauses a -+ {3, -y because they are not
continuous in their first argument. So we have to check these occurrences in
Section 4. No danger exists in 4.2.2.6, 4.2.2.7, and 4.2.5 (write, expand, and
declarations) because the tests contain syntactical entities only. Neither do we
have to deal with continuity in 4.2.2.3 and 4.2.2.4 (if and while) because we did
not make V, and therefore i, a cpo. This was a deliberate choice, which is
discussed in Section 6. As regards 4.2.2.5 (read), we have to be careful, because
the test depends on f. However, if we turn !true, false! into a cpo by defining true
!;; false, then everything works.
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More care has to be exercised in dealing with 4.2.4 (network definitions),
because as it stands concat(a 1, ... , ak)t is not continuous in either a; or L In
fact, concat is not even monotonic, which can be seen by taking t 1 C = ( ) , t 2 C =
(x ), a 1 = Au and a 2 = AL AC.(y), where x ¥ y. Now concat(a1, a2h1 C = (y) and
concat(a 1, a 2 )f 2 C = (x). The problem here is that a; and a1 might write on the
same output channel. In fact, this is the only obstacle; if we assume that the a;
are such that an output clash cannot occur, then concat is continuous. Also, the
discontinuity of concat does not seem to be essential in the sense that, after a
finite number of approximations t;, concat(a1, ... , akk will "choose" the right
and final a1 (i.e., the same as concat(a 1, ... , ak)(Ut;)). In fact, we can make
concat continuous by providing V"" with a richer structure than that of cpo, (see
also [6, Sect. 6], where an idea like this has been worked out). Here we solve the
difficulty in another way, by realizing that the possible arguments M[B;]-y0u of
concat in 4.2.4 can only write on the output channels occurring in B, (cf. the
remark at the end of Section 5.2.2). Now every network definition [B1 II • • • II Bk]
must be well formed (cf. the definition of Ndef in Section 2), and this means that
the sets of output channels of the respective B;s will be disjoint.
In order to prove that M[~] is in the right domain, we have to adopt this
observation in the induction hypothesis. This can be worked out as follows.

Definition 1. A process generator {3 writes on its output channels only iff for all
tuples (C 1 , ••• , Ck), (C;, ... , C;,,) and for all t and C we have that
/3(C 1 ,

Ck)(C;, ... , C;,,)tC

••• ,

= ()

unless C = Cf for some i.

Definition 2. An environment 'Y is clean iff for all P and for all a we have that
-y 1P and -y 2 Pa write on their output channels only.
PROPOSITION. Let Ll be a syntactic entity in Stat U Inst
restrict Enu to the domain of all clean environments, then

U

Ndef U Deel. If we

(1) M[Ll] is in the right domain;

(2) if~= BE Inst, then M[Bh0cH writes only on the output channels occurring

in B.
PROOF. Induction on the structure of Ll. Notice that we have to check that
Enu restricted as above is a cpo (i.e., the hub of a chain of clean environments
must itself be clean). However, this follows immediately from a similar fact on
process generators. Notice also that in case Ll = T, (1) denotes that M[Th is
clean if -y is clean. □
THEOREM.

For all programs A, its meaning M[A] is well defined.

PROOF. Let A = ( T1, . .. , Tn: P(C1, .. . , Ck; Ck+!, ... , Cm)). We have to prove
(according to 4.2.6) that the least fixed-point -y = µf exists, where r =
"-'Y· (M[T1 ]
M[Tnh). This is established as follows.
0

• • •

0

r transforms a clean environment into a clean environment (proposition (1), for~ =T).
(2) r is a continuous operator from clean environments to clean environments
(again proposition (1); note that the bottom element of Enu is clean as
(1)
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well). In fact this analysis shows that all environments that correspond to
valid declarations T 1 , ••• , Tn are clean; that is, all environments that can
occur in the inductive definition of a program using the clauses from
Section 4 are clean.
6. AN APPLICATION

The semantics we have constructed are not very well suited to proving the
correctness of DNP programs. In Section 3 we gave a simple correctness proof,
taking as a starting point properties of the history functions that we derived
from the example program in an informal way. Now we can add rigor to these
proofs, because we can derive these functions from our semantics. The sequel to
this section is devoted to a description of the derivation of Eqs. (3)-(6) from
Section 3.
A good notation is valuable here. The functions f.e,, f merge, and /copy describe the
behavior of pieces of the body of the declaration of the process sort. The
corresponding statements are denoted by Ssort, Smerge, and Scopy, which are
defined by

= read(x, unsorted); S s
= if x 2: 0, then Sexp; Smerge else read (y, subsequence)fi; Scopy
Se,p = expand [sort (unsorted, subsequencel; sorted, emptyl II
Sson

s.,

keep sort (empty subsequence; subsequencel, empty))
Sme,ge

= read

Scopy =

(y, subsequence);
while (y 2: 0 andy :".:: x) do
write (y, sorted); read (y, subsequence) od;
write (x, sorted)
while y 2: 0 do write (y, sorted); read (y, subsequence) od;
write (-1, sorted).

We also need a couple of semantic objects:
cr0
fo

= Xx.undefined;

= XC.( );
-y = environment corresponding to the evaluation of the declaration of the
program from Section 3, according to clause 4.2.6.
The derivation of /copy from Scopy can best be done in three stages:

(1) Ocopy = M[Scopy]fOo;
(2) fcop/Yo, X, Y) = Ocopy( cro[Yo/Y]Hfo[X/unsorted, Y/subsequence));
(3) /copy(Yo, X, Y) = (fcopy(Yo, X, Y)sorted, fcopy(Yo, X, Y)empty).

We now derive Eq. (6) from Section 3. To this end we need a little lemma
(unwinding the loop) :
M[while b do Sod; S']
= M[if b then S; while b do Sod; S' else S' fi],
or
8'

= M[while b do Sod; S']-yOcr
= M[b]cr-+ M[S]-yO'cr, M[S']-yOcr.
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=

Applying this lemma, using 4.2.2.2, and taking f'
sequence], we get

Eo[X/unsorted, Y/sub-

fcopy(yo, X, Y) = (y 2:: 0)
---+ M[write(y, sorted)]flM[read(y, subsequence)]f0copyl(uo[Yo/Y))E',
M[ write(-1, sorted) ]f0o(uo[Yo/Y))f '.
Now suppose y 0 < 0. Then (4.2.2.6),
fcopy (Yo, X, (z) ·y)

= >..C.(C = sorted)---+ (-1), ( ),

and thus,
/mp/Yo, X, (z) .Y)

= ((-1)(

)).

If Yo 2:: 0, we get (4.2.2.6),
fcopy(Yo, X, (z) .Y)

= >..C.(C =sorted)---+

(Yo) ·o'sorted, 0'C,

where (using 4.2.2.5),
0'

=
=

M[read(y, subsequence]f0copy(uo[YolYD
(t 0 [X/unsorted, (z) ·y;subsequence))
Ocopy(u1J[z/y))(f[X/unsorted, Y/subsequence))

= fcopy(z,

X, Y).

This yields
/copy(yo , X, (z) .Y)

= ((yo) .Ucopy(z, X,

Y)

!

l.fcopy(z, X, Y)

!

2).

Thus we have derived Eq. (6) from Section 3.
Derivation of Eq. (5) proceeds similarly, using the definitions
Bmerge = M[Smerge; S copy],Y0o,
fmerge(Xo, X, Y) = Bmerge(uo[xo/x))(fo[X/unsorted, Y/subsequence)),
f merge(Xo, X, Y) = ( fmerge(Xo, X, Y)sorted, fmerge(Xo, X, Y)empty).
Next, the derivation of Eq. (3). As before, we define
Bsort = M[Ssort]f0o,
fsort(X, Y) = 050 r1u0 (E 0 [X/unsorted, ¥/subsequence)),
fson(X, Y) = (f 50 n(X, Y)sorted, fsort(X, Y)empty).
Applying the clauses from 4.2.2, we derive, taking f'
Y /subsequence],
fsor1( (xo)

=

=
=

=

Eo[X/unsorted,

·x,

Y)
M[read(x, unsorted); S,, ]'Y00 (E 0 [(x0 ) ·x;unsorted, Y/subsequence))
M[if x 2:: 0 then S,xp; Smerge
else read(y, subsequence)fi; S copyh0o(uo[xo/x])f'
(xo 2:: 0)---+ M[Sexph0merge(uo(xo/x))f',
M [read(y, subsequence) ]f 0copy(uo[xo/x ))f '.

So we have
fson( (-1)

·x,

(Yo) .Y)

= 0, opy( u/)(-1/ x, Yo/y])( fo[X/unsorted, Y/subsequence])
= fcopy(Yo, X, Y),
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which yields (3). (NB. We cheat a little here; we should prove that 0copya does
not depend on ax, in order to be able to derive the last equality.)
Finally, Eq. (4). We first investigate what the meaning of "sort" is, as provided
by the environment -y. Clause 4.2.6 yields

-y = M[sort( • •)

+-- • • ](M[bottom(

• •)

+-- • • ](M[main(

• •)

+-- • •

]-y)).

According to 4.2.5, we have
-y = ('Yi[</>,J sort, ¢ 1b/bottom, ¢ 1m/main], 1'2(¢2s/sort, ¢ 2b/bottom, ¢2m/main])
for the right ¢;1. In particular, using 4.2.5 again,
(*)

and also
¢ 2,a( P,

Q ) (R, S )tR = a(to[tP/unsorted, tQ/subsequence])sorted
¢ 2,a ( P , Q ) (R, S )tS = a (t 0 [tP/unsorted, tQ/subsequence])subsequence

Now, for x0

~

(**)

0, using the derivation of Esort as given above, we have
tso,ho·x , Y) = M[expand[B1 II B2]i0me,ge(ao[xo/x])t'

with

B 1 = sort(unsorted, subsequence!; sorted, emptyl)
B 2 = keep sort (emptyl, subsequence; subsequence!, empty)
Next we must find out which function on tuples corresponds to instantiations:
a ; = M[B;]-y0merge(ao(Xo/x])

for i = 1, 2. Using 4.2.3, we get
a1

= M[B1]-Y0merge(ao[xo/x])
= -y 1sort (unsorted, subsequence! ) (sorted, emptyl).

Using (*) and (* *), we see that if a 1 takes the history X as input on channel
"unsorted" and history Sl on channel "subsequence!" that a 1 will yield on output
channel "sorted" the history
SO = 0sort<Io(to[X/unsorted, SI/subsequence]) sorted
= tsort(X, Sl)sorted
= Usort (X, Sl)) ! l.

Similarly, on output channel "emptyl", the history
El= Usort(X, Sl))

!2

will be produced. Furthermore, on all other channels we get ( ) as output. Thus
the instantiation a 1 corresponds to the tuple function /sort because we have
derived that
(SO, El ) = lsort(X, Sl).
Similarly, the history function corresponding to B 2 and a2 is /merge:

( S 1, E) = / merge(Xo, El , Y).
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Here it is assumed that n 2 takes as input histories El on channel "emptyl"
and Y on "subsequence", while it yields histories S 1 and E on channels
"subsequencel" and "empty".
We have now obtained a situation like the one described in Sections 5.2.5 and
5.2.6. A line of reasoning similar to the one we followed there will lead us to the
conclusion that the meaning of the corresponding expand statement is a process
that takes inputs X and Y on "unsorted" and "subsequence" and yields output
histories SO and Eon "sorted" and "empty", where SO and E are defined by the
smallest solution of

j (SO, El) = lsort(X, Sl)
[ (Sl, E) = /merge(Xo, £1, Y).
This immediately yields Eq. (4) in Section 3.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
7 .1 Conclusions

In this paper we have given a completely formal definition of DNP, both of its
syntax and its semantics. Apart from minor details (e.g., value parameters), all
ideas introduced in [ 11, 12) have been covered. A formal semantics can serve as
a test of the informal description of a language. Kahn's language did well in this
respect, as we did not find ambiguities. The original papers did have some
omissions, however, due to the fact that they introduced some new ideas which
were embedded in (a number of variants of) a language that remained sketchy.
However, the parts that were not specified precisely could be filled-in in a natural
way.
The contributions of our paper are that we have formalized three notions:
expansions, containing "keeps" (introduced in passing in (12, Sect. 2.7)); a method
to derive history functions from a program text (there is a hint in (11) of
McCarthy's method-we have applied the standard techniques from denotational
semantics); and a means to define the semantics of recursive expand statements.
The original paper ((11, Sect. 4)); (12) does not deal with formal semantics)
was very concise on the last notion. Moreover, recursive expansion is not treated
in its full form; the paper only describes nodes that expand immediately (i.e.,
corresponding in our syntax to a process consisting of only one (expand) statement). An example was given in (11) (see Figure 6), but it does not show the full
power of expansion, as it merely builds a "gz-generator" which yields for all input
histories the output µ,g 2 (whenever g needs input from F, F expands and generates
a g-node that provides the input for the original g-node; g therefore yields as
output the lub of the chain gz( ) ~ g 2 (g2 ( ) ) ~ •••• which is µ,g2 ). An equivalent
nonexpanding network is given in Figure 7 (DUP copies its input to both its
output channels. NIL does nothing) . Kahn provides the following equations,
which should define the meaning of the network in Figure 6:
/ 0 = F(i) = gAF(f (i, X)))

lX = g1(F(f(i, X)))

(*)

These equations are unclear. For instance, the smallest solution of (*) is F =
(Xr.( ))[g2 ( )/i] and X = g 1 ( ), while the intended solution is F = AT.µ,g 2 and
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Fig. 6.

An example from Kahn's paper.

expand)

0

F

0

Fig. 7. A non recursive network
equivalent to the one in Figure 6.

X = g1 (µg2). Apparently, the intended solution is the function F that for all input
i yields the smallest output. This function cannot be defined as a simultaneous
fixed-point (F, X) = µ[.\(F, X).( ... , ... )), which is suggested by the form of
equations (*). Instead it must be defined as an iterated fixed-point expression:
F

= µF[.\F.hgAF(f(i, µX[>-..X.g 1(F(f(i,

X)))))))].

7.2 Possible Extensions and Topics for Further Research

An interesting idea is to add a bottom element ..L to the set of values V and to
turn it into a flat cpo. The value ..L is intended to capture the notion of a
nonterminating evaluation of an expression. The first consequence is that the
evaluation of a Boolean expression might not terminate also; we must therefore
make Itrue, false I, the set of truth values, a flat cpo by adding a bottom element
..L there too. We must make the (denotation of the) relational operators strict
(e.g., M[x = y]u = ..L if M[x]u =..Lor M[y]u = ..L).
L now turns into a cpo also. If the value of a variable in a state u equals ..L, we
declare u as a whole to be bottom, because the only information needed about
such a state is that it is the "result" of a nonterminating computation. So we
turn L into a flat cpo and we make .\u. .\o.u ]o/x) strict in u and o (i.e., ..L[o/x] =
a[..L/x] = ..L).
Another consequence is that all continuations that we work with have to be
strict: O..L = ,\ t. ,\ C. ( ) , for proceeding after we have obtained the "result" of a
nonterminating computation should not generate any more output. We therefore
redefine the domain of the continuations into Cont = 2::
Process (here
A-., B denotes the set of all strict functions from A to B). The functionality of

-s
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M has to be redefined as well ; it should now be M: Stat (resp. Inst, Ndef) [En u ----> [Cont--> (~-->, Process)]]. In order to safeguard this functionality, we
have to define explicitly that M[-'1h0.l be Xd,C.() for -'1 in Stat U Inst U Ndef,
because this is not guaranteed by the clauses in 4.2.2- 4. Note that strictness on
a flat domain like ~ implies continuity, and also that 4.2. 2.1 now yields the right
result if M[b]cr = .l. If we make the operator >.. a. X/3. A"'(. a - /3 , r' strict in a, then
4.2 .2.3 and 4.2.2.4 will be correct. For instance, if in 4.2.2. 3 M[b]cr yields .l, then
the whole construct should yield the bottom element XC. () of Chcont. Note here
that strictness in a implies continuity because !.l, true, false! is flat.
How is V" affected? If we look at the semantic definitions we see that the only
relevant operations on elements in Vee are the test fC = ( ) and the operations
first and rest in 4.2.2.5, and the operation Xo . XT. ( o ) •T in 4.2.2.6. Equation 4.2.2.5
can be streamlined if we make first and rest strict (first ( ) = .l, rest ( ) = ( ) ):
M[read (x, C)hllcrt

= 0(cr[first(fC) / x))(drest(fC) / C)) .

At first sight, making Xo. XT. ( o ) •T strict in o appears to save 4.2.2.6, but this is
not so. If the evaluation of the value to be written does not terminate, then there
should be no more output, not only on the channel to be written to by the write
statement but on all other output channels as well. The solution is to define a
strict operator app( o, C , d ("prefix the history on channel C in f with value o ")
by
app(.l, C , f)

and for all

oE

= XC.( ) ,

V not equal to .l,
app(o, C,

d = d ( o) ·fc/CJ.

Now 4.2.2.6 can be rewritten as
M[write (t, C)hllcrf = app(M[t]a, C, 0crf).
We conclude that it is possible to accommodate nontermination of the evaluation
of expressions in a straightforward way. This is due to the fact that only restricted
operations on histories are used; if we would have more complications there, then
we have to resort to other solutions, as described for instance in [6].
Next, a few remarks on the value undefined E V . Similar techniques can be
applied here: a process could flag the use of an uninitialized variable as an error.
An appropriate action would be to write the value undefined on all output
channels and to terminate. Upon receipt of this value, any other process would
do the same thing. This can be built into our semantics in the same way as
nontermination. Some care has to be exercised if we combine this idea with the
addition of .l to our domains. For instance, the construct undefined ----> .l, .l
should yield undefined. We do not investigate this further here.
As the reader might appreciate, giving the formal denotational semantics of a
language like DNP is not an easy task. Also, Section 6 makes clear that to give
a rigorous formal proof of the properties of DNP programs using this semantics
is also not easy. Further research is needed; tools must be built which can be
used in such proofs. For instance, we could try to formalize "McCarthy's method,"
using which the equations in Section 3 were derived from the program text. We
could try to build a set of lemmas that could be used to generate such equations.
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Our semantics could then be used to prove the lemmas. Another idea is to build
a Hoare-like system for DNP (see, for instance, [19] for a proof system for a
similar language), or a proof system built on temporal logic, and then to justify
such a system using the semantics given here.
Another direction for future research might be to use our semantics to validate
and prove the equivalence of various execution methods for DNP programs, for
instance, the "coroutine mode" versus the "parallel mode" of execution mentioned
in [ U, Sect. ;3]. Some work has already been done: Kahn mentions [7], more
recent work is reported in [2. 3, 8], but it is all based on a subset of DNP (e.g.,
allowing only static networks with restricted I/0 behavior).
7 .3 The Relation Between this Paper and Other Work

There are few denotational semantics of languages for parallel programming to
be found in the literature that are worked out as completely as this one (the only
one we were able to find is [9], dealing with CSP). This is not very surprising: a
semantics like ours tends to be complicated, as we have seen, even for a relatively
simple language for parallel programming such as DNP, which can be handled
using the classical domains from denotational semantics as devised by Scott (see,
e.g., [13, 17]).
As soon as parallelism is combined with nondeterminism, more intricate
domains are needed. Plotkin [15], Smyth (16], and later de Bakker (4] have
worked on this. Such domains have been used to provide the semantics of some
notions occurring in languages for parallel programming. For instance, in (4] a
small language is defined especially for this purpose, which contains a variant of
the CSP communication mechanism. Another way to deal with the complexity
of nondeterminism and parallelism is to resort to operational semantics. For
instance, in [l] such a semantics is introduced and then used for a justification
of a proof system. As far as we know, this paper is the first one in which a fully
formal semant ics of expansion has been given. Our treatment of parameter
passing also seems to be new.
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SAMENVATTING
In essentie bestaat dit proefschrift uit vier artikelen, die gereproduceerd zijn in de
hoofdstukken 2 t/m 5. Deze hoofdstukken behandelen een aantal onderwerpen op het
terrein van de semantiek van programmeertalen. In de artikelen worden een aantal
programmeerconcepten onderzocht. door er ofwel een denotationele semantiek voor
te konstrueren ofwel, als de betekenis ervan is vastgesteld via een antler formalisme,
deze te onderzoeken met behulp van denotationele semantiek of technieken emit. Een
gemeenschappelijk kenmerk van deze artikelen is dat de concepten die ik onclerzocht
heh een struktuur hebben die uitnodigt tot het gebruik van continuaties. Dit is
waarschijnlijk het eenvoudigst uit te leggen door enkele alinea's te wijden aan de
inhoud van de artikelen .
In hoofclstuk 2 worclt een semantiek in de stijl van Cook bestudeerd. De betekenis van de diverse programmakonstrukties worclt volgens deze semantiek vastgelegd
door een aantal rekursieve vergelijkingen, een aanpak die ook gebruikelijk is in de
denotationele semantiek. Een probleem is echter <lat de standaardtechnieken uit de
denotationele semantiek hier niet werken, omclat de operatoren geincluceerd dour dit
soort vergelijkingen niet krachtig genoeg (<lat wil zeggen: kontinu) zijn. In mijn artikel blijkt <lat na zekere aanpassingen deze technieken toch gebruikt kunnen worden,
waarmee clan definities in de stijl van Cook gerechtvaardigd zijn.
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft twee semantieken, een denotat.ionele en een operationele, voor
de kern van de programmeertaal SNOBOL4, te weten het patroonherkenningsalgoritme. Dit algoritme werkt volgens het pricipe "gissen en vergissen" ( trial and error).
Het iclee is <lat er een aantal mogelijkheden onderzocht client te worden en dat gebeurt
door in eerste instantie een ervan te bekijken . Als blijkt clat cleze mogelijkheicl niet
voldoet, clan wordt een nieuwe mogelijkheid geprobeerd door die situatie (min of meer)
te herstellen waar voor het laatst een keuze bestond uit een aantal nog te onclerzoeken
alternatieven, en vervolgens een nieuwe keuze te maken.
Dit is een stijl van programma-uitvoering die nogal afwijkt van de stijl die
voorgestaan wordt door de voorstanders van gestruktureerd programmeren. Een programmafragment is niet meer een module met een enkele ingang en een uitgang,
die samengevoegd kan worden met andere modules met dezelfcle eigenschappen tot
grotere modules van hetzelfcle type. lntegendeel, tijclens verwerking van een bepaalcl
gedeelte van een programma kan blijken, <lat er ooit in een heel antler fragment een
verkeerde keuze is gedaan, zodat verwerking van het programma terugspringt naar
dat keuzepunt. Dat komt erop neer clat, naast de stanclaardingang waar verwerking
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van een programmagedeelte begint, t,ijdens verwerking ervan een aantal nieuwe ingangen gekreeer<l worden, die gebruikt kunnen worden als in een later stadium de
berekening faalt in een heel ander gedeelte van het programma.
Dit soort programma-exekutie kan niet eenvoudig beschreven worden met direkte denotationele semantiek, een stijl die wel goed toepasbaar is voor meer gestruktureerde taalkonstrukties. Hier zal gebruik gemaakt moeten worden van continuaties,
ofwel voortzettingen. De betekenis van een instruktie uit een programmeertaal is 1rn
een funktie die de beginsituatie (zeg de inhoud van het geheugen van de computer)
voor<lat de instruktie uitgevoer<l zal wor<len, zal omzetten in een ein<lantwoor<l (zeg
de output van het programma), waarbij inbegrepen is het effekt van het uitvoeren van
de rest van het programma, dat, geexekuteer<l zal worden als de onderhavige instruktie
afgehandel<l is. Deze toekomst van de berekening kan niet afgelezen worden uit de
instruktie onder behandeling, en daarom wordt bij het bepalen van de betekenis van
de instruktie deze toekomst meegegeven als parameter. Zo'n parameter nu is een continuatie, een voortzetting die voor elke mogelijke situatie direkt na evaluatie van de
instruktie beschrijft welk eindantwoord het uitvoeren van de rest van het programma
zal opleveren.
"Gissen en vergissen" kan gevangen worden door de betekenis van een instruktie
afhankelijk te laten zijn van twee continua.ties als parameter, te weten een "succesvoortzetting" die het gedeelte van het programma beschrijft <lat uitgevoerd wordt
als verwerking van de instruktie normaal tennineert, en een "faal-voortzetting" die
aangeeft wat er gebeurt als tijdens verwerking van de instruktie blijkt dat een keuze
die ooit gemaakt is onterecht geweest is.
Continuaties worden gebruikt in een sektie van hoofdstuk 2 en ook in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5. Hoofdstuk 4 gaat over het goto statement, de standaard sprongopdracht. Een van de bezwaren die tegen <leze instruktie ingebracht wor<lt is <lat
taalfragmenten nu meer<lere ingangen en uitgangen kunnen hebben: ieder label <lat
ge<lefinieer<l wordt in het fragment <lat van buitenaf toegankelijk is legt een nieuwe
ingang vast en als het fragment sprongop<lrachten bevat naar labels die niet in het
fragment zelf gedefinieerd zijn, clan is er meer dan een uitgang. De konklusie dat dat
er geen nette bewijzen te leveren zijn van programma 's met goto's is evenwel niet
terecht. Er zijn een aantal korrekte formele bewijssystemen voorgestel<l en van twee
<laarvan wor<lt in hoofdstuk 4 bewezen dat ze gezond en (relatief) volle<lig zijn. Voor
<leze rechtvaardiging gebruik ik denotationele semantieken en het blijkt dat gebruik
gemaakt kan worden van zowel direkte semantiek als continua.tiesema.ntiek.
Het laatste hoofdstuk behandelt een taal voor parallel programmeren, gebaseerd
op de ideeen van Kahn, DNP genaamd (dynamic net.works of processes). In Kahn's
artikelen wor<lt een globale omschrijving gegeven van de a.chterliggende principes en
er worden een aantal voorbeel<len behan<lel<l, ma.ar er wor<lt niet expliciet een programmeertaal gedefinieer<l, la.at staan <lat er een formele denotationele semantiek
gegeven wor<lt . Dat laatste wordt gerealiseerd in hoofdstuk 5. De semantiek die daar
gedefinieerd wordt, maakt nadrukkelijk gebruik van continua.ties.
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Het eerste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift bevat een inleiding in de begrippen die
in de latere hoofdstukken aan de orde zullen komen. Zo wordt bijvoorbeeld het begrip
continuatie degelijker geintroduceerd clan hier mogelijk is.
Daarnaast wor<lt in sektie 1.3 ingegaan op de vraag in hoeverre het gebruik
van continuaties in de andere hoof<lstukken nodig en zinnig is, en of er geen direkte
denotationele semantiek gegeven kan worden voor de daar behandelde concepten.
De konklusie is dat <lat in de meeste gevallen we] mogelijk is, maar <lat een direkte
semantiek voor het soort programmeerconcepten dat in dit proefschrift behandeld
wordt., al snel tot onoverzichtelijke <lefinities leidt, voornamelijk omdat er rekening
gehouden moet worden met veel details. Dat laatste blijkt bij continuatiesemantiek
aanzienlijk minder het geval te zijn.
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